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Abstract

Vehicles powered by internal combustion (IC) engines produce harmful emissions and are

a significant cause of greenhouse effects and environmental pollution. The need for less

polluting cars is driven by new legislation requiring manufacturers to reduce their vehicles’

emissions and increase fuel economy. The need to control various parameters in the engine is

the key to reduction in emissions, currently done through open loop control with an engine

management system operating variables at mapped set points. To produce a map for the

engine management system is a time-consuming task, with calibration for parameters such

as spark advance, fuel pulse width or EGR required to be set for every conceivable load or

throttle value. These maps do not take into account driver variability leading to changing

wear rates between engines.

Ion current sensing is a cost effective way to obtain in-cylinder combustion information

that can be used in feedback control loops.

This thesis describes the implementation of ion current sensing techniques to predict the

air-fuel ratio and peak pressure position on an internal combustion engine. Firstly, spark

advance is controlled through the prediction of peak pressure position from the ion current

technique, initially on a single cylinder, and then on all four cylinders. This is done through

a feedback control loop of an ARX model encompassing a neural network estimation of peak

pressure position. The control, via minimum variance techniques, is seen to have no adverse

affect on cycle to cycle variations in combustion or torque output of the engine, not only

in steady state but also across transient ranges. Secondly, air-fuel ratio is predicted with

the ion current sensing system in a similar neural network manner. Fuelling is controlled

through a neural network feed-forward technique, with the air-fuel ratio regulated through a

loop shaping control technique. Results show that a wide-band oxygen sensor signal can be

replicated with the ion current technique whilst time delays involved with classical air-fuel

ratio control with an oxygen sensor are reduced.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Engine Control Requirements

It is a stark reality that oil prices will probably continue to increase for the foreseeable future.

With over 70% of households currently owning at least one car in the UK[1], it is of major

interest to car manufacturers to show their cars have excellent fuel economy and it is a major

benefit to consumers that their vehicles perform with excellent fuel economy. Considerable

development has been undertaken to increase efficiency and power output per unit volume of

cylinder capacity on the internal combustion engine since its conception over 100 years ago.

Legislation is driving a reduction in exhaust pipe emissions as the requirements are becoming

more stringent. The USis the world’s largest market for cars and in December 2007 George

W.Bushsigned a new USbill into law to demandan increase in the fuel efficiency of cars and

light trucks in the US by 40%, to an average of 35 miles per USgallon, thefirst increase since

1975. In Europe a typical, mid-sized, modern car manages about 38 miles per US gallon

already. Over half of the vehicles sold in the US were SUVs and pickups, experiencing a

150% growth in sales between 1992 and 2001 [2]. This has subsequently changed in dramatic

fashion since mid 2008as sales of larger SUVs drop. The ownersof these powerful vehicles are

being hit hard by the cost of fuel so naturally, an increase in efficiency would be a solution.

This will not only cause reductions to a consumer’s fuel bill at the pump but has implications

on exhaust emissions that are just as important. Without a sacrifice in output power of an

engine, technology research is required to increase the efficiency and reduce emissions and this

has posed a dilemmato the vehicle manufacturer when considering the end consumer; people

have only been willing to pay for more power [3]. This means that any emissions reductions

and fuel efficiency increases on a vehicle’s engine must havelittle or no cost implications to

the consumer.

Doubling a car’s efficiency will effectively halve its CO2 emissions. During the 1990’s, the

compulsory introduction of the catalytic converter along with the removal of leaded petrol

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

from garage forecourts helped reduce emissions dramatically.

Further reduction in emissions andfuelefficiency rises can be experienced through precise

control of an engine’s operating parameters. Currently car engine management systems

(EMS)control a numberof operating parameters in an open loop manner. These parameters

are chosen by mapped set points within the management system. This mapis calibrated by

the manufacturers on a single engine before being replicated in production engine management

systems. To produce a map for the engine management system is a time-consuming task,

with calibration for numerous parameters such as spark advance, fuel pulse width or exhaust

gas recirculation (EGR) required to be set for every conceivable load or throttle value. These

maps do not take into account driver variability leading to changing wear rates between

engines since operating in an open loop manner.

To overcome this expensive set-up constraint, feedback control could be employed to

determine parameter set-points rather than follow predetermined maps. Feedback control

requires sensors and actuators to read in-cylinder and exhaust phenomena and problems

arise due to capital cost and installation of such sensors in production engines.

The amount of fuel entering the engine and the ignition timing or spark advance (SA)

are the two most important parameters that influence the fuel consumption in addition to

the emission of pollutants [4]. There is a trade off between emissions and fuel consumption

whensetting the SA; minimising the emissions through retarded SA causes an increase in

fuel consumption, as illustrated in fig. 1.1 [4].

1.1.1 The Need for Spark Advance Control and Minimal Advancefor Best

Torque

Correct SA over the entire engine operating range is very important as it has a major impact

on fuel consumption as well as emission rates [4]. Previous engine control research has

demonstrated that the use of in-cylinder pressure as a feedback control variable could someday

remove the requirement for the laborious task of ignition timing mapping [5, 6, 7]. Further

advantages of the use of feedback in SA control include the automatic compensation for

varying environmental conditions, engine wear and fuel characteristics, and the potential for

reduced lean-limit operation by reduction in cycle-to-cycle combustion variation.

The cycle-to-cycle combustion process within a spark ignition (SI) combustion engine

cylinder is subject to variability, not only through the alteration of key parameters such as

SA but also through the natural inconsistency of turbulent flame propagation. This manifests

as noise in the peak pressure position (PPP) output andis an indicator of the cycle-to-cycle

variations (CCV) when spark timingis fixed [8]. Variability in the PPP is a highly useful

measure of CCV of combustion since it may be determined directly and so can be used in
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feedback control. Adjusting SA directly affects the combustion initiation process and thus

will alter the PPP. By controlling the SA, and hence the PPP, the desired amount of torque

output can be achieved whilst minimizing losses. By advancing the SA at a fixed speed and

inlet manifold condition, the produced torque curveillustrates the importance of accurate

spark advance control.

If the SA is advanced (occurs at an increasing crank angle before TDC) the combustion

is initiated earlier into the piston compression stroke. This implies that the work transferred

from the rising piston into the propagating mixture expansion is increased, consequently the

maximum burn rate and maximum work rate transferred from the gases to the piston on the

expansion stroke, and hence the PPP, occursearlier.

Conversely, if the SA is retarded (occurs at a decreasing crank angle before TDC) the

PPP occurs later in the expansion stroke. There is a SA setting that will give a maximum

torque output, called the maximum brake torque timing. Advancing or retarding the SA

from maximum brake torque timing results in lower produced torque. The SA setting that

can achieve maximum brake torque timingis not a single crank angle degree setting, but is

a narrow range of SA settings over a few crank angle degrees. In recent years the acronym

MBThas changed to refer to minimal advance for best torque (MBT), the minimal or most

advanced SA that will achieve maximum best torque. In this manner, the SA can be retarded

on demand to maintain the maximum best torque when required.
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Another factor determining the importance of SA is that flame development and prop-

agation varies cycle by cycle since the flame growth depends on local mixture motion and

composition. These quantities vary in successive cycles in any given cylinder and may vary

cylinder to cylinder. These cylinder to cylinder and cycle to cycle variations limit the op-

erating regime of the engine and spark timing is set for ‘average’ cycles. Faster burning

combustion cycles in extremely advanced SA will result in engine knock and the slower burn-

ing combustion cycles in an extremely retarded SA will cause incomplete burn setting the

practical lean limit of the engine [9].

The engine knock phenomenonis a crucial limiting factor in SA control; not fully un-

derstood, knocking is unwantedself ignition or pre-ignition that can damage engine pistons

due to localised high pressures [9, 10]. During operation, the SA angle is computed from

pre-calibrated EMSlook-up tables, depending on the speed and load, to obtain MBT and

simultaneously avoid knock and observe emissions requirements. The EMS look-up table is

optimal for the engine in a static manner only during calibration of the EMS [10]. Feedback

control would allow incorporation of sensor signals, such as knock or pressure sensors, to

compute optimal SA irrespective of engine wear, driver style or environmental conditions.

Controlling SA to achieve MBT is desirable during normal engine operation, but the

ability to regulate or track the SA to other desired crank angle positions should not be

overlooked. Uponcold start-up the catalytic converter must reach operating temperatures of

around 300°Cas rapidly as possible since at lower temperatures, the chemical reaction in the

catalyst is reduced and exhaust emissions are higher. More rapid heating of the catalyst can

be obtained by retarding SA so that the cylinder combustion is occurring when the exhaust

valves have already opened [4]. Air-fuel ratio control requirements are detailed in the next

section.

1.1.2 The Need for Air-Fuel Ratio Control

The control of air-fuel ratio (AFR) currently achieved in gasoline engines is acceptable at

tracking stoichiometry at steady state operating conditions [11]. Stoichiometry is the theo-

retical ideal for complete combustion of the air-fuel mixture within an engine cylinder andis

a mass ratio of 14.7 : 1 [9, 12, 4] (a volumetric ratio would be around 9500litres of air per

litre of fuel). Load and speed transients introduce excursions from the stoichiometric levels.

For a three way catalytic (TWC) converter to perform optimally, the AFR has to be kept

within a window as small as 0.1% around the stoichiometric level [10, 4] during steady state

operation, often expressed in terms of maintaining the lambda coefficient at unity where:

AFRmeasured
A=

AFRetoic
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Interestingly, as the engine operates in a lean condition, the TWCefficiency drops dra-

matically and the NOx emission reductions are minimal. This is explained by the resultant

abundanceof oxygen from lean operation in the exhaust gas, which in turn oxidises unburned

hydrocarbons [10]. A change in of 0.1% around \ = 1 would double the emissions rate

although across transients of engine speed and torque, deviations of 2 to 3% around A = 1

over short periods of time are acceptable [4, 11]. Figure 1.2 illustrates the optimum air-fuel

ratio for the operation of a TWC.
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Optimization of the fuel control system to reduce emission levels requires accurate mea-

surement of the post-combustion exhaust gases. Most production vehicles are fitted with a

single oxygen sensor downstream of the confluence point on the exhaust system and is used

for feedback for the control of the fuel injectors. A significant problem associated with this

configuration is the difficulty of isolating individual cylinder behaviour. In generala single

oxygen sensor is used in production vehicles for two main reasons; the cost of installing mul-

tiple sensors (one for each of the exhaust runners) is too high and secondly, installing such

sensors close to the exhaust ports to minimise time delays and mixing effects exposes the

sensor to much greater exhaust temperatures that significantly reduce the longevity of the

sensors. The sensoris thus traditionally fitted at the confluence point on the exhaust system

but gases become mixed making it difficult to detect which cylinders are operating away

from stoichiometry, since individual cylinders may be operated rich or lean of A = 1 due to

mismatches in injectors and unbalancedairflow [13]. Mixing of exhaust gases can occur not

only between cylinders at the confluence point of the exhaust stream but also between an

individual cylinder’s current and previous exhaust cycle. This occurs because before it can

be detected, the gas emerging from an exhaust port must first displace the exhaust gas from
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a previous cycle past the sensor [14].

In general, the type of AFR sensor fitted to vehicles is a nonlinear heated exhaust gas

oxygen (HEGO)sensor. This is often referred to as a ‘switching type’ sensor since the output

is one of two levels depending on whichside of stoichiometry the engineis operating. Robust

feedback techniques can not easily be applied to nonlinear systems and the severity of this

nonlinearity makes it challenging for linear approximations.

A significant proportion of hydrocarbon emissions occur during engine start up, in part

due to a lack of sensing for feedback control during this period [15]. Oxygen sensors are

incapable of measuring AFR from an engine cold start-up due to their time to ‘light-off’, a

duration required for the sensor to reach an elevated operating temperature [9]. During this

period the engine is operated open-loop.

Further difficulties in AFR feedback control are associated with time delays. The most

significant is due to the transportation of the exhaust gases following the combustion event to

the detection at the oxygen sensor downstream. Additionally, the sensor is often considered

to behave as a lst order lag which actsto filter the signal [10].

1.2 Measuring and Controlling Peak Pressure Position and

Air-Fuel Ratio

1.2.1 Peak Pressure Position

The following parameters in various combinations have been stated as being used as param-

eters in populated look-up tables or maps to control the ignition [4]:

e Manifold Air Pressure (MAP)

e Mass Air Flow (MAF)

e Engine Speed (N)

e Throttle Angle

e Air-Fuel Ratio (AFR)

e Crank angle and top dead centre (TDC)

e Ambient Air Temperature

e Engine Temperature

e Battery Voltage
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As these parameters change, they have an effect on the engine operation and hence the

SA would be adjusted accordingly to ensure smooth engine operation.

Conventionally in-cylinder pressure is measured with pressure sensors. This requires the

pressure sensor to be inserted into a precision machined hole in the cylinder head so that

the pressure sensor face is exposed to the piston chamber. The pressure sensor is then

connected to a signal amplifier to produce meaningful pressure outputs after being calibrated

appropriately. This is prohibitively expensive for production vehicles and their reliability

is questionable over long periods (thousands of combustion cycles). However, the obtained

signals from the pressure sensor apparatus is useful for in-cylinder information. Algorithms

can efficiently determine the peak pressure position of a combustion cycle in real time. A

series of papers involving Powell and colleagues published from 1976 begin to use the peak

pressure position (PPP) as a feedback variable for control of ignition [5, 16, 17, 18, 19].

In [5] the use of a pure integral controller is recommended as a suitable method for

maintaining the maximum cylinder pressure at a desired crank angle. Non-linear parametric

models were used in [6] at the University of Liverpool to model SA to PPP relationships for

control using in-cylinder pressure sensors. This equipment was used again for more advanced

control algorithms for PPP regulation [7, 8].

In-cylinder pressure can also be measured via non-intrusive pressure sensors as in [20].

Cylinder pressure readings were taken at a minimum of 4 sample points and pressure ratios

calculated with an estimate of a motored cylinder pressure. These pressure ratios were used

to control combustion phasing for spark control, using a parameter based on the pressure

ratios with cylinder pressures measured at 10° ATDC and 55° ATDC.

Ion current sensing is a method of obtaining the in-cylinder pressure information in a

low cost, non-intrusive manner. In this scheme an electric potential is applied across the

plug electrodes producing an electrical field during the period of non-sparking and hence

ion species, produced during combustion, generate a current as they move between these

electrodes. Using a simple electrical circuit, the voltage across a resistor is measured and the

resulting signal is rich in combustion information.

1.2.2 Air-Fuel Ratio

Production vehicles use an oxygen sensor to determine the air-fuel ratio (AFR) in the gas

exhaust stream whereby a voltage signal dependent on the oxygen concentration is generated.

This signal is used in feedback systems to control the fuel volumein the intake. The standard

switching heated exhaust gas oxygen (HEGO)sensor is the most commonsince it is relatively

cheap, but is highly non-linear in output voltage: high voltage for rich mixtures and low
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voltage for lean mixtures with a steep transition of voltage around stoichiometry, see fig.

1.3. Feedback control utilises this rapid transition to set-up a limit-cycle of the air-fuel ratio

aroundstoichiometry.
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Figure 1.3: Output Characteristics of a HEGO sensor

Succeeding the standard switching HEGOsensorsare universal exhaust gas oxygen (UEGO)

sensors. Known as Lambdasensors their voltage output is proportional to the air-fuel ratio

(AFR) or lambda level and can give both useful and accurate readings of exhaust gases.

Problems arising from the use of such sensors are the cost, currently only one is normally

fitted at the exhaust confluence point, taking average exhaust readings acrossall cylinders.

Further problemsfor feedback are the inherent delays with such a sensor; exhaust gas from a

particular combustion event must reach the sensor a distance along the exhaust pipe before

the AFR can be measured and used for feedback.

To address some of the problems associated with oxygen sensors for feedback control a

significant amount of research has focused on estimation using diverse combustion sensors

including pressure sensors, optical sensors, hot-wire sensors and infrared sensors. The spark

plug with appropriate diagnostic circuitry has also been extensively investigated for possible

use in the measurement of in-cylinder combustion variables and asa ‘virtual’ lambda sensor

[21].

Spark plug voltage analysis, more specifically, the voltage decay time can be used to study
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AFR [22]. The principle is that the spark discharge time is related to the numberofions in

the flame and, hence, the quality of combustion. It was found that this discharge time was

only sensitive to the AFR in lean mixtures. Spark voltage characterization (SVC) is another

similar method [21, 23, 24]. It involves analysis of the time-varying spark voltage vectors

and a lambda accuracy has been achieved to within +0.1 in about 95% of the time overits

identified operating range [21].

It is well established that the ion current sensing method can obtain in-cylinder combus-

tion information including AFR in a low cost, non-intrusive manner by utilizing the existing

spark plugs on a spark ignition (SI) IC engine [25]. Whilst SVC analyses the actual sparking

event from a spark plug to estimated AFR,ion current sensing involves analysing ionization

of combustion gases after the sparking event.

1.3. Overview of Thesis

Following on from the engine control requirements, the remainder of the thesis is sectioned

into appropriate parts and these are detailed here.

Chapter 2 - Ion Current Sensing

Ion current sensing is the main concentration of this research for estimation and control

of in-cylinder air-fuel ratio and peak pressure position. Ion current sensing is reviewed ex-

tensively starting with an explanation of the technique and methodology. Previous research

in a range of applications that the ion current sensing method has been applied to has been

reviewed showing the depth of information that is available from a typical ion current signal.

Obtaining an ion current signal is perhaps trivial in comparison to obtaining combustion

information from the signal and so methods of feature extraction have been reviewed. Prin-

cipal component analysis is presented as a more robust method of feature extraction from a

cycle by cycle varying stochastic signal. Methods of modelling are discussed concentrating

on neural networks; network structures are discussed along with possible training algorithms.

Chapter 3 - Experimental Set Up

A detailed explanation of the available facilities at the University of Liverpool powertrain

control laboratory is given, describing the engine and dynamometerset up with all additional

sensors, actuators and software employed in the research for air-fuel ratio and peak pressure

position control. The ion current sensing device that was built in-house is detailed with

accurate circuit diagrams, including any novel components integrated in the device. The

extension of this device to a four cylinder version is also detailed.
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Chapter 4 - Single Cylinder PPP Estimation and Control

This chapter describes the theory and reasoning behind the acquisition of data for the

identification process of producing models to predict the peak pressure position from a single

cylinder. Principal component analysis is described as a method of data reduction and feature

extraction from the ion current signal. After data acquisition and signal processing, modelling

of the system can begin. Neural networks are employed and a detailed explanation is given

in this chapter. The process of implementation of the identified neural networks to predict

the PPP is explained before control feedback is incorporated. Minimum variance and a

constrained variance technique are compared as a method of regulating the stochastic nature

of peak pressure position on a single cylinder. All techniquesare validated experimentally on

the powertrain control group engine and dynamometer.

Chapter 5 - Four Cylinder PPP Estimation, Control and Cylinder Balancing

Extending the single cylinder PPP estimation and control detailed in chapter 4 is not a

straightforward process. This chapter explains the need for solving crank angle phasing from

the angle encoder, before describing the process to balance the cylinders when individual

controllers are implemented on each cylinder. Indicated mean effective pressure is a measure

used to determine improvements in the balance of the cylinders and control is done with a

constrained variance technique as used in chapter 4. Again, techniques are demonstrated

experimentally.

Chapter 6 - Single Cylinder AFR Estimation

This chapter describes the theory and reasoning behind the acquisition of data for the

identification process of producing models to predict the air-fuel ratio of a single cylinder.

Principal component analysis is described as a method of data reduction and feature ex-

traction from the ion current signal. After data acquisition and signal processing, modelling

of the system can begin. Neural networks are employed and a detailed explanation of the

specific networks is given in this chapter. The process of implementation of the identified

neural networks to predict the AFR from a single cylinder is explained. The process is

demonstrated experimentally. Control of the AFR is undertaken in the next chapter. An

estimation of average torque is also presented through the conversion of the MISO network

used in this chapter to a MIMO network. Torque is presented as a second target output

dataset and initial training proves the ability of the network to predict both AFR data and

average torque.

Chapter 7 - Single Cylinder AFR Control
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Following on from estimation of AFR on single cylinder, this chapter introduces AFR

control of a single cylinder by first covering simple feedforward fuelling without feedback.

Then this feedforward controller is enhanced using the UEGO signal as feedback to show

improved fuelling. The UEGO feedback signal is then substituted for the ion current signal

as a feedback signal to show similar measures of performance but with reduced time delays

due to the advantageous location and operation of the ion current system. This process

involves generating two neural networks for a single cylinder, with loop shaping controllers

implemented into a feedback system. The techniques are validated experimentally.

Chapter 8 - Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Work

The thesis is concluded in this chapter summarising the outcomes of the research work

with the advantages and disadvantages of the ion current technique for powertrain control.

Limitations of the ion current and modelling techniques are presented and suggestions for

further improvement are made.

1.4 Contribution of Thesis

Previous ion current work has mainly concentrated on the estimation and rudimentary control

of powertrain variables. In this thesis, emphasis is placed not only on accurate estimation of

air-fuel ratio and peak pressure position but on modern, powerful control techniques and the

practical issues of applying these. The elements of the thesis believed to be novel are detailed

here:

e Identifying a linear parametric model around the neural network so that classical con-

trol techniques can be applied easily has not been undertaken previously. The neural

network model, whilst implemented online, works in the background to estimate de-

sired parameters whilst the parametric modelidentified around the neural network has

feedback loops applied directly.

e The level of accuracy achieved with the technique presented appears to surpass previ-

ously presented results.

e In chapters 6 and 7 loop shapingis used control the feedback of the air-fuel ratio around

a neural network.

e Constrained variance control used in conjunction with the ion current sensing technique

to regulate PPPis novel.
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e Balancing using constrained varianceacrossall cylinders through PPPcontrol with the

ion current technique has not been presented previously.

e In chapter7, a feedforward neural network is used to control the fuelling of the engine

combined with a second NARXneural network that predicts 4.



Chapter 2

Ion Current Sensing Preliminary

Research

2.1 Introduction

Ion current sensing has been chosen as a candidate for an alternative method to determine

in cylinder peak pressure position and air-fuel ratio. It provides an information rich signal

at a low-cost, non-intrusive manner but requires processing to obtain valuable in-cylinder

information. This chapter details the basis of the ion current sensing technique in depth and

the applications that are feasible by using the technique. Previous research undertaken using

the ion current technique in numerous applications are detailed.

Together with the various applications, typical ion current processing techniques are ex-

plored; Principal Component Analysis is highlighted as an effective method of feature extrac-

tion from the ion current signal.

This chapter continues with an overview of neural networks for modelling, covering the

network structure composing of neuronsandlayers. Possible training algorithmsare discussed

for the purposesof estimating peak pressure position and air-fuel ratio and the chapterfinishes

by describing the disadvantages of neural networks.

2.2 What is Ion Current Sensing?

The concept of ion production in flames has been known for nearly two hundred years,

attempts to understand the physics of the flame and the burned gas have been undertaken

since thefirst half of the 20°” century [26] with studies of engine in-cylinder flame propagations

dating back to 1934 [27, 28]. First attempts to utilise the ion production phenomenon in

automotive applications also started later that century [29, 30].

13
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The ‘ionization current technique’, also known asthe ‘ion current technique’, ‘ion sensing’

or ‘spark ionization sensing’, is undertaken by applying a DC bias voltage across a spark-plug

during the period of non-sparking. Upon combustion in the cylinder, ion species and free

electrons are produced at the flame front. High temperatures within the cylinder then cause

re-ionization of gases behind the flame front. The DC bias voltage applied across the spark

plug generates an electricalfield that causes the produced ionic species and electrons to move

within the cylinder, hence producing anelectrical current between the two electrodes of the

spark-plug. In this manner the spark-plugis utilised as the sensor for this produced current

and using a simple circuit, a voltage across a resistor is measured. It is proposed that the

ionization current is representative of a number of combustion event parameters and from a

typical generated output waveform of the ionization current, a number of these important

parameters can be measured.

The species of gases and their reactions during the combustion flame front itself are

numerous and complex. Fortunately most of the species in the burned gases, in the ‘post

flame’ zone, have reached equilibrium and analysis of the chemistry is then simpler [31].

Saitzkoff et al first modelled the ionization equilibrium in the ‘post flame’ zone [32] and

determined that the main carrier of the current is electrons rather than ions, also stated in

[33], due to the smaller mass of the particles and hence higher drift velocities. This was

realised after an analysis of 64 species of gases and 268 reactions that occur in the cylinder

upon combustion [31]. The chemical reaction leading to the final species from the initial

species are detailed here:

27
CsHig + y0278002 + 9H2O

but these do not indicate the intermediate reactions that result in electron production:

CH+O — CHOt+e7

CHOt++H,O0 — H30t+CO

CH+C2Hy - C3Hy +e

The ionization current signal is indeed complex but is information rich. The produced

current is dependent on the density of the ions which is affected by pressure in the cylinder

[25], temperature and fuel additives [31].

2.2.1. The Ion Current Signal

Theions are formed during and after the combustion and the type and amount depend on the

combustion characteristics. The more ions and electrons produced, the higher the produced

current and hence the better the ionization current signal.
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The ionization signal has been accepted to have two [34] or three [32, 31, 25, 35, 36, 37,

38, 39] main phases, depending on the research one reads:

e ist phase relating to ignition or spark event, ionization here is from the flame kernel

that initiates at the spark plug electrode gap. Someresearchers do not consider this a

phase of the ionization signal.

e 2nd phase relating to ions through flame development and propagation. This phase

(and first peak of the ionization signal) represents the flame kernel growth as the fuel

reacts with oxygen andis also known as the chemical phase. It is during this phase of

the ionization current signal in which information relating to the AFR is contained.

e 3rd phase called the ‘post flame phase’ or ‘the thermal phase’ in which re-ionization

of the gases occurs dueto rising in-cylinder temperatures. The ‘second peak’ occurs

within this phase and is believed to relate to the PPP since pressure and temperature

are closely related. If the in-cylinder temperatures do not reach a threshold for re-

ionization, this ‘second peak’ may disappear [40].
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Figure 2.1: Actual cylinder pressure and a typical ionization current signal from a non-

averaged combustion cycle

The basic cycle of a single cylinder in a spark ignition combustion event is detailed here to

indicate the timing of the resulting ionization. The following relates to —30° BTDCignition

timing, wide open throttle at a speed of 1044 rev/min [9]. Initially the fuel and air mixture

are inducted through the intake valve to the cylinder from the intake system and then during

the compression strokeall inlet and exhaust valves are closed. Mixing with residual gas from

the previous combustion event occurs. The temperature of the charge is below that of the
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cylinder walls upon intake but during compression, the temperature of the charge rises above

the cylinder wall temperature.

e At —30° crank angle relative to top dead centre: The single compression stroke of a

piston within a cylinder occurs over 180° and the spark plug ignition occurs towards the

end of this stroke though the precise timing is subject to control and can be varied to

affect the PPP. The spark plug plasma kernel develops into a flame front that radiates

outwards. Pressure within the cylinderis at around 5 bar andrising at this crank angle

as the piston reduces the volume of the mixture in the cylinder. The temperature of the

mixture rises rapidly and the heat transfer into the cylinder walls approaches maximum.

Ionization is during the 2nd phase as listed above, through flame development and

propagation.

e At 0° crank angle relative to top dead centre: This is TDC. The piston has reached the

extreme of the compression stroke, pressure can be between 13 and 20 bar depending

on the spark ignition timing relative to crank angle. At this point the surface area

of the cylinder wall exposed to mixture is at a minimum. The heat release of the

mixture is at a maximum and the temperature at the flame front is around 2500°C

[29]. Re-ionization of the gases is beginning during the ‘thermal phase’.

e At +15° crank angle relative to top dead centre: The flame reaches the cylinder wall,

farthest from the initial spark plug ignition kernel. Quenching of the flame begins but

combustion will still occur for another 10°. Pressure within the cylinder is between 20

and 30 bar depending on the spark ignition timing relative to crank angle.

e At +16° crank angle relative to top dead centre: This is stated [9] as being the crank an-

gle to ideally locate PPP (although others have stated between +12° and +20°) [16] [17].

Reionization of the gases during the ‘thermal phase’is at a maximum at the PPP before

decreasing. Pressure within the cylinder is about 30 bar but the temperature of the

gases are reducing as the gases expand.

e At +25° crank anglerelative to top dead centre: Combustion has now ceased. Pressure

is between 25 and 30 bar andis decreasing. The burnedgasesarestill at a temperature

of 2000°C and will be until around +30° to +40°crank angle relative to top dead centre

[29].

The ionization current signal is subject to large cycle to cycle variations since there are

many influencing parameters. Localised temperatures, composition differences driven by

internal aerodynamics and air-fuel ratio inhomogeneity. With this in mind, the ion current

cannot be easily calibrated in an ‘absolute’ manner[34].
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2.2.2 Methodology

The numerous methods for measuring the ionic signal all follow the same basic principals

but differ in the use of physical equipment used in the signal’s capture. Previous research

undertaken at various institutions use the following set-ups:

1. The use of the existing spark plug to capture the ion current in conjunction with the

existing ignition system [41, 34]. A series of papers detail the use of a Saab 9000,

equipped with a 2.3 litre low pressure turbo engine [25, 36, 35, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] that

uses the existing ion current equipment.

2. The use of the existing spark plug to capture the ion current with the use of additional

circuitry [47, 31, 48, 49, 50, 38, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56].

3. A system completely separate from the ignition system, that uses a second electrode in

a modified spark plug [34].

4. A system that uses additional spark plugs or ion probes that can be located anywhere

in the combustion chamber [57, 34, 58, 59].

5. A single cylinder test engine not intended for production vehicle use with a production

ion sensing system [37, 22, 24, 39, 60, 61, 62].

Circuitry

A popular method such as in scheme 2 aboveis as follows: A 300V power supply is required

for the ionization sensing circuit and is completely separate from the ignition sparkcircuit.

A 0.1mm gap [29] is used to separate the spark generating secondary coil from the bias DC

supply.

This does however require access to the spark side of the secondary coil plus the use of

a 300 volt power supply. The voltage across a resistor is measured on the low voltage side

of the ignition coil and the current can then be deduced. Figure 2.2 shows a basic spark

ionization circuit. Voltages above 500V should be avoided to prevent spurious sparking [63]

but voltages of 150V have been quoted [50].

Electrodes

Aswell as the electronic circuit design, electrode design and geometry can influence the ionic

signal too. Greater signal to noise ratios are achieved with a larger surface geometry [34] of

the electrodes. The ion current amplitude and timingis also dependent on the location of the
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Figure 2.2: Basic Spark Ionization Current Sensing Circuit

spark plug probe within thecylinder[50] due to the ions being producedlocally in the flame

front region. Timing is reported to vary by up to 2° throughout the cylinder andis linked

with the cylinder wall temperature [59]. Many studies, when using a standard spark plug as

the ion probe, state it is best to use the centre electrode of the spark plug as the positive

electrode due to it having a larger surface area (33, 41, 22, 58]. The reasonsfor this is that the

main carrier of the current are electrons[32] that will be attracted by the positive electrode.

Although the positive ions still carry current it is important that the electron mobility is

greater than the positive ion mobility [64]. This is contrary to that in Kienke and Nielsen

[4], where it is stated that the smaller electrode should be positive and the larger electrode

negative; this is recommended so that the same numberoflighter, faster moving electrons

reach the small positive electrode as the slower, heavier positive H3O ions that reach the

large negative electrode.

Gazis et al [57] explored the use of additional dedicated ion probes in addition to the

existing spark plug in an attempt to produce a less noisy signal. Examples of ion current

signals are presented that show significantly higher produced voltage and clearly defined

curves on the chemical and thermal phases from a separate ion probe as opposed to the curve

from thesingle spark plug ion probe. This does mean that a cylinder head would have to be

modified accordingly to accommodate the ion probe.

Moderncoil systems that are appearingutilise one coil per plug, in which each spark plug

is powered by an individual ignition coil. Zhao et al [63] developed an ion current sensing

system based on this type of coil although a system based on these individualcoils is also

mentioned in [65]. Ohashi et al [48] claim to develop a system that can be fitted into mass

production vehicles or even retro fitted into existing ignition systems. This consists of simple

modification of the coil and circuitry for detection of the ion signal, but this system is only
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for misfire and knock control.

2.3 Influence of Additives and Fuel Composition

Fuel compositions and fuel additives are reported to give high variations in the ionization

current [66, 50, 34].

In [34], the ion current signal has been compared with six fuel types and one additive. It

was reported that cylinder pressure was not influenced but the ionization level was, in that

it was altered in amplitude. The greatest difference was between unleaded and leaded fuel

which has metallic particles that improve conductivity between electrodes. The amplitude of

the ionization current was increased significantly with leaded fuel. Between unleaded RON

98, unleaded RON 95, propane gas and an additive (INJEXION 5) there was little difference

in the ionization signals reported.

Reinmann et al [66] explains any differences in the shape and amplitude of the ion signals

at a chemical level. The first peak (the chemical phase) is sensitive to the carbon-hydrogen

ratio of the fuel due to the carbon-hydrogen radical that is formed and required for the

chemi-ionization process. The second peak of the ion current signal (thermal phase), gov-

erned by thermal dynamical conditions, is related to thermal ionization of nitrous oxide and

electronegative species.

Forster et al [50] conclude that additives Methylcyclopentadienyl Manganese Tricarbonyl

(MMT) and Methy! Tert-Butyl Ether (MBTE) only increase the amplitude of the ion current

over 3000 rpm. Sodium and potassium havelow thermal ionization energies and so when used

as fuel additives, they not only increase the absolute signal level during the thermal phase

but reduce the main frequency of the ion current[66]. This has the effect of perturbing an

ideal two-peak signal to yield a single peak.

2.4 Influence of Atmospheric Humidity

Humidity affects the burn rate which can delay the peak pressure position (PPP) by several

crank angle degrees [5, 45]. Hellring and Holmberg [45] state that the ion current can reflect

this lower burn rate induced by high humidity and that soft sensors (using the ion current)

show the same performance for normal and higher humidities. Eriksson [67] performed an

experiment whereby he used an adapted paint sprayer to atomize waterasit is spayed toward

a throttle plate, thereby adjusting the apparent humidity experienced by an engine. The ion

current sensor was deemed able to control the engine SA to compensate for the changes in

humidity.
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Humidity is not usually measured in a production engineandis not normally compensated

for.

2.5 Influence of Applied Voltage

Laboratory tests demonstrate the effect of applied voltage to the ion current signal. Figure

2.2 shows an applied voltage of 300V. Basic voltage adjustments on an ionization current

sensing circuit have been undertaken at the University of Liverpool. Although, the voltage

output from a DC/DC converter within the circuit allows up to 500V, a theoretical maximum

can be calculated at about 414 volts before zener diodes that protect the dSsPACE equipment

cap the output voltage at 10V (see section 3.5.1). An engine and dynamometer set-up was

run at a constant speed, load and SA setting. The effect of adjusting the applied voltages on

the acquired signal waveform is shownin fig 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Effect on Ionization Waveform with Varying Voltages

By varying the applied DC voltage, the resulting base ionization voltage varies and this

can be seen in the plot after 100 crank angle samples wherebythere is no ionization occurring.

This resulting base voltage is explained in detail in section 3.5.1.
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2.6 Applications

The ion current signal is rich in combustion information. Efforts to exploit this signal in a

multitude of methodsfor a multitude of applications have been researched since the technique

was developed. The following section details these efforts.

2.6.1 Mass Fraction Burned

Massfraction burned (MFB) is a parameter that relates to engine design and performance,

it indicates the percentage of fuel consumed versus crank angle during an engine cycle and

can give insight into the combustion process.

The best results for the mass fraction burned for a spark ignition engine are commonly

calculated using the Rassweiler-Withrow method from 1938, although the accuracyis limited

by pressure sensors, crank angle phasing and compression ratio. This method uses the cylinder

volume at the instance of ignition and calculates the pressure increase for each angle of the

combustion process, then normalises the pressure by the maximum pressure increase at the

end of the combustion. The percentage of MFBis signified by each percentage of pressure

increase at the corresponding angle [28]. Attard and Micallef [68] integrate the ionization

signal and determine 50% of its final value correlates to within 0.1° to the 50% MFB. In

[69], 50% MFB location can be used in closed loop control as MBT timingcriteria sinceit is

between 8° and 10° ATDC.

In [47, 31, 40], MFB is proposed using spark ionization. Daniels et al [47] compares this

MFBfrom theionization current to the curves obtained from the pressure sensors. Often,

mass fraction burned at a crank angle 0, x», is described using the Weibe function, (equation

2.1), whereby the measurements of the crank angle, start and end of combustion can be

used along with the form factor, m, and efficiency parameter, a. In this ionization current

method, the start of combustion, 99 is determined from the ignition timing, the duration of

combustion A@ can be calculated from the ion current peak in the ‘thermal’ phase since this

is related to PPP and A@/2. A typical MFB curveis shownin fig. 2.4.

xp =1—exp -« (Gey (2.1)

These combustion measurements can be easily obtained from the spark ionization signal

and the whole mass fraction burned curve described. Comparison of this method and the

standard pressure sensor method showsimilar results.

The estimated MFB curve can be used to calculate pressure within the cylinder with the
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Figure 2.4: Typical Mass Fraction Burned Curve

reverse Rassweiler-Withrow method [47]. Again comparable results are obtained against a

standard pressure sensor.

The point of 50 percent MFB,i.e the point of inflection of the MFB curve, can be found

through a differentiation of the ionization signal, then a peak algorithm can be implemented

since it correlates to an inflection point of the rise of the ion current during the second

peak [54, 40, 55]. This generally occurs between 8° and 10° ATDC when MBT is achieved

[40]. Zhu et al also relate other points on the ion current signal to the MFB curve [40]. A

first inflection point on the fall of the first peak of the ion current can be correlated to the

maximum acceleration point of the net pressure increase during combustion. This is normally

between 10% and 15% MFB.

2.6.2 Knocking Detection

Theearliest practical, implemented use of the ion current phenomenon in an SI IC engine was

knock and misfire prediction. Early work determined that the ion current signal contained

useful combustion information. Rado and Johnson [29] noticed that the ionization signal is

very different when no combustion occurs andso designeda circuit that could be implemented

with any vehicle engine for misfire detection. From this initial work in the mid 1970's,

numerousstudies have occurred on misfire and knock detection by various teams [63, 22, 50,

48, 60, 52, 54].
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Knocking combustion is a phenomenon that affects the performance andefficiency of a

spark ignition engine. It is regarded as the resonant sound of the combustion gases, caused

by auto ignition of the mixture [9]. At low engine speeds an unpleasant sound is emitted by

the engine block with no damage, at higher speeds the knock becomesinaudible but severe

engine damage can occur [70]. At the onset of engine knock conditions, the conventional

approach to eliminating the knock is to immediately retard and then to gradually advance

the spark advance (SA) back to the desired set point until knock is again detected [4]. SA of

an engineis thus often limited by knocking in the advancedposition but the ability to operate

the engine timing at the borderline knock spark limit is a key to improving output power

and fuel economy [54]. Improved detection of combustion knock and pre-ignition enables safe

operation closer to MBT spark advance [20, 41, 48].

The spark ionization method canrealise knock detection due to the remarkable differences

in output ionization signal under these events compared to non-knocking events [60]. The

ionization current is suited to knock events because it responds to combustion phenomena,

normal or abnormal [34]. The higher frequency constituent of the ion current corresponds

to the knocking level. These higher frequencies are caused by the ion density changing

with coarseness and minuteness of the pressure wave [58] from the knocking. The processed

signals can be compared with predetermined reference signal values to evaluate a knocking

event [48, 50].

The advantages of using the spark plug as a knock sensor over a vibration type sensor

are the ease of installation due to engine vibrations not affecting the spark plug and the

relatively high signal to noise ratios. The spark plug is also cost effective as it is already

installed in production engines. The Saab Motor Company have been using their Trionic!”

ionization current system for a numberof years in their production vehicles as knock sensors;

the ionization current method is currently also employed in high-end vehicles with gasoline

engines such as Mercedes-Benz, Maybach and BMW [68].

2.6.3 Misfire Detection

The spark ionization methodcanrealise misfire detection due to the significant differences in

output ionization signal under these events compared to non-misfire events [60]. The detection

of misfire using ion current sensing may be very simple since if no combustion occurs, no ions

are produced, hence noionic current is produced. Integration of the ionization signal should

reveal misfire occurrence [34]. In [48, 50], the ion current signal is filtered to remove high

frequencies since combustion information is reported to lie in the low frequency part of the

signal. The processed signals can be compared with predetermined reference signal values to

evaluate a misfire event.
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2.6.4 Spark Advance

Spark advance (SA), or spark ignition timing, is used to position the in-cylinder peak pressure

position (PPP) relative to the top dead centre (TDC)in the crank angle domain in addition

to enabling knock and misfire control in the operational extremes of advance and retard.

Research has shown that the position for the peak pressure is almost constant at optimal

SA [9, 5] but installation of accurate pressure sensors is expensive and not viable yet in

production engines. SA is paramount for good operation of the engine, and affects several

outputs directly. Currently, the SA is achieved from a map, within the engine EMS, to

position the pressure curve to give the maximum engine torque output at a fixed speed, load,

fuel and air flow rate. This is referred to as minimal advance for best torque (MBT) timing.

Workis lost to compression and heat transfer if SA is too early and through expansion if SA

is too late. There is as yet no on-line feedback control scheme in production engines for SA

to achieve this required PPP for MBT.

With optimum SA, the maximum pressure occurs around 16° ATDC[5, 9, 19] but varies

slightly with with engine speed, load and AFR (+4°).

Using the spark plug with the ion current technique as a pressure sensor, a feedback

scheme can be used to perform this operation without the use of costly pressure sensors.

The spark plug, when implementedas a sensor,is a fast, direct measurement, unlike exhaust

sensors which havea significant transport delay, and can be used on each cylinder individually

so the positive implications for control are evident.

When the SA hardware is implemented, the ion current signal is easily obtained but

through cycle to cycle variations, extracting repeatable, useful and accurate information

from this signal proves to be the difficult part. To estimate absolute pressure with the ion

current signal technique is not easy and would need excessive calibration. In [31], an achieved

accuracy of between 10% to 15% between absolute values of the predicted and measured

pressure using a spark ionization techniqueis achieved. A correlation of 0.8 was obtained for

the ion current peak (in time) to the PPP when measured and an algorithm for calculating

the PPP was by a simple addition to the measured data. Then the duration of combustion,

A@, could be calculated in the MFB curve and used in pressurecalculations.

The pressure has most influence on the post flame (or thermal) phase, but a simple peak

search cannot be executed due to several spurious peaks within the spark ionization signal

per cycle, and often the post flame phase appears with no peak. With this in mind,analysis

to obtain this ‘pressure’ information is ongoing. Concentrated efforts emerged from a group

at the Lund Institute of Technology, Sweden and Linkoping University, Sweden.

Initial work proposed that the ‘flame front phase’ and ‘pressure’ indicating section of
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the spark ionization signal have shapes close to Gaussian curve functions and parameterized

functions can be used to describe the relevant sections of the ion current signal [25, 36, 35, 42].

Anidealized model of the ionization current (consisting of two Gaussian curves) wasfitted

in the least-squares sense to the measured ionization current. This work was undertaken

and validated on a SAAB 2.31 production engine. Closed loop control is demonstrated in

(36] through a PI like feedback control law with an heuristically tuned gain although a step

response of 30 cycles is reported. Although no control is proposed in [81], the relation of

PPPto the ion current is recognized and used for pressure calculations. Problemsarise with

these curve fitting methods in that the ionization current is variable under different load and

speed conditions. The required Gaussian curve shapes occur at higher loads whereas at lower

loads, the phenomenonis different. At higher speeds the curves of the chemical and thermal

phase become merged.

The use of neural networks (NN) with the ion current technique as a system identification

procedure began in the mid 1990’s for work with PPP and AFRestimation andis still

ongoing [71, 37, 49, 44, 43, 72, 53, 46, 57]. Following on from two-stroke AFR estimation,

[71], Wickstrom et al applied similar techniques to PPP estimation and AFRestimation on a

1.61 Opel engine. For PPP estimation a window of the ionization current was sampled every

degree from 6° ATDC to 35° ATDC.Instead of curve fitting or parameterization, principal

component analysis is used to extract information from the ion current signal and reduce

this data to a significantly less number of PCA variables per cycle [71, 37, 44, 43, 46, 51, 53].

Details of PCA theory can be found in [73] and later in this thesis in section 2.8.3. Speed,

torque, ignition (assumed to be crank angle degrees but not stated explicitly) and the 7

PCAvariables are used as training inputs to the non-linear feedforward NN with PPP as a

training output. Training was doneusing the‘resilient backpropagation with early stopping’

algorithm. The NN results are compared with a linear model and seem to be favourable

although these results are from validation data and the method was not implemented on an

engine.

Subsequent work involved processing of the pressure related section of the ion current

curve with principal component analysis in a similar manner but the inclusion of not only

speed and ignition timing but manifold air pressure (MAP) as inputs to an NN [44]. This was

later concluded to be sensitive to disturbances and humidity so networks were trained from

PCA results from the ion current signal exclusively to estimate the peak pressure position

[46]. Again with promising results from validation data, no engine implementation occurs.

In [57] the neural network is aimed to be trained in only seventy cycles per one operating

condition (out of five based on throttle, speed, load, AFR and SA) to reduce computation

expense. This implies a knowledge of AFR and SA is required and these five inputs are

used in addition to another thirteen ‘measurants’ of the ion current signal with four pressure
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‘measurants’ as target output. Results are claimed to be at an accuracy of 2.55° of CA when

sampled once per 2° of CA although these results are again from validation data sets, not

from engine implementation.

In [74], a peak finding algorithm for PPP estimation is attempted. This employs a

quadratic function for successive local fits of the ion current signal operating in a crank

angle window of 0° to 35° ATDC.Reported to be computationally inexpensive, it requires

around twice the computation of the neural network method but a fraction of the memory

storage.

Hellring and Holmberg [45] further reviewed three PPP estimation algorithms (N.B.

specifically work from their own research team):

1. The Gaussian curve fit approach

2. The neural network approach

3. The peak finding approach

They conclude that the early Gaussian curve method is poor below engine loads of 30%

maximum (the second peak of the thermal phase does not occur) and the computational

complexity implies implemenation in real time on an EMSis a drawback. The NN approach

is deemed positive being easy to implement but has too narrow an operational range. The

peakfinding approach appeared the most promising meeting performance requirements and

being easily implementable.

In [51] a method of indirect PPP information extraction from the ionization signal is

investigated. A PPP estimator is extracted using high dimensional data analysis and is

theoretically determined to be robust at various operating points. Rather than finding a

correlated relationship between SA and PPP,a different measure of dependenceis maximized

to detect a relevant structure in the data. This theoretical technique was applied to engine

data, whereby a pressure sensor was used, simultaneously with the ion current, to obtain the

actual PPP reference measurement. A parameterized family of functions was obtained that

relate to model parameters and engine parameters; spark advance, engine speed, first PCA

variable of ion current signal, ion current signal integral and signal mass centre, etc. From

candidate functions they are optimized in the sense of maximizing the quality of the PPP

estimate. Although no engine implementation is undertaken, the technique is claimed to be

of low complexity (after variable selection and calibration) and good theoretical results are

achieved.

Delphi Corporation have also subsequently been experimenting with ion current sensing

technology. In [53] and although unfairly critical of the efforts at Lund Institute of Technology,
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PPP estimation was done using a neural network preceded by a PCA algorithm such as in

[44]. This work concentrates, along with other authors [57], on technique simplicity. Using

CPU hardware that is realistically implementable in vehicle production, Malaczynski et al

note the computation in the PCA vector matrix multiplication as being ‘more expensive’ than

the ANN computation. It should be noted that in the example used for this comparison, the

ion current signal was sampled every 1/2 degree over 60° giving a vector input before PCA of

120 samples in addition to N, MAP and SA.Stated limitations of the PCA process are that

all possible variations of combustion events must be utilised in the training data otherwise

the PCA matrix multiplication output becomes non-representational and the system fails.

A high correlation of results is reported but due to the cycle to cycle variability in the ion

sense signal, a running average between three to ten cycles is used as a compromise between

accuracy and response. The interesting technique of wavelet theory is also applied to AFR

estimation and is covered in section 2.8.4.

Visteon corporation have produced a number of publications involving the ion current

technique [52, 75, 40, 54, 55, 56, 62]. Inaudible knock detection methods are compared in

[52]. Ionization signals are found to detect the knock phenomenonacross the full range of

engine operational conditions where the others sensors failed to. Standard knock sensors and

in-cylinder pressure sensors were used as the comparison. From SA control through knock

sensing, SA control from PPP estimation was attempted. Haskara et al [75] process the

ionization signals to derive a metric for combustion quality in reference to partial burn/misfire

limits. Implemented for cold start up strategies, this reduces the initial HC emissions asit

reduces the warm-up timeperiod for the catalysts by delaying the ignition timing to avoid

misfires. Next, MBT timing was controlled using a PI type controller on an algorithm scheme

calculating metrics from the ion current relating to the MFB curve[40]. Using the ionization

current as a feedback signal closed loop control is achieved whilst reducing the cycle to

cycle combustion variations. A metric for combustion stability is again used in [54, 55].

This is obtained from the integral of the ionization current signal during a specific crank

angle domain ‘window’(the ‘chemical’ and ‘thermal’ phases). A parameter is obtained from

the crank angle at which the integral reaches, for example, 90% of the total window area.

Stochastic feedback control is implemented through three methods; regulating a stochastic

parameter to a mean value, adaptive feedback by using an error in a confidence level for a

mean target then adjusting the mean target for the regulation controller appropriately and

thirdly, with a PI controller and look up table.

Fuzzy logic is applied to PPP controlin [76]. Following on from extensive earlier work by

the same authors to determine the PPP from a dynamical model that assumes the ‘thermal’

phase of the ion current signal produces a peak that matches the peak on the actual pressure

curve, fuzzy logic is applied as feedback control for the PPP. Goodresults are presented but
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again, only from simulation.

2.6.5 Air-Fuel Ratio

To optimize the performance and reduce emission levels, measurements of the quality of

combustion are required. Along with peak pressure position, air-fuel ratio (AFR) can be

used in feedback control as a measure of combustion quality. For a three way catalytic

converter to perform optimally, the AFR has to be kept within a window as small as 0.1

air-fuel ratios around the stoichiometric level [9]. It has been stated that an 80% catalyst

efficiency window for the three emmission constituents (see fig. 1.1) corresponds to A =

1.0000 +0.005 [43]. Obviously this is a high degree of precision for a cycle by cycle basis

so any sensors would need to operate accurately and continuously. Traditionally an engine

management system (EMS) is employed to control the fuel and air for any speed and load

through the use of the engine map; the design of this map being an intensive and expensive

task. Feedback control is a method of overcoming this. A universal exhaust gas oxygen sensor

(UEGO)is too expensive for production car use and beingsituated in the exhaust leads to

slow sensor dynamics. A UEGOsensoralso has a period of around 30 seconds in which it

does not operate from being switched on until it has reached operating temperature. This

period of cold start-up for an IC engine produces heavy exhaust emissions and pollutants.

It has been reported from variousresearchers e.g. [77, 78, 79, 34] that the air-fuel ratio

has an effect on and can be estimated by the ion current produced during combustion. AFR

information is present mainly during the chemical ionization phase section of the ionization

current [49, 43], and as AFR becomesricher moreionization occurs which manifests as more

pronounced peaks during the chemical phase of the ionization signal. By using ion current

sensing to determine the AFR in each cylinder and then employing feedback control, 24%

NOx reduction and a 4.4% drop in specific fuel consumption are claimed [41]. In [43], it

is notable that during the thermal ionization phase portion of the ionization current signal,

changes in AFR also produces similar changes to that experienced in the chemical phase.

Peron et al [34] indicate that the entire window ofionization signal from near spark ignition

to around 45° ATDCexperiences a variation as AFR changes; richer mixtures producing a

higher ionization level.

Spark plug voltage analysis, more specifically, the voltage decay time can be used to study

AFR [65, 22] and should be mentioned due to its similarity in set-up and technique to the

ion current method. Theprinciple is that the spark discharge time is related to the number

of ions in the flame and, hence, the quality of combustion. It was found that this discharge

time was only sensitive to the AFR in lean mixtures.

Linde et al [71] determined the AFR using neural networks in combination with the spark
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ionization signal on a two stroke engine. Three static A target values were used, A = 0.6, \ = 1

and A = 1.1. Principal component analysis was undertaken on the ion current signal window

for data reduction with a ‘Sanger’ network giving the backpropagation network inputs. Speed

was also used as an input. Various back propagation networks were tested and the results

demonstrate that the technique proved promising and was able to predict the static \ values

with validation data.

Using PCA onthis ‘window’ of the spark ionization signal can give inputs for a neural

network that can predict averaged values of the AFR [37, 49, 43]. Using the ion currentsignal,

the period between 10° ATDC to 20° ATDC (the flame front phase) was used to relate to

AFR [49]. Along with the PCA variables, N, Torque and ignition timing were used with \

used as an output training variable. Trained using the ‘resilient backpropagation with early

stopping’ algorithm, the ANN results are compared with a linear model and are an orderof

magnitude better. The results are from validation data and unfortunately the method was

not implemented on an engine.

Further work using this methodology has seen the the inputs to the neural network in-

crease in numberto include engine speed, manifold air pressure and spark advance along with

the PCA scores to predict the air-fuel ratio [43]. Results show a robust air-fuel ratio sensor

to within 1.2 percent of the correct value, validated by data from a UEGO sensor though this

work was then not implemented experimentally but demonstrated from hold-out data. The

advantage of the ionization current method in this application is the ability to control each

cylinder independently. The use of neural nets for AFR prediction is becoming commonplace

in recent research [80, 24, 43]. Networks sizes and complexities have been determined through

trial and error and estimation errors as low as 2 percent for 90 percent of test transients have

been achieved [81].

Simultaneously to the research occurring in Sweden, the Centre for Automotive Research

and Intelligent Transportation, Ohio State University were working on ion-current sensing

technologies [37, 79, 39]. Early work from this team used PCAto extract features from the

ion current before being processed with a neural network. Data was taken from a single-

cylinder methane fueled test engine and a combustion bomb. Very high accuracy of AFR

prediction using the ion-current signal is claimed in [39] using stochastic estimation method-

ology. Various parameters, representative of the ion current signal, are taken from averaged

cycles and a model is used for the AFR values. The model polynomials are fitted in a least

squares method and errors (averaged over 60 cycles) are below 0.5%.

Asan alternative to the commonspark ionization method, spark voltage characterization

(SVC) offers similar advantages. This involves analysis of the time-varying spark voltage

vectors and again, these vectors have been used with neural networks. It shares common
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characteristics with the ion current method though SVC involves no bias voltage supply. A

lambda accuracy has been achieved to within +/- 0.1 of A in about 95 percent ofall cases

(21, 24] though the sampling rate to characterize the spark voltage during the few milliseconds

before combustion requires advanced hardware.

2.6.6 Ionization Current Relationship to Emissions

To measure thelevel of unburnt hydrocarbons in an engine exhaust, a flame ionization detec-

tor (FID) is used in [82]. Unlike the ionization current method, the FID uses a bias voltage

electrode immersed in a hydrogen/air flame into which the exhaust sample is supplied. The

current flow to the electrode is virtually proportional to the rate of supply of carbon atoms

in a hydrocarbon form [83] and therefore the method allows hydrocarbon measurements of

the exhaust gas. The equipment is not for production use but does occurin real time.

The combustion temperature has a correlation with the NOx formation; higher com-

bustion temperatures produce higher NOx concentrations. But NOx is formed primarily as

a result of the oxidation of Nitrogen in the environment established by combustion in the

cylinder, not the combustion itself [32]. Naoumov et al, presented models that could predict

small concentrations of ions and electrons in combustion events from the chemical reactions

of hydrocarbons and air. This model would be able to predict the peaks seen in the ion-

ization current signal (thermal and chemical phases) in natural gas engines [84, 85]. It was

claimed that the ion current peak during the thermal phase correlates with NO formation

concentration, also found in [32]. 50% MFB was found to be correlated to 50% ofthe final

value of the integral of the ionization signal and is used as a relative measure of the NOx

formation; 50% MFBoccuring later in the combustion cycle indicates lower NOx values since

the temperature of combustion is lower [68).

EGRDilution Limit Control

Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is a processofrecirculating a certain volumeof exhaust gas

back into the cylinder through the inlet manifold or controlled valve timing; this practice can

improve fuel economy and reduce NOx emissions by reducing the temperature of combustion

(in gasoline engines and diesel engines) [86]. The effect of EGR on the ion current is similar

in effect to reducing the air-fuel ratio. The amplitude of the chemical phase of the signal is

weaker. The thermal phase of the signal is also reduced, more oscillatory and the duration is

extended [50]. Obviously, there is an EGR dilution limit whereby exceeding this limit would

deteriorate combustion quality [56].

This phenomenon can be utilised in the control of EGR operation rather than relying
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on extensive pre-calibrated EMS look-up tables. Combustion is a stochastic process and the

stability is often measured by the indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP), which would

imply the necessity for an in-cylinder pressure sensor. The interpretation of the ionization

signal has been exploited as an alternative for use in the calculation of IMEP. Haskaraet al

state that the use of the integral of the ionization signalis a satisfactory method of assessing

the combustion duration [75]. The covariance and the coefficient of variation (COV) of the

integral of the ionization signal were correlated with the covariance of IMEPin [87] and found

to be good at lower load conditions. In [56], the integral of ionization is used to obtain a

measure of 90% combustion duration under varying EGRconditions. A standard deviation

of this duration is used in feedback control to adjust the EGR amount.

2.7 Ion Current Experimental Implementation and Feedback

Control

It is accepted that knock and misfire events manifest in ion current signals differently to a

normal combustion event. It is also accepted that there is a variation in ion current signal

due to changing air-fuel ratio or peak pressure position. Much research has been done using

the ion current technique or spark plug voltage characterization to demonstrate these dif-

ferences online [60, 63, 22, 61, 59, 62]. Research has been done to exploit these differences

and extensive publications demonstrate its effectiveness theoretically but although data is

collected from actual experimental engine apparatus, the presented algorithms are not usu-

ally implemented back on the engine for online estimation or control, as in the following

publications: [385, 37, 42, 49, 24, 43, 74, 38, 23, 51, 45, 53, 57]. Obtaining an ion current

signal is a straightforward matter (after obtaining the necessary hardware) of attaching the

ion current sensing equipment between the coil pack and the spark plug of an engine and

reading an output voltage. The difficulty in the ion current technique is using the obtained

signal effectively; feature extraction is challenging and implementing any algorithms back

onto an engine for real time estimation requires fast data acquisition hardware. The publi-

cations that demonstrate the technique experimentally, implementing parameter estimation

algorithmsonline, are in the minority [50, 54, 21]. Discounting knock control, there are few

examples where estimation and feedback control of air-fuel ratio or peak pressure position

implementations have been demonstrated [36, 48, 44, 41, 40, 46] whether successful or not.

In [76], no experimental apparatus was used and so the research was purely theoretical.
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2.8 Signal Processing Techniques

Theresulting ion current signal varies significantly depending on many parameters. The ideal

signal shows two peaks, as in fig. 2.1, which are rich in combustion information. This would

allow simple algorithms to locate the peaks to extract information but unfortunately this

‘double bump’ curve occurs at a small operating range of engine parameters, that is higher

loads, lower speed and lower throttle positions. As engine speed increases, these two peaks

can merge. At lower loads, the second peak can disappear. Feature extraction proves to be

the most difficult step in implementing the ion current technique successfully. This section

explores the methods that have been usedin attempts to extract useful information from the

ion current signal.

2.8.1 The Gaussian Curve Fitting Technique

A series of papers, [25, 36, 35, 42, 38], attempted feature extraction from the ion current

signal using Gaussian curve functions and parameterized functions to describe the relevant

sections of the ion current signal. The analytical expression for the ionization current is [35]:
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wherethe variables are: I, ionization current; [;,, maximum ionization current; p, cylinder

pressure; pm, Maximum cylinder pressure; T;,, maximum temperature; 7, specific heat ratio;

k, Boltzmann’s constant; /;, ionization energy.

It is assumed that the pressure relating phase of the ionization current is close to a

Gaussian function and a second Gaussian function added to this model to represent the

flame front section of the signal. The combined Gaussian model of the ionization current

becomes:

—1L(g— =i(9—
I(0) = aye ag? ae)" + Bie Bp (O-Bs)? (2.3)

where @ denotes the crank angle.

However, the extreme variability of ionization current across different engine operating

regions gives noisy signal forms with numerous peaks and shapes. These signals cannot be

modeled accurately by Gaussian curves therefore this method is severely limited for feature

extraction.
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2.8.2 Peak Finding Algorithms

In [74], an algorithm termed the ‘peakfinder’ is attempted, which is again later reviewed in

[45]. The peakfinder uses a quadratic function for successivelocal fits to a specific window of

interest (0 to 35° ATDC) of the ion current signal. The second derivative gives information

as to the change in the slope; a negative indicates a maximum and a positive indicates a

minimum. A backwards sliding window of 5° is used and the algorithm stops when the

window ends or the peak of the thermal phase is found. One parameter, a threshold for the

local curvature of the signal, is used to locate the peak. This gives a maximum ofthirty

calculations. The authors state that this method uses half of the iterations or calculations

that the neural network approach uses. Again, peak finding algorithms would not work to

locate the peak pressure position if the peak of the thermal phase did not exist.

2.8.3 Feature Extraction with Principal Component Analysis

PCAis a multivariate statistical process that can be used to significantly reduce sample data

sizes by obtaining the most significant characteristics in the data set and thus reduce data

sample sizes. This simplification is done by generating a new set of variables, the ‘principal

components’, from an original data set. Thefull set of principal componentsis as large as the

original set of variables but it is usual for the sum of the variances of the first few principal

components to have a substantial amount of the total variance of the original data, hence

the few most ‘principal’ component scoreswill effectively represent the original data set [73].

This technique has been used to extract combustion information from a window ofa cycle by

cycle varying ion current signal quite effectively [71, 37, 44, 43, 46, 51, 53] and also reduces

the volumeof data per combustion cycle for the interpretation.
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A summarised methodis as follows:

The mean of the data set is removed and the data is normalised

e A covariance matrix is calculated

The eigenvector-eigenvalue pairs are found

e The eigenvectors with the highest corresponding eigenvaluesare selected

These eigenvectors are multiplied by the original data set to produce the new reduced

data set.

The initial data set consists of vectors of data in rows to form the data matrix, each row

is an observation, and each columnis a variable. The data is normalised and considered to

be vectors X; to X, where p is the numberof variables. The covariance matrix is calculated,

which is a p X p matrix, ie. this is a matrix whose individual elements are the variance

between one row or vector and another, the main diagonal of the matrix contains elements

that are the variance of that row or vector anditself. The matrix is also symmetrical about

the main diagonal.

If ¥ is the covariance matrix of the vector X’ = [X1,X2,...,Xp], it has eigenvalue-

eigenvector pairs (1,1) to (dp, €p) where a1 > 02 > +++ Op 2 0. The i’ principal component

is given by Y¥; = e,X = e144,X1 + egXot,.--, epiXp where i = 1,2,...,p

The percentage that each score contributes to the total population variance can be cal-

culated. Let Y; = eX, Yo = ehX,...,Yp = eX bethe principal components. Then

P
01 + 00+,...,0p) = = Var(¥;)

i=1

so the proportion of total variance explained by the ih principal componentis :Pp

O%

0, + 004+,.--,On

where n is the size of the covariance vector.

2.8.4 Feature Extraction using Wavelets

Wavelets are a relatively new field in signal processing which allows analysis of signals.

Wavelet analysis is developed from Fourier analysis (or Fourier series for discrete signals),
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which breaks down signal into constituent sinusoids of different frequencies. This can be

useful for examining the important frequency content of a signal but the Fourier Analysis

technique has shortcomings when analysing transient or non-periodic signals because time

domain information is lost in the transformation. Most real world signals such as speech,

intermittent vibrations or music contain valuable time information such as drift, beginnings

and ends of events or abrupt changes. Hence, Short-time Fourier Transforms (or Windowed

Fourier Transforms) were developed to provide localised time and frequency approximate

information. STFTs transform signals into a two dimensional function of time and frequency

but accuracy is determined by the size of the window and once thesize of the time window is

determined, it cannot be changed for different frequencies. This is an obvious disadvantage

when processing signals with a time dependent spectrum, such as a chirp signal [88, 89].

From STFT, wavelet analysis was developed, allowing variable sized time windows. It

allows the study of both high and low frequency information using relatively shorter and

longer time windowsrespectively. Wavelet analysis breaks down signal using finite time,

irregular signals (wavelets) instead of a continuous smooth sinusoid as in Fourier methods.

This allows better analysis of signals with squarer edges or with local phenomenon.

A signal, 5S, is decomposed with a combination of filters; a low passfilter applied to S' will

extract low frequency componentsof the signal whilst high passfilters extract high frequency

components. The resulting two signals are effectively downsampled so that the combined data

size of the two signals is not greater than the original signal. The data in the downsampled

resulting signals are discrete wavelet transform (DWT) coefficients; the resulting coefficients

from the low passfilter are referred to as approximation coefficients, cA, whilst the resulting

coefficients from the high passfilter are referred to as detail coefficients, cD, [88]. Filters used

are commonly derived from the Daubechies family of wavelets.

Figure 2.5 illustrates a three level decomposition in this manner, whereby the low pass

and high passfilters are applied to the preceding approximation coefficients to further extract

approximation and detail coefficients.

The signal can then be reconstructed as an approximation or a detailed reproduction of

the original signal using inverse DWT.

Wavelet analysis has been applied to the ion current in [53]. Wavelet analysis was used

in a three level decomposition, as per fig. 2.5, of the ion current signal. The signal was

then reconstructed as an approximation of the original signal before feature extraction was

applied to the reproduced signal. The typeoffilter used in the decomposition is undisclosed

and it is reported that this method is moreefficient at reducing data sizes than the PCA

method (achieving Me of the original data in the signal approximation). This does not

take into account the selection of the few most principal components as a data reduction
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Figure 2.5: A Three Level Wavelet Decomposition

method in PCA which can also achieve va of the originalsize of data. In addition, the signal

reconstruction used in the wavelet analysis methodis a further computation in addition to

an undisclosed feature extraction process as another computation.

2.8.5 Identification of Combustion Measurants and Metrics

Predicting PPP and AFR from the shape or peaks of the ionization signal directly has been

discussed. Research has also been attempted to extract some other measure of combustion

quality or combustion duration from the ionization signal to relate to the SA. Attard and

Micallef [68] state 50% MFB was found to be correlated to 50% of the final value of the

integral of the ionization signal at an accuracy of 99.7%. In [75] the use of the integral of the

ionization signal is stated as a satisfactory method of assessing the combustion duration and

this is used to limit the SA retard in closed loop control. The integral is used in a further

study to obtain a measure of 90% combustion duration [56]. Gazis et al suggest the ability

to extract up to 13 measurants from the ionization signal to relate with a neural network

to pressure information [57]. These are the crank angles of the start of the ion signal, first

peak and second peak; magnitudes of the two peaks; slopes of four locations of the curves;

areas under three sections of the signal and finally the crank angle location of the end of the

signal. These would be extremely dependent on the shapeof the ionization signal and would

be computationally expensive to determine in real time. Building on their previous work

[69], the concept of these measurants is explored in [40, 62] where by inflection points and

peaks of the ionization current are used to relate to MBT,illustrated in the fig. 2.6, which

is an idealised ionization current curve. Thefirst inflection point after the first peak relates

to the maximum acceleration of net pressure (10% to 15% MFB), Theinflection point after
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the second peak is 50% MFB. These points along with the second peak are used for MBT

timing, but again depend on the shape of the obtained ionizationsignal.
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Figure 2.6: An Ideal Ionization Curve

2.9 Neural Networks

2.9.1 Overview of Neural Networks

Neural networks (NN) have been used for over five decades but only within the last twenty

years have there been solid and suitable applications, this field is still developing rapidly.

Neural networks have been successfully applied in pattern or handwriting recognition, speech,

vision and control systems and, more relevantly, in identification.

The application of NN in automotive sectors is of major interest currently. Powertrain

problemsare well suited to the modelling abilities of the NN and various attempts have been

undertaken at modelling engine operating conditions. In [90], the dynamic modelling of the

manifold pressure and mass flow processes were done with recurrent networks. In-cylinder

pressure work and AFRestimation has been discussed extensively [91, 92, 72, 81, 93, 94, 95,

96].
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Hanzevack et al [91] used various available engine variables to predict AFR,emissions,

power output and fuel pressure in a general aviation aircraft SI engine with three neural

networks. Good prediction accuracy was achieved in steady state (+3% to +67%) dropping

over transients (+4% to +11%). In [72], a feedforward neural networkis used to predict the

location of peak pressure using five samples of voltage from in-cylinder pressure sensors. The

estimated PPP is then used as an index for combustion phasing.

Arsie et al initially modeled and then controlled the AFR of SI engines in a series of

papers using neural networks [97, 98, 81, 99, 96]. The papers model wall wetting dynamics

in SI engines using recurrent NN. Multi input-single output structures involving injected

fuel, manifold pressure and engine speed as inputs; the AFR at the exhaust gas oxygen

sensor location has been considered as an output. Control is implemented in an inverse

identification of the NN using the sameidentification data for the original NN [96].

Similar work with the use of neural networks with the added complexity of the ion current

method for PPP estimation and AFR estimation has also been attempted [37, 49, 43, 24, 53,

21,51|:

2.9.2 Network Structures

Neural networks are composed of simple small elements, or neurons, and have their origins

developed from the human brain. It is the inter connection of these neurons in parallel that

give the neural networks their ability to compute and defines their specific function. This

network of neurons is adjusted or trained so that a particular input will lead to a particular

output. The adjustment or training arises from differences in a comparisonof a target output

from an actual output and this training continues to reducethis difference so that the actual

output matches the target output. This section establishes the notation used, details neural

networks in their composition, format and training styles and from this emerges techniques

applicable to engine identification and control.

The Basics

The small component element, the neuron, is the building block of a neural network. There

are three basic elements of the neuron.

e A set of synapses or connecting links

e An adder

e An activation function
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The neuron can be fed with multiple inputs x71, 72,...,7R giving the input vector x of

size R. The neuron transmits the input elements through a connecting link (or synapse) that

multiplies its strength by a scalar weight, wl,w2...,w,R to form a product xgwr. These

products are then summed using the adder with a bias b to generate the net input to the

neuron, n, (or axon’s signal) as in equation 2.4. The input n is the input to the neuron

activation function, f, which then gives the neuron output y. See fig. 2.7 for a basic model

of an artificial neural network neuron.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of a Neuron

R

n=) (wix;) +b (2.4)
i=1

The output of this neuron thus corresponds to equation 2.5:

y = f(n) (2.5)

There are numerous activation functions that can be implemented in the neuron. The

Matlab NN toolbox currently has 13 activation functions. Although the choice of activation

function determines the kind of neuron model and how the neuron behaves given input data,

it is the weights and biases that are the adjusted parameters of the neuron through training.

Activation functions

An overview of the 13 activation functions of the Matlab NN toolbox are presented in table

2.1 [100].
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Table 2.1: Neural Network Activation or Transfer Functions

Function Name Plot of Function
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Layers

A single neuron is capable of very little computationally, however many neurons can be

combined to create a layer. A network can consist of a single layer or multiple layers can be

combinedto create a larger network. The layer that produces the output is termed the output

layer, all others are considered the ‘hidden’ layers. Figure 2.8 illustrates a non-abbreviated

layer with R input elements and S neurons.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of a Single Layer

This schematic can be abbreviatedas in fig. 2.9 and this notation will be used throughout.

Again R denotes the numberof elements in the input vector, S denotes the numberof neurons

in the layer, hence b is an S length vector and z denotes an input vector of length R. It

should be noted that W is the S x R weight matrix through which the input vector enters

the network.
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The output, y, of this single layer is a S$ length vector and thus corresponds simply to

equation 2.6:

y = f(We +b) (2.6)

Now if two layers together are joined together sequentially, there would be one output

layer and one hidden layer. The input layer weight matrix (in this case the hidden layer) is

denoted JW and other Layer weight matrices are denoted LW.See fig. 2.10.

Input First (Hidden) Layer Output Layer
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of a Two Layer Network

Hence the output y of this network corresponds to equation 2.7:
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y = fo(LWfi(IWz + b1) + ba) (2.7)

Types of Neural Network

Three common types of neural network have been identified; multi layer perceptrons (MLP),

recurrent networks [101] and radial-basis function networks [100].

The single layer feedforward network is the simplest form of a layered network consisting

of inputs that are projected through a single layer of neurons(essentially the output layer of

neurons). They are called feedforward networks because connecting synapses only pass data

forwards, there are no feedback loops. The single layer may have numerous neurons but they

are suited to very simple applications. An MLPis a multilayer feedforward network and is

an expansion of the single layer but contains one or more hidden layers. This becomes a

more complex neural network and can thus fit higher order or more complex functions. The

neuronsin each layer have as their input the output from the neuronsin the preceding layer

only. Hiddenlayer activation functions are of tan-sigmoid type with the final layer containing

the linear activation function. These types of networks are suited to, or indeed limited to,

speech analysis or simple pattern recognition.

The recurrent neural network is distinguished because it contains feedback loops and

tapped delay lines, which allow the network to behave dynamically and work with delays.

This then is referred to as a dynamic network whereas networks with no feedback or delays are

referred to as static networks. It is the dynamic recurrent neural network that is of interest

to this work because of their ability to identify delays. For example, this would beespecially

useful in the case of identifying an air-fuel ratio model where any perturbation in the volume

of fuel injected in a particular engine cycle causes a fluctuation of the A ratio measured

downstream by a UEGO wideband oxygen sensor that is delayed due to fuel puddling and

exhaust gas flow.

The radial-basis function (RBF) neural network consists of a slightly different structure

to that of a perceptron based network andis trained in a different way. A perceptron based

networkusesstatistical approximationin its training algorithm, an RBF networkis considered

as a curve-fitting problem in multi-dimensional space so the training of which involves finding

a surface in multidimensional space that best fits the training data [101].

2.9.3. Network Size

A few basic rules can be observed to determine networksize but the size is application specific.

Training is fundamental to determining if a network structure is appropriate. After network
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training, the network will either work satisfactorily or not. If the network generalizes well then

the networkis large enough and step reductionsin the size of the network can be undertaken,

again with retraining at each size reduction. Upon reducing the number of parameters, a

minimum network size will be obtained that will still achieve the required performanceerror.

2.9.4 Training

A neural network derives its computing power through its massively parallel distributed

structure and secondly, its ability to learn and therefore generalize {101]. Generalization

refers to the neural network producing reasonable outputs from inputs not encountered during

training. It is this training that allows the neural network weights and biases to adjust through

repetitive iterations so the network becomes more knowledgeable about its environment.

There is more than one method of training a neural network, some methods are more

suited to a particular network structure than others and they differ in the way that they

allow the synaptic weight to update or adjust with each iteration. Indeed, the manner in

which the neuronsof a neural network are structured is intimately linked with the algorithm

used to train that network [101]. For this reason, the training algorithms and rules covered

here are limited to those appropriate for dynamic recurrent neural networks.

Fundamentally, the identification data thatis available for training determines the training

algorithm style. Supervised (also knownas‘training with a teacher’ and ‘teacher forcing’) is

used when the output (or target) data is available for the training algorithm. The training

algorithm updates the weights and bias values of the neurons with a cost function, usually

mean-square error that compares the desired target output and the actual network output.

Unsupervised training (also known as ‘training without a teacher’), as expected, refers to

training a network without target or output data.

With these twotraining styles established, there are also two basic concepts of presenting

the identification data to networks in training; incremental training or batch training. In in-

crementaltraining the weights and biases of the network are updated each time an individual

input is presented to the network. In batch training the weights andbiases are only updated

after all the inputs are presented [100], referred to as an ‘epoch’. There are two passes to the

training during an epoch; the forward pass, where the identification data is presented to the

network and a backward pass, during which the weights and biases are updated. As stated,

these updates are made according to a cost function, the aim being to minimise the cost

function. Following is an account of the most basic of training functions and its evolution to

faster training functions that require less computation.

A dynamic recurrent neural network is an extension of a multi-layered feedforward net-
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work but with feedback loops. The most basic training algorithm for multi-layered feedfor-

ward networks is standard backpropagation (SBP). Backpropagation, a supervised training

algorithm in batch mode, is a gradient descent technique, in which the network weights are

moved along the negative of the gradient of the cost function [100], that is, the direction in

which the cost function is decreasing most rapidly.

In general terms, the error signal at the output of neuron j at iteration n is defined as

e;(n) = dj(n) — y3(n) (2.8)

where d;(n) refers to the desired response or target for neuron j for iteration n and y;(n)

refers to the function signal or actual output of neuron 7 for iteration n. If the instantaneous

value of the error energy for neuron 7 is defined as 56; (n), then the instantaneous value of

the total error energy, €(n) is obtained by summing the error energy over all of the neurons

in the output layer. Errors can only be calculated directly from these output neuronsas the

outputs from these neurons are compared to the target identification data.

E(n) = 5 Fn) (2.9)
jEC

where C includes the neurons in the output layer.

Theaim of the training algorithm is to minimise this cost function by applying a correction

to the synaptic weights. Consider the values of a synaptic weight w;(n) at iteration (n),

then the correction Aw;(n) applied to the synaptic weight, according to the delta rule, is

proportional to the partial derivative week.
J

 

Aw;(n) = -7a (2.10) 

where 77 is the learning rate and being negative indicates the gradient descent. Hence one

iteration of this algorithm in sequential training can be written:

wj(n+ 1) = w;(n) + Aw;(n) (2.11)

Whenconsidering batch training of the back propagation algorithm, weights are updated

after all of the training data has been presented, this constituting an epoch. The cost function

is now defined as the averaged squared error acrossall time steps, £4), where n, the training

example is now an epoch:
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N

Eo(ns a32> (n) (2.12)
n=1jEeC

where e5(n) is the error at output neuron j at epoch nand N is the numberoftraining

data samples. The adjustment to the weight, according to the delta rule, now becomes:

 kavAw; =—-7a (2.13)
j

and

w(nt+ 1) = w(n) + Aw(n) (2.14)

This is the standard backpropagation algorithm [101, 100, 102] but has the problem

of being slow to converge so variations on the standard backpropagation are used. Faster

training rates can be achieved through allowing variable learning rates. If the learning rate

is set too high, the algorithm can oscillate and become unstable but if the learning rate is

too small, the algorithm takes too long to converge. An adaptive learning rate attempts to

keep the learning step size as large as possible while keeping learningstable.

Multilayer networks and dynamic recurrent neural networks often use sigmoid transfer

functions in the hidden layers, see table 2.1. These functions compress an input range into

a finite output range, hence saturation of the output occurs from the neuron. The gradient

approaches zero as the input becomes large. When using a steepest descent algorithm this

causes a problem due to the gradient being very small therefore causing small changes in

the weights and biases, even though the weights and biases are far from their optimal values

[101].

An extension to the simple back-propagation technique is to use Levenberg-Marquardt

(LM) algorithms to update the weights. First reported in [103], it was then adopted for

neural network training algorithms [104]. An evolution of the Gauss-Newton method,it is

a second order training algorithm that can attain second order convergence speeds. First

order training algorithms use only the first order derivatives (Jacobian matrix) of the cost

function (errors) whilst second ordertraining algorithmsuse the Hessian matrix (second order

derivatives of the cost function) to introduce curvature information to the weight update and

speed up training. The Newton method requiresa full calculation of the Hessian matrix for

the incremental update of weights, Aw(n):

Aw(n) = H7!(n)g(n) (2.15)
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where H~'(n) is the inverse Hessian matrix and g(n) the gradient vector of the average

cost function. The Levenberg-Marquardt overcomes this expensive computation by approxi-

mating the Hessian matrix from the Jacobian Matrix:

H=f'J (2.16)

where J denotes the Jacobian matrix. The gradient can be calculated from:

g=J'e (2.17)

wheree is the vector of errors in the network. The weights are thus incrementally updated:

Aw(n) = -[J7J 4+ pl]UTe (2.18)

where p is a scalar value that can be known as the learning rate. When y is zero, the

algorithm equates to the Newton’s method but using the approximate Hessian matrix. When

jis large, the weight update becomesgradient descent with a small step size. p is set during

the training. The goal is to have jz as small as possible so as to shift toward Newton’s method

as quickly as possible since it is faster and more accurate near an error minimum. Training

commences with a small value for 4 and the error of the weight vectors examined for an

increase or decrease. If the next weight vector produces a smaller error, this is a successful

step and yp is decreased. If the next weight vector producesa larger error, jz is increased, the

weight revert to their previous value and the step is repeated (100, 105, 101].

2.9.5 Stopping Criteria

Training can be stopped upon reaching predefined stopping criteria, such as reaching a limit

on training iterations or epochs, or when a particular network error has been reached. These

methods producelittle insight into the quality of the training or the resulting performance

achieved by the training [106].

Early stopping is a useful technique that can automatically stop training at an optimum

epoch to prevent over-training of the data. As per identification theory, the available data

set is divided into more than one subset for validation purposes; one set for estimation and a

second set for validation. Thefirst set, for estimation and training, is used for computing the

gradient, updating the network weights and biases and obtaining the sum of squarederrors.

After each pass or epoch ofthe first estimation set, the second validation set is employed as

the error on the validation set is monitored, though the weights and biases are not updated
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from this validation set error. After each epoch the errors on the validation set and the

training set decrease. However, over-training occurs when when the neural network begins

to overfit to the estimation data; the error on the validation set typically begins to rise. This

means that the training has reached the optimum epoch and training should stop.

2.9.6 Drawbacks of Neural Networks

Neural networks would appear to be a universal solution to modelling. A multilayer percep-

tron networkis reported to be havetheability to identify any linear or nonlinear relationship

[105].

Neural networks have the limitation of only being able to predict an output from inputs

that are within the ranges of the identification data ranges. This is due jointly to the method

of processing input signals and the inherent nature of the tansigmoid activation. The esti-

mation inputs, according to neural network theory, are processed by mapping or normalising

them to a maximum of 1 and a minimum of -1. The tangsigmoid functions are then trained

within these normalised signal bounds. Hence when inputs of values outside of the mapped

estimation data are experienced by the network, there is saturation at the limits of the tan-

sigmoid functions hence the output of the network has finite bounds. This results in the

network being unable to predict outputs outside of the estimation training data range.

2.10 Control Methods

Feedback control theory has progressed as practical problems that needed to be solved have

presented themselves. The first rigorous mathematical analysis of feedback control systems

was written in 1868 by J. C. Maxwell [107], who analyzed the stability of a well documented

early feedback system: Watt’s flyball governor for speed regulation of a steam engine. The

period proceeding this until the early 1900’s is known as the primitive period of automa-

tive control, from then until around 1960 is known as the period ofclassical control and

subsequently from around 1960 until present is known as the period of modern control [108).

2.10.1 Feed-forward and Feedback Control

Feed-forward control is effective only when the model of the system is well understood. It

uses measurable, available system inputs to provide measurable known responses. The disad-

vantage is that feed-forward does not take into account unknown or unpredictable external

inputs that can cause errors to the output. A feedback signal could compensate for any

experienced errors.
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Feed-forward controlis implemented in an engine management systems (EMS)for fuelling

by using estimates of the air entering the cylinders from manifold absolute pressure (MAP)

or massair flow (MAF) sensors and manifold wall wetting dynamics to determine the correct

fuel pulse width (FPW) [109]. The FPW is determined from mapped EMS look-up tables in

the static sense where dynamics are not addressed. Additional disadvantages of using this

feed-forward control means that the resulting look-up tables require extensive modification

for environmentaleffects such as temperature or humidity [12]. Due to transport delaysof fuel

within the engine intake manifold, fast feed-forward control is required [10]. The requirements

for a feedback controller is primarily to compensate for any error in the feedforward controller

due to modelling deficiencies, manufacturing tolerances, mechanical wear or environmental

effects. The feedback signal in a fuelling system would arrive from an UEGO (universal

exhaust gas oxygen) sensor.

2.10.2 Stochastic Control

Stochastic control is an optimisation method that aims to minimise the effects of random

noise disturbances to a model. Random signals cannot be described as deterministic, only

the average properties are known. The development of minimum variance (MV) control

to deal with such systems can be attributed to Astrom [110]. The optimal MV regulator

to achieve the lowest output variance was intended only for zero mean disturbances and

therefore could not reject non-zero mean disturbances and was unable to allow tracking

to specific set-points. Subsequent developments included non-zero tracking regulation with

integrated minimum variance (IMV) and de-tuned MV which limited the control effort [111].

Minimum variance control of peak pressure position (PPP) through spark advance (SA)

regulation on a single cylinder of a multi-cylinder engine was presented in [8] using pressure

directly measured using an in-cylinder pressure sensor. This was revisited and expanded to

coverall cylinders in [112] with the same equipment.

2.10.3. Robust Control

In stochastic control, uncertainties in the system are modelled as probability distributions

combined to yield a control law which deals with the expected values of inputs and control.

Unexpected or abnormalsituations may arise that allow the system to experience inputs that

are not necessarily close to the expected value; optimal control algorithms are not always

tolerant to changes in the control system or the environment. This may not be acceptable

for control systems that have safety critical implications such as flight dynamnics or avionics.

If system gains or other parameters are not precisely known this leads to model un-
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certainty and can arise from a number of sources; uncertainty in the model of the plant,

disturbances that occur in the plant system and noise which is read on the sensor inputs.

Each of these uncertainties can have an additive or multiplicative component [113]. Robust

control is an approach to controller design that can explicity deal with this uncertainty and

some performance of the controller may besacrificed in a trade-off to ensuring the system

requirements or robustness. It is especially useful in the case of multivariable MIMO models

that can have multiple control loops within the closed loop, whereby the robustness of each

individual control loop cannot be simultaneously maximised.

A popularfield with regard to robust control is H. theory whichis conceptually concerned

with bounding the values of a given closed loop transfer function of interest. Consider a

closed-loop transfer function, often referred to as a sensitivity function F(s), where the Ho

norm is concerned with bounding the peak of the frequency response across all frequencies.

Loop shaping is a robust control method published in [114] for shaping the open loop

system L = GK by tuning the controller K. Many of the constraints for the desired closed

loop shapes can readily be translated into similar open loop requirements.

2.10.4 Predictive Control

Modelpredictive control relies on a dynamic model of a process, that is to be controlled,

defined by system identification [115]. Again, as an optimization control method, it aims

to minimise a cost function using a history of past control actuations. Although a well

established control approach, its application to time critical systems requiring fast feedback

is a major computational challenge [116], such as in automotive applications. Ferreau et

al, [116], aim at tracking a desired torque profile of a gasoline engine without increasing the

emissions, using the throttle and the exhaust gasrecirculation valve as manipulated variables.

They report that it was possible to reduce the torqueerror considerably compared to controls

taken from an optimal static map although no experimentalresults were presented. In [117],

and air-fuel ratio control scheme was devised using generalised predictive control consisting of

two feedback systems; one on an engine model and a second on the catalyst system. An ARX

model was used for the engine and catalyst, around which the controller was implemented.

Again, experimental results were not presented.

2.11 Conclusions

Fixing peak pressure position to a predetermined crank angle value through the control of

spark advanceis a desirable requirement but the costof in-cylinder pressure sensorseffectively

rule out direct PPP measurement in production engines. Similarly prediction and control of
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AFR is expensive with UEGOsensors, especially if individual cylinder AFR is required.

The ion current signal technique can offer a low cost solution to both applications. Careful

processing and feature extraction of selective regions of the ion current signal, using techniques

such as principal component analysis or wavelet analysis, can offer insightful information

relating to combustion. Of the numerous applications which are feasible, PPP and AFR

estimation are of interest in this work. It will be ion current sensing that is employed in this

research for estimation and control of both applications since it can be implemented with no

additional engine modifications or expensive machining processes.

Feature extraction is the most difficult step in implementing the ion current method. The

correct window of the signal needs to be accessed depending on the desired estimated variable

and furthermore obtaining the correct information from this window is not trivial. Principal

component analysis has been repeatedly used and appears to work as a feature extraction

method.

Modelling of the systems for predicting air-fuel ratio or peak pressure position by a neural

network is a popular method and will also be adopted in this research. Although parameter

estimation has been undertaken extensively, details of closed loop control using the ion current

method is limited within the literature due to its challenging nature.

Optimisation control, specifically minimum variance techniques, are suitable for PPP

regulation due to the inherent stochastic nature of combustion. Minimum variance control

is explained in greater detail in chapter 4. Robust control techniques will be attempted on

air-fuel ratio control and details of loop shaping are detailed in chapter 7.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Set up

3.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the equipment used during the experimental work in

this thesis. Estimation and control of the various engine parameters have been undertaken

on the engine and dynamometerfacilities in the IC laboratory at the University of Liverpool.

Originally built for idle speed control work, the engine has been modified to allow switchable

control of ABV, spark advance, fuel pulse width whilst a desired, moderate load can be applied

through the low inertia DC dynamometer setup. In addition, various sensors have been

installed on the engine to allow monitoring using a standard desktop PC running appropriate

software. Speed, in-cylinder pressure, MAF, MAP and crank angle can be measured along

with the ion current through the ion current sensing box. Figure 3.1 shows the setup of the

engine with the sensors used for control and estimation of various operating parameters.

3.2. Engine and Dynamometer Specification

The experimental engine used is a spark-ignited, Ford Zetec 1.61, 16 valve, four-stroke, four-

cylinder, double overhead cam, water cooled, multi-point fuel injected IC engine. Each of

the four cylinders, which are inline, have two inlet valves and two exhaust valves. Thefuel

is delivered via the electronic port fuel injectors. Table 3.1 denotes the engine statistics.

The dynamometer, essentially a DC motor, is a 7.5 kW unit. This is bolted directly to

the crankshaft via a universal joint and so can simulate loading on the engine via a braking

force or can assist the forward rotation. Controlled through a secondary dSPACEunit, the

dynamometerwas installed originally for idle speed control workso is limited in a rotational

speed of 3000 RPM maximum and has a maximum rated torque of 80NM at 1000 RPM.

53
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Figure 3.1: Engine Setup showing Sensors

Table 3.1: Engine Specifications

Cylinder Bore

Connecting Rod Length

Compression Ratio

Cubic Displacement

Stroke Length

Firing Order

Exhaust Valve Opens

Exhaust Valve Closes

Inlet Valve Opens

Inlet Valve Closes

Maximum Torque

Maximum Power

Idle speed

Fuel

76.0 mm

136.2 mm

10.3:1

1597c¢m?

88 mm

1-3-4-2

64° B.B.D.C.

12° A.T.D.C.

22° B.T.D.C.

12° A.T.D.C.

138 Nm at 3500 rpm

90 PS

880 rpm

Unleaded RON 95petrol

inlet
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Table 3.2: (SPACE Card Specifications

 

Board Function Specification Interfacing Apparatus

DS1005 Processor Board PowerPC 750GX run- Engine

ning at 1 GHz

DS2003 Analogue Input 32 Channel ADC Board Engine

 

Board (16 bit)
DS4001 Digital IO Timing and DIO Engine

DS4002 Digital IO DIO including PWM Engine

generation

DS2103 Analogue Output 32 Channel DAC Board Dynamometer

Board (16 bit)      
 

3.3. Interfacing Hardware

Figure 3.2 shows the general orientation of the engine with the interfaced hardware. Apart

from the additional sensors and the removal of EGR capability for this work, the engine

operates underits original configuration. The engine is controlled through a Ford production

EEC IV EMS with a 58KB microprocessor where control of the SA, fuel pulse width and air

bleed value (ABV) can be switched to operate from a powerstage unit connected toSPACE.

PC running MATLAB, Simulink,

o—S—— ControlDesk

and Real-Time Workshop

 
 

 

el

powerstagefor ABV,
dSPACE fuel pulse width,
autobox spark advance

      

    

| EMS(engine

engine dynamometer management
= system)         

Figure 3.2: Hardware Setup

Table 3.2 details the specification of the cards in the dSPACE unit interfaced with the

engine.
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3.4 Software

All implemented algorithms are run on the PC using the following software: MATLAB,

SIMULINK, Control Desk and Real-time Workshop. MATLAB and SIMULINK are used for

all estimation processes, principal component analysis, generation of all neural networks and

calculation and implementation of the control schemes.

In producing a neural network that will eventually be impelemented to run on the engine,

first the acquired training data in processed within MATLABto be useable for training a

neural network. The network is constructed offline within a MATLAB program and subse-

quently generated into a SIMULINK modeloffline. Similarly for all other signal processing

that is executed offline with MATLABprogram files; this processing must be replicated into

SIMULINK models offline.

Control Desk is a user interface that allows control of the hardware through a desktop

PC and Real-time Worshop is software that allows the SIMULINK models that have been

developed to be compiled onto and used with the dsPACE hardware.

3.5 Sensors and Actuator Specification

3.5.1 The Ion Current Sensing System

The ionization current sensing systems were built in-house. Initially a device suitable for

single cylinder work was constructed prior to building a second device capable of four cylinder

work. The basic circuit was detailed in section 2.2.2 but after initial experimentation, this

was concluded to need additional circuit design.

The single cylinder version is spliced between the coil and the spark plug and connects

them with standard HTleadfittings.

The additional spark gap that is designedtoisolate the existing coil and spark plugcircuit

from the ion current sensing circuit is substituted for a gas discharge tube (GDT) for practical

and safety reasons. Whenthe coil is actuated, the voltage is sufficient to break down the

insulating gas in the GDT andallow the spark plug to deliver a spark to the cylinder. Figure

3.3 illustrates the circuit in more detail. 12 Volts AC is supplied from a power supply, that

is transformed to DC voltage. A DC to DC converter ramps up this voltage to 300 Volts.

Thisis in effect protected by a 470kQ resistor and zener diode 1. Zener diodes 2 and 3 are in

place to limit the output voltage from —10V to +10V, which prevents damage to dSPACE

which is connected to the ionization output point by a BNC connection. Thecircuit is then

a potential divider and there are three periods of operation:
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Figure 3.3: Single Cylinder Ionization Current Sensing Circuit

1. No sparking event and no ionization: The GDTisolates the engine coil from the ion-

ization circuit. 300V bias DC is being supplied across the series of resistors to ground.

The current through this circuit is then:

300V

41.47MQ

= 7.2uA

and the voltage being read at dSPACE duringthis periodis a bias voltage of:

VasPACE = 7.2uUA x 1MQ

= 7.2V

2. A sparking event upon the coil discharging through the spark plug: The voltage, around

20kV, is enough to break downthe gas in the GDT to produce a sparking event at the

spark plug. The current through the circuit is then:
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20000V

21MQ
 

= 0.952nA

and the voltage being read at dSPACE during this period is a bias voltage of:

VaSPACE = 0.952uA x 1MQ

= 952V

Depending on the cylinder, the polarity of this voltage can be positive or negative,

hence the zener diodes 2 and 3 limit this voltage to —10V or +10V. These ignition

sparking events can be seen in the ion current signal waveform immediately preceding

the ionization window,see phase1 in fig. 2.1.

3. Ionization event immediately following the ignition sparking event: The circuit would

be the same configuration as in case 1 but with the addition of electron flow between

the spark plug electrodes. Theelectrons produced during the in-cylinder ionization flow

to the anode and hence the bias DC voltage to SPACEof7.2V is lowered. This is the

reason the ‘peaks’ in the ideal ionization waveform are inverted; the bias DC voltageis

being reduced dueto the ionization. The actual voltage reduction dueto the ionization

is only a few volts.

The output of the DC/DC converter is adjusted to 300V for experimentation in this

research but a maximum of 500V can be selected, though this can produce spurious sparking

[63]. The zener diodes cap the output voltage to SPACE at —10V or +10V soa theoretical

maximum DC bias voltage in the circuit can be calculated. The current in the circuit is:

VasPACE
1M

10V

1MQ

= 10pA
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and so the maximum voltage in the circuit is:

Vin = 10mA x 41.47MQ

= 414.7V

The four cylinder version (fig. 3.4) [118] is fundamentally similar although it shares the

voltage transformer between all four cylinders.

Noteworthy is the voltage that is occurring within this four cylinder ion current sensing

box. For a single spark plug, the voltage is reaching 20kV for the ignition spark event. The

standard coil pack is divided into two sections that are each responsible for firing two spark

plugs simultaneously, meaning that each cylinder experiences a redundant spark event 360°

out of phase which the combustion igniting spark event. The charging of these events between

cylinders is an opposing polarity and this has serious implications on the voltages inside the

ion current sensing box; a potential difference approaching 40kV is experienced. Care was

taken to allow the voltage paths within the box carrying these opposing voltages to be a

distance far enough apart to prevent spurious arcing. Thedielectric breakdown voltage for

air is approximately 3KV/mm [119] so voltage paths were designed to be at least 13.3mm

apart.

3.5.2 Pressure Sensors

In the cylinder head, below theinlet orifices at the air/fuel intake side are four cylinder

pressure sensors, one per cylinder. These Kistler type 6123 transducers are piezo electric

devices and are compression fitted into the head so that the ‘pressure sensing’ surfaceis facing

into the cylinder cavity. The piezo electric device outputs a reading which is proportionalto a

change in pressure, this readingis first passed through a Kistler model 2004 charge amplifier

before being read into theSPACE DS2003 A/D converter card sampled every 1° of crank

angle.

The pressure sensors are not calibrated for absolute pressure values. Since this work

requires only the peak pressure position as in-cylinder pressure information then this can be

calculated using appropriate algorithms [6].
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3.5.3. Oxygen Sensors

The engine uses, as standard, a heated exhaust gas oxygen sensor (HEGO)that is installed

in the front exhaust pipe section at a confluence point. This switching sensor providesa high

voltage if the exhaust gas in rich of stoichiometry and a low voltageif the exhaustgasis lean of

stoichiometry. This is used for emission control for the EEC IV module. Additional universal

exhaust gas oxygen (UEGO)sensors have been installed and are employed to determine a

more accurate air-fuel ratio (AFR) than the HEGO sensor. Also known as wideband sensors

or lambda sensors, these are heated devices that measure the oxygen content in the exhaust

gas stream. Theengineitself, in addition to a UEGO sensorat the standard confluence point,

has the capability of additional oxygen exhaust sensors near the four exhaust ports in the

exhaust manifold. The four sensors, being so close to the exhaust ports, not only remove

any transport delays on AFR readings normally taken at the confluence point but also allow

the monitoring of AFR of each of the individual cylinders. It is these four UEGO sensors

positioned near the cylinder outlet ports that are used in the research. This is essential for

comparison with any ion current AFR data from each individual cylinder that may be used

for AFR prediction.

The sensors used are Bosch wideband Og sensors that give an output voltage proportional

to the oxygen content and input to SPACE. The engine used, when running at stoichiometric

conditions, has the air to fuel (by mass) ratio of 14.7:1. This ratio of air to fuel can also be

represented by lambda, », where the stoichiometric AFR has a A value of 1. X is the ratio of

measured AFRrelative to stoichiometric AFR:

AFRmeasured
A=

AFSistpichiometric

3.5.4 Angle Encoder

The determination of crank angle is important in this research since the algorithms and models

created in SIMULINK are event based and not time based. This means that the models are

synchronised and triggered relative to a particular rotational crank angle relative to a piston

TDC.In addition, numerous signals are sampled every degree. An angle encoder is mounted

directly onto the crank shaft and outputs two signals; one pulse per 1° and one pulse per

360°. The 1° pulses are transmitted to a hardware interrupt function on the DS4001 card

that synchronises the timing between the engine and dSPACE.The latter 360° pulse acts as

a TDC synchronisation pulse of cylinder 1, checking if any 1° pulses have been missed and

resetting TDC in dSPACEif a discrepancy occurs.
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3.5.5 MAP and MAFSensors

The manifold absolute pressure (MAP) sensor provides instantaneous manifold pressure infor-

mation, traditionally for the engine management system butalso for dSPACEinthis set-up.

It is plumbedinto a low pressure(less than 1 bar atmospheric) hose on the inlet manifold and

determines the air mass flow rate, which in turn is used to meter the appropriate fuel flow

since the amount of fuel required is directly related to the massof air entering the engine.

The MAPsignal holds a high correlation with the load placed on the engine since the

pressure is related to the load level. The low pressure (between 0 and 1 bar atmospheric)

drops when the engineis under load or at wide open throttle and the low pressure increases

at low load or smaller throttle angle settings. For identification, the MAP signal integrated

over 180° was used as a measure of load which correlated better than the simple MAPsignal.

A mass airflow (MAF) sensor is used to determine the mass of air entering the engine

upstream of the throttle. This is a hot wire type MAF sensor, used in conjunction with an

inlet air temperature sensor, where its resistance drops proportionally to the amount of air

flowing past.

3.5.6 Engine Speed and Torque Estimation

Although there is more than one way to calculate speed on the engine set-up (e.g. with the

angle encoder or the EMS)the best results are from an in-line Torque Vibrometer (‘Torque-

master TM112 200Nm rating). This is mounted on the engine/dynamometer coupling. The

vibrometer provides analogue speed and torque outputs that are logged into the dSsPACE

DS2003 ADCcard.

3.5.7 Air Bleed Valve

Engine speed is controlled throughout this work, not by the throttle, but by the air bleed

valve (ABV). The engine does indeed have a throttle but it is cable driven. The ABV isa

throttle bypassvalve that is used during engineidle, it acts in a similar mannerto the throttle

in controlling the volumesof air that pass into the inlet manifold. The ABV iselectronic and

can be controlled externally by the engine management unit or more crucially Control Desk

and Real Rime Workshop via dSPACE.This means that an electronic input to the ABV can

in effect allow a change in engine speed.
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3.5.8 Fuel Injection

The engine is a port fueled injection (PFI) type. This means that are are four electronic

injector valves (one per cylinder) connected by single fuel rail. Supplied from a lateral fuel

supply, the fuel is sprayed from the injector toward the inlet port where it is mixed with

the air. The amount of fuel that is sprayed is determined electronically by the time period

that the injector sprays, the fuel pulse width (FPW). This fuel pulse width is controlled by

the EMS or by dSPACEsendingelectronic signals to the individual injector devices. It is

these actuators that will be used for determination and control of the AFR by monitoring

and varying the FPW. Each fuel pulse (or charge) that is injected toward the inlet port does

not entirely enter the cylinder instantly since it is sprayed before the inlet valve opens. This

causes a puddle of fuel to form on the inlet runner, some of which evaporates immediately,

from the heat andair, and is then induced into the cylinder with the air flow. This phenomena

causes interesting dynamics and fuel delays that should be accountedforin fuelling strategies.

3.6 Conclusions

Using the equipment, the ion current sensing technique will be applied to the engine/dynamometer

setup with the aim of predicting and controlling both the AFR and PPP. Actuators will be

used to perturb engine variables necessary to excite dynamics that can be monitored using

the sensors and recorded with dSPACE.

Available signals that can be manipulated using theSPACEandactuators with software

are listed as follows:

e Air bleed valve (ABV)

e Spark advance or spark ignition timing (SA)

e Load (through the dynamometer)

e Fuel pulse width (FPW)

Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)

Available signals that can be recorded using the apparatus with software are listed as

follows:

e Air bleed valve (ABV)

e Engine speed, N.
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e Spark advanceorspark ignition timing (SA)

e Cylinder pressure and pressure related variables

e Load (through the dynamometer)

e Fuel pulse width (FPW)and timing

e Air-fuel ratio (AFR) of each cylinder

e Manifold absolute pressure (MAP)

e Coolant Temperature

e Jon current signal on all cylinders

e Torque

Using these recorded signals enables manipulation for training neural networks within

MATLABandsubsequent generation of SIMULINK models that can be compiled into dsPACE

with Real-time Workshop.



Chapter 4

Single Cylinder PPP Estimation

and Control

4.1 Introduction

Spark advance (SA)is one of the most important key parametersin efficient engine operation,

usually determined open loop by an EMS dependent on speed or load to achieve a desired

peak pressure position (PPP). To regulate the PPP to a desired crank angle in a closed loop

feedback manner, SA will be controlled from an estimated PPP. This chapter describes the

process undertaken for the identification process of producing models to predict the peak

pressure position (PPP) in a single cylinder using available engine signals and the ion current

method. The theory and reasoning behind theselection of signals and the acquisition of data

is first explained in section 4.2. Principal component analysis is described as a method of

data reduction and feature extraction from the ion current signal in section 4.4. It should be

noted that the raw data is acquired from the engine dynamometer set up and then initially

processed offline to produce the identification data. This identification data is then used to

create a model of the engine with a neural network (NN) for the purpose of predicting the

PPPin section 4.6, again created and trained offline with initial network validation being done

offline. Only when satisfactory, offline, simulated prediction is achieved is the model then

implemented onto the engine/dynamometer set up and online validation achieved in section

4.8. When satisfactory online modelvalidation occurs, control loops can be implemented and

the PPP can be set through control of spark advance in section 4.9.2.

The graphic figure 4.1 displays the location of the in-cylinder pressure sensor machined

into the cylinder head near the inlet port along with the spark plug used for ionization current

sensing located in the top of the combustion chamber.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the concept of the system; a neural network is trained to predict

65
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1. fuel injector

2. inlet valve 
to charge

amplifier

3. ionization current
sensing spark plug

4.exhaust valve

5. pressure transducer

Figure 4.1: Location of Ion Current Sensor and Pressure Sensor
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peak pressure position and then an ARMAX modelwill be identified around this network and

the plant (enclosed by the dashed line) so that feedback control can be applied to regulate

the peak pressure position to a desired crank angle robust to changes in speed and load.
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Figure 4.2: Single Cylinder PPP Control System Concept

4.2 Signal Selection and Excitation

In trying to ascertain a relationship between input and output signals a modelis established.

A model has to be constructed from observed data, recorded during specifically designed

identification experiments [120] . In trying to establish models that can predict PPP from

identification data, the acquired signals must be sufficiently representative of a system. The

models are required to predict not only in steady state but in transients also. Sufficient

and suitable excitation of input signals and the resulting causal output signals expose the

dynamics of a system and these can be used to produce a model. Neural networks (NN) have

been chosen as a suitable model foundation.

It is established that the SA has a direct correlation with PPP [9]. In this research,

although in-cylinder pressure information is measured directly with a Kistler pressure sensor

for comparison, it is hoped that the ion current can establish cylinder pressure information

within its output signal.

PPPis subject to changes in speed and load therefore any identified models should be

able to accurately predict PPP whilst the cylinder experiences changes in speed and load

and therefore speed and an integrated MAPsignal! are used in creating models. Load is

not measured directly in production vehicles but MAP correlates very highly with engine

load and is a signal available in production engines so this is a valid model component

signal to incorporate. To obtain identification data, perturbed input signals are excited

simultaneously by scaled, biased random numbersovera range as indicated in table 4.1. The

effect of these perturbed signals fluctuates the engine speed between 800rpm to 2200rpm
 

‘Integrated over 180° prior to sampling
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Table 4.1: Perturbedsignals for Identification

 

 

    

Signal Range Perturbation Period

ABV [%auty] 49 to 59 0.78

Load [V] -0.10 to -0.18 0.8 s
SA [° BTDC] 26 to 36 0.4 s
 

whilst the integrated MAP fluctuates between 55 and 110 bar”. The perturbation period for

each input signal is chosen to be low enough to allow any dynamic response of the output

signal to be fulfilled but still be high enough to allow rapid representative transient output

responses. This will ensure the identification will accurately predict both steady state and

transient behaviour by experiencing these dynamics. A significant advantage of using this

signal perturbation method over datasets consisting of multiple static set-points is that fewer

samples are required to train the network from this dataset; 3000 training samples cover the

entire identification range with 1000 of these samples for the training, 1000 for validation

and 1000 for ‘hold-out’ unseen data. In this manner, the time to obtain the training data is

vastly reduced compared to multiple set point tests.

Input and output data is collected over 3000 combustion cycles from the engine and

dynamometer set-up. All signals are sampled online once per degree and so over 3000 com-

bustion cycles would give 2160000 samples per signal channel. This resolution of information

is unnecessary in identifying this model; PPPis a value that remains constant over a complete

combustion cycle of 720° and so only one sampleis required per combustion cycle. Likewise,

although N and MAPchangebya relatively small amount over the course of a combustion

cycle, just one sample per cycle is deemed sufficient. Hence for N, MAP and PPP 3000

samples each for 3000 combustion cycles are used in the identification process.

These 3000 cycles are split equally, after processing, into three parts; 1000 cycles for

identification (network training), 1000 cycles for validation and the final 1000 cycles as a

‘hold-out’ data set for proving of the neural network before engine implementation occurs

[101].

The identification input data consists of 1000 cycles of the ionization current signal,

integrated MAPsignal (that correlates well to the load) and the engine speed, N. The iden-

tification output data are the corresponding PPP measured from the in-cylinder pressure

sensors obtained over the 1000 cycles. The entire datasets are displayed in fig. 4.3 including

the target PPP dataset. The processing of the ion current to create suitable identification

data is described in the next section.
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Figure 4.3: 3000 cycles of Engine Speed and Integrated MAPIdentification data

4.3. Ion Current Signal Processing

To relate the ion current ‘window’ to the PPPincurs an increase in complexity when compared

to MAP and N.Integrated MAP and N are sampled every crank angle degree by the data

acquisition hardware and software but only one sample per combustion cycle is used in the

model identification as explained in the previous section. The ion current signal is again

sampled once per degree but a ‘window’ of samples per combustion cycle is used for the

model. Various lengths of window have been used in previous research to relate the ion

current to the PPP; in [49] a window of between 6° to 35° ATDC was used, in [46] it is 5°

to 35° ATDC andin [45] the peak finding algorithm operates between 0° to 35° ATDC. A

window of 60° is mentioned in [53], sampled at half a degree, to predict the AFR and PPP.

Other authors in previous research have chosen to determine the ion current window in

reference to TDC whereasis this work, the window has been chosen in reference to the spark

ignition event. This effectively allows the extraction of ion current features independent of

the SA for a particular cycle since the same window is sampled for any SA setting. During

this work, the observed ‘windows’ of the ion current signal are sampled once per degree over

30° of crank angle for PPP estimation. This would effectively give 30 samples to relate to the

PPP per combustion cycle. The window of the ion current signal chosen to relate to the PPP
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is the ‘thermal phase’, where re-ionization of the gases occurs due torising temperatures in

the cylinder and believed to correlate to the pressure, as in fig. 4.4.

Approximate

Thermal Phase
<$—$_______>
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Figure 4.4: A window of a typical ion current curve

This phase, appearing as a peak in the signal at higher loads and lower engine speeds

that is not apparent at lower loads and higher speeds, occurs around 25° after ignition for

around 20° to 40°. 30° is chosen as a window large enough to capture most of the pressure

related information and small enough to not be too computationally heavy since any signal

processing doneat ‘leisure’ offline still has to be repeated in SIMULINK and used online for

modelproving.

Early ionization current signal to peak pressure position identification worked on the

principle of curve fitting [25] or the assumption that the post flame phase of the ionization

current signal was present and clearly defined. Later work has acknowledged that this is not

the case [44], usually in low load situations or when engine speed is high causing the separate

phases of the ionization current signal to merge. Principal component analysis (PCA) is

proposed to acquire important characteristics from the ionization current signal even when

the desired waveform does not occur. Byeffectively determining the ‘principal’ characteristic

of the signal window,it also reduces data sizes so that the ionization current signal to PPP

relationship can be identified using significantly less data.
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4.4 Principal Component Analysis

4.4.1 The Ion Current Signal

PCA is applied to a specific window of the ionization current signal, which is believed to

contain information relating to the PPP. Theionization current signal is sampled every degree

and a complete cycle is 720°. The window that contains the PPP information is calculated

to be through 30° of crank angle, between 25° and 55° after spark ignition. This would

imply that initially 30 sample points are used, one per degree indicating a specific ionization

voltage. From these ‘windows’ of sample points, PCA obtains the ‘principal components’.

Figure 4.5 shows the variability in overlayed plots of 20 random typical windowsof the ion

current signal. In practice, 3000 cycles are used for PCA but for illustrative purposes, only

20 cycles are shown.
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Figure 4.5: A window of a typical ion current curve

4.4.2 PCA Applied to the Ion Current Signal for PPP Estimation

The following procedure is observed to initially produce the PCA scores for the identification

data. Using the 30 degrees of window of the ion current signal, PCA is to be applied to

reduce these 30 samples per cycle to a smaller dataset.

1. The ion current signal is sampled online every degree of crankshaft rotation and a

complete cycle is 720°.
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2. Offline, a window of the ion current signal is selected; the ‘thermal phase’ of the ion

current signal, which is calculated to be through 30° of crank angle, between 25° and

55° after the spark event. This would imply that initially 30 sample points per cycle are

used, one per degree indicating a specific ionization voltage. If each ‘window’ of each

cycle contains 30 sample points over 3000 combustion cycles, this presents a 30 x 3000

matrix, each row is an observation or cycle, and each columnis a crankangle position.

3. The 30 rows of data are normalised and are considered to be vectors X; to X39. The

covariance matrix is calculated offline. This results in 30 x 30 matrix.

4. If S is the covariance matrix of the vector X’ = [X1, Xo,..., X30], it has eigenvalue-

eigenvector pairs (1, €1) to (030, €30) Where 0) > 02 = -+-030 2 0. The 30" principal

componentis given by Y39 = eX = €1,X1 + eo;Xot+,..-, €30:X30 where i = 1,2,...,30.

The full resulting data set would contain 30 PCA scores. The percentage that each

score contributes to the total population variance can be calculated and hence most

scores can be ‘discarded’. In this case Y; = e)X,Y2 = ehX,...,¥30 = e39X are the

principal components. Then

P

Oo, too+,...,030 = > Var(Y;)

i=1

so the proportion of total variance explained by the i** principal componentis :

O%

The eigenvector with the highest corresponding eigenvalue is the principal component.

The 5 eigenvectors with the highest corresponding eigenvalues are chosen since they

contain over 99% of the total signal variance. This results in a reduced 30 x 5 matrix.

This matrix is stored andis usedfor all offline and online reduced dataset computations.

For reference, this matrix shall be refered to as the ‘FeatureVector’ matrix.

5. The original ion current data is projected onto the 30 x 5 ‘FeatureVector’ matrix

to produce a reduced identification dataset of 5 samples over 3000 cycles for offline

identification.

Hence the new sample set is reduced from 30 principal componentsper cycle to 5 principal

components per cycle and therefore the computational complexity is significantly lowered.

Table 4.2 displays the first 30 principal components and the proportion of total variance

explained by them. It can be clearly seen that beyond the first 15 or so principal components,

the variance explainedis negligible.
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Table 4.2: First 30 principal components from a window of a ionization current signal and

the proportion of total variance explained by them
 

Principal Component Proportion of Total Variance Accumulated Percentage
 

1st

gnd

grd

qth

5th

6th

7th

gth

gth

10%

1 th

1Qth

13th

14th

15th

16th

17th

1gth

jgth

90th

218¢

g9gnd

93rd

94th

95th

26th

g7th

ggth

99th

30%  

86.245306

9.027634

3.204490

1.152524

0.290061

0.046533

0.017786

0.007501

0.002816

0.001444

0.000765

0.000387

0.000300

0.000260

0.000212

0.000169

0.000158

0.000147

0.000136

0.000129

0.000124

0.000124

0.000122

0.000119

0.000115

0.000114

0.000110

0.000108

0.000105

0.000103  

86.245306

95.272940

98.477429

99.629954

99.920014

99.966547

99.984332

99.991833

99.994649

99.996093

99.996858

99.997245

99.997545

99.997805

99.998017

99.998187

99.998344

99.998492

99.998627

99.998756

99.998881

99.999005

99.999127

99.999245

99.999360

99.999475

99.999584

99.999692

99.999799

100.000000  
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If the plot of the 1® principal componentis visually compared to a plot of PPP,it can be

seen that they have a high correlation. This implies that a large amount of the information

relating to the PPP is contained within the 1° principal component, and this first principal

component (by definition) contains a high percentage of the total variance of the ion current.

If a larger or different ion current window is used that encompasses a more complex waveform

with more features, then it would be expected the percentage of total variance captured

by the 1° principal component would drop and the secondary principal components would

contribute a higher percentage of the total proportion of variance as these extra features are

introduced. It is hoped that by allowing up tofive principal components in the identification

will be sufficient to capturesignificantly differing features in a signal that is varying cycle by

cycle.

The separate principal components are displayed in fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: 3000 Cycles of 5 Principal Components of the Identification Data

Using a statistical analysis technique the matrix of the correlation coefficients between

the principal components and the PPP wascalculated, see table 4.3. The correlation coeffi-

cient matrix represents the normalised measureof the strength of linear relationship between

variables. The coefficients can range from -1 to 1, where values close to 1 suggest that there

is a positive linear relationship between the data columns. Values close to -1 suggest that

one column of data has a negative linear relationship to another column of data. Values close

to or equal to 0 suggest there is no linear relationship between the data columns [121]. The

correlation between principal components themselves is not included since it is unimportant

in this work. Interestingly, principal component 4 has a higher correlation to the PPP than
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principal component 3. This is a linear indication and since neural networks are to be used

in identifying the relationships and are of a non-linear method, then all of thefirst five prin-

cipal componentswill be used rather than disregarding the principal components with lower

correlations.

Table 4.3: Correlation Coefficient Matrix between PCA and PPP

 

- PPP PCA1 PCA2 PCA3 PCA4 PCA5

PPP 1 -0.452 -0.372 0.0756 0.222 -0.027
 

        
 

4.5 Applying Wavelet Analysis to the Ionization Current Sig-

nal

Analternative to PCA in reducing data sizes is to apply wavelet theory as discussed in

chapter 2, section 2.8.4.

Wavelets can potentially be used in the following ways in this work:

e Decompose the ‘window’of spark ionization signal for data reduction, reconstruct the

signal and then use pattern recognition as in [53] for system identification (e.g. neural

network inputs)

e Decompose the ‘window’ of spark ionization signal for data reduction, use the coeffi-

cients for system identification.

e Use Wavelets for non-linear system identification of the spark advance to PPPrelation-

ship. This application implies a new method,disregarding the neural networks methods

already worked on.

e System identification with Wavelet networks.

Thefirst two items will be explored whereas the latter two are expansive areas of research

beyond the scope of this work.

4.5.1 Signal Decomposition

For PPP prediction, the window ofionization current data contains 30 samples per combus-

tion cycle. Using PCA, this was reduced to just 5 samples per combustion cycle. Wavelet

analysis was used in a three level decomposition, as per fig. 4.7, of the ion current signal

before an approximation of the signal was reproduced for feature extraction purposes. The
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filters used were a second order Daubechies family wavelet. Assuming a 3 level decomposition

‘ ; . . th
and using the approximation coefficients, data sizes can be reduced to potentially around :

thus giving 4 data samples per combustion cycle.
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Figure 4.7: A Three Level Wavelet Decomposition

Figure 4.8 illustrates the original window of five combustion cycles of the ionization cur-

rent, whilst various stages of the decomposition of each of the five cycles are illustrated in

fig. 4.9.

Note that because the plots in fig. 4.9 illustrate the coefficients, the number of samples

per plot are reduced in comparison to the original signal window.

A three level decomposition reduced the dataset of each combustion cycle to just 4 sam-

ples. These coefficients could be used as inputs to a neural network where as the PCA

technique used 5 principal components per combustion cycle.

The signal can be reconstructed from the decomposition approximation coefficients at

each level to produce simplified signals. These are shownin fig. 4.10. The number of samples

of each reconstruction matches the original signal. In [53], the third level reconstruction was

then used for an undisclosed pattern recognition technique.

Using this technique for an initial multi level decomposition of the signal, then a low level

reconstruction before a pattern extraction technique adds additional complexity levels into

the feature extraction process over the PCA technique. PCA will therefore be used for a

chosen feature extraction technique over wavelet decomposition throughout this thesis.
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Figure 4.8: A typical window of the Ionization Current Curve
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4.6 Neural Networks for Ion Current Sensing

The data relationship being used, spark timing to peak pressure position, involves time delays

and so the identification of any model would involve these dynamic time delays, i.e. the

current output signal is dependent on the current input and previous input signals. For this

reason any neural network that would be constructed to predict the peak pressure position

must be able to handle delays and thus a dynamic recurrent neural network is the obvious

choice. Initial work with SA to PPP models has identified relationships through the use of

autoregressive with exogenous inputs (ARX) models. A neural network that is based on the

linear ARX model is the NARX (non-linear autoregressive with exogenous inputs) neural

network. This NARX network is commonly used in time series modelling. The defining

equation for a NARX modelis as equation 4.1. Although SA to PPP is a nominally linear

relationship, an advantage of the non-linear properties inherent in a NARX neural network

would be the ability to recognise any non-linear phenomena that occur, specifically misfires.

y(t) = f(y— 1), y(t — 2),..., y(t — ny), ud), u(t — 1), u(t — 2), ..., u(t — ny)) (4.1)

To choose a specific network, the input and output training data must be taken into

consideration. Following principal component analysis there will be 5 PCA scores per cycle

that will act as inputs to the network along with N and integrated MAP whilst the target

data will be a single PPP per cycle. This constitutes a MISO network which will be able to,

after training, predict an estimated PPP (PPP) from the 5 PCA scores, N and integrated

MAP.

Througha size reduction technique, large network structures are initially tested followed

by smaller structures and a performance comparison made. Smaller networks that can match

the larger networks for accuracy and performance are preferable. Ultimately this leads to

a two layer NARX network which has a compromise between model prediction accuracy,

complexity and computational processing speed. Table 4.4 shows the network structure sizes

trialled using identical datasets before a minimum structure being decided upon. Achieved

r? values (equation 5.4) and the number ofeffective parameters compared to number of

available parameters are used as a justification for the choice of network [101]. Each network

was trained twice and an average of the r? values taken, since the networks are initially

seeded with random numbers[100] giving slightly differing training results. In table 4.4, SSE

(Est) denotes the resulting sum of squared errors over the estimation training data and SSE

(Valid) denotes the resulting sum of squared errors over the validation training data.

Figure 4.11 shows the chosen 2 layer NARX network where the input layer weight matrix

is denoted JW and other layer weight matrices are denoted LW. factivation function is
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Table 4.4: Trialled Neural Network Structures

 

 

No. Neurons in Total No. Effective No. No. Epochs SSE SSE r?

Layers Layer Params Params (Est) (Valid)

3 20 20 1 781 82.1 42 16.66 17.87 83.45

3 20 10 1 561 78.8 23 15.32 17.72 82.27

3 10 101 291 75.6 22 16.98 18.64 81.55

3 1051 231 64.8 25 15.38 17.52 83.61

3 551 121 88.7 33 16.27 17.55 82.50

2 20 1 361 65.8 26 15.99 17.93 82.41

2 10 1 181 77.9 27 15.08 18.21 82.30

2 51 o1 76.1 23 20.42 19.65 74.55          
tansigmoid functions while f2 is a pure linear activation function. Layer 1 contains 10 neurons

whilst layer 2 contains 1 neuron. The network has a single feedback loop from the final layer

to the first layer through a tapped delay line (TDL) to instigate the delays present in the

data; y(t — 1), y(t — 2). The 7 inputs pass through a specific TDL where the output of this

is a vector made up of the input signals at the current time and the previous input signals;

u(t), u(t — 1). The bias values for each layer are denoted b; and bg, k is algebraically the

numberof neuronsper layer and R = 7 represents the numberof input vectors at time (t). If

the last layer of a multilayer network has sigmoid neurons, then the outputs of the network

are limited to a small range. If linear output neurons are used the network outputs can take

on any value [100].

The defining equation of this NARX networkis as equation 4.2.

y(t) = f(y(t— 1), y(t — 2), u(t), u(t — 1) (4.2)

The input training data consist of the 5 rows of 1000 cycles obtained from PCA rep-

resenting the ionization current signal, integrated MAP signal (that correlates well to the

load) and the engine speed. The output training data are the corresponding PPP measured

from the in-cylinder pressure sensors obtained over the 1000 cycles. All datasets have mean

values removed and are normalised so that they have maximum and minimum valuesof 1 and

—1 according to neural network theory for training rapidness and network adaptivity ease

[101]. Scaling the inputs in this manner results in the NN output also being scaled between

1 and —1. For the output of the NN (predicted PPP) to represent realistic values of PPP,

it is upscaled in a reverse procedure to that in which the target data (measured PPP) was

downscaled.

Using these 7 input data sets and 1 target data set, the networkis trained using ‘Bayesian-

Regularisation backpropagation with early stopping’, which prevents over-training. The val-
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Figure 4.11: Schematic of a Two Layer NARX Network

idation dataset of 1000 cycles is employed here after each training epoch through being

presented to the network. Early stopping occurs when the mean squared error of the vali-

dation dataset begins to increase indicating the optimal training epoch for that network has

been reached.

4.7 Offline Neural Network Proving

After offline training, the ‘hold-out’ dataset of 1000 cycles is used to prove the networkis

predicting the PPP accurately offline. A sample of the comparison of actual PPP to predicted

PPP over 1000 cycles is shown in fig. 4.12.

The offline correlation of the predicted PPP and actual PPP over 1000 cycles of ‘hold-out’

data can be seen in fig. 4.13. To quantify the accuracy of the neural network predictions

on this ‘hold-out’ dataset, two measures of performance are used; Normalised Mean Square

Error (NMSE) and R?, which is the coefficient of determination where 1 is a maximum

(122, 123, 120].

N

NMSE = J. S— [y(n) — t(n)??
No; aa

where y(n) is the predicted PPPin cycle n, t(n) is the target value of PPP, o? is the variance

of the target and N is the numberof engine cycles.

2
24%R=1-—%

y
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Figure 4.12: Predicted PPP and Actual PPP over 1000 cycles

where o? indicates the variance of the model residuals and oy is the variance of the system

output. Over the 1000 cycles of ‘holdout’ data:

NMSE = 0.0162

R? = 0.7671

indicating over 75% of the variance in the PPP is explained by the estimated PPP based on

the ionization signal. Figure 4.13 also shows the predicted PPP against the measured PPP

as datapoints, clearly showing a definite correlation.

This correlation of ‘hold-out’ data implies good offline accuracy of the neural network at

predicting PPP. This network was then implemented onto the engine to predict PPP in real

time with a visual on-line measurement of actual PPP from the in-cylinder Kistler pressure

sensor.

4.8 Online Neural Network Proving

Online network proving involves predicting PPP in real time as the engine is running with

input signals streaming into the network. To emulate the offline simulation online, all signal

processing that was done offline has to be undertaken online on the engine/dynamometer.

This is done with SIMULINK and Real Time Workshop and the advantages of simplifying the

offline computation becomes apparent.

Whilst the engine is running, the following must be occurring:
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Figure 4.13: Correlation of Normalised and Scaled Predicted PPP and Normalised and Scaled

Actual PPP over 1000 cycles

e N and integrated MAP are to be sampled once per 720° at a specific crank angle,

matching the angle chosen for offline computation.

e From 25° until 55° after SA occurs, the ion current signal is sampled and stored into

memory. This vector of 30 samples per combustion cycle is used for PCA.

e PCA reduces the 30 samples of ion current data to just 5 per combustion cycle. When

executing PCA online the 30 samples of ion current data per combustion cycle are

projected onto the previously calculated ‘FeatureVector’ matrix, which is stored in

memory. This means that eigenvector-eigenvalue computations are not necessary online,

only a simple multiplication computation.

e N, integrated MAP and the 5 PCA score samples have mean values removed and are

normalised using values obtained during offline training of the network.

e The normalised 5 PCA scores, N and integrated MAP scaled samples are input to

the neural network and a predicted PPP value is output that is upscaled using values

obtained in network training. A comparison of this predicted PPP from the network

and measured PPP from the in-cylinder pressure sensors will visually show the validity

of the neural network model online.

Engine variables (load, ABV and SA ranges) were brought in line with the ranges used for
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identification data acquisition (a must) and these were step-changed individually to illustrate

robustness of the network at predicting PPP. The resulting predicted PPP and actual PPP

are presented in thefigs. 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16.
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Figure 4.14: Correlation of Predicted PPP and Actual PPP over 1000 cycles due to step

changes in ABV

4.9 Control Techniques

The good online correlation of actual PPP to predicted PPP from theionization current signal

indicates a successful neural network predictor. Accordingly to utilise this signal a feedback

scheme which controls the ignition timing to maintain the PPP at a desired set-point of 16°

for MBTis suggested. Since the PPP signalis affected by combustion variability, stochastic

flame propagation and sensor noise the feedback scheme should be of a minimum variance

type [8].

The feedback controllers were design on an identified model of the system from the inputs

of the neural network to estimated PPP. A SISO linear Auto Regressive and Moving Average

eXogenous (ARMAX)modelwas obtained by perturbing the SA and measuring the predicted

PPP. The load and ABV were fixed around the mid-point of the intended neural network

operating range. A summaryof the excitation signals is detailed in table 4.5. The ARMAX

model was thus represented as

B(z) C(z)
gz) =e"Aa) + A(a) (4.3)  
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Figure 4.15: Correlation of Predicted PPP and Actual PPP over 1000 cycles due to step
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Table 4.5: Perturbed signals used to generate ARMAX modelof estimated PPP
 

 

   

Signal Range Perturbation Period

ABV [%duty] |Steady state 51 N/A
Load [V] Steady state -0.10 N/A

SA [° BTDC] 24 to 34 0.4 s  
where y(z) represents the PPP output, e is the white noise assumed to be driving the coloring

filter G, (see fig. 4.17) acting on the PPP output and is the SA input . A, B , and C are

polynomials of the form

Afgy = b+ Ge +...ge

B(z) = bo + biz + +...+bn,2°™

Gi) = Itfazg*+...+¢ne™

In this case the model orders nq, Np, Ne and the discrete time delay order, nz were found to

be 2, 1, 2, 1 respectively.

The identified parameters lead to the following transfer functions

 

 

 

Gy ae-t B(z) = boyz) + by z~?

A(z) 1+ay,27! + aqz7?

_- —0.7398271 + 0.328727? (4.4)
1 — 0.3952z—! — 0.046562~? ,

G.= Cz)  itezg*+ coz?

© Ala) ~~ 1-+aya-! + doe-*
—1 Zi. 1 — 0.3738z~~ — 0.03667z (4.5)
 

1 — 0.39522—! — 0.046562z-2

4.9.1 Types of Controllers

Four controllers were designed and evaluated for suitability to the problem in simulation;

a standard minimum variance (MV) controller, a minimum variance with tracking (IMV)

controller, a constrained variance (CV) controller and a pure integral controller. Minimum

variance type controllers are suited to systems subject to persistent type noises since their

aim is to minimize the output variance [111]. Using the determined zero mean ARMAX

model, different control strategies were applied and evaluated in simulation. The resulting

controllers were used with a negative feedback control schemeasillustrated in fig. 4.17,

where G,. represents the coloring filter transfer function, Gp being the plant model, K the

controller. The disturbance input, assumed to be of unit variance white noise, is denoted by

e, the tracking commandreference by u and the output by y.
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Figure 4.17: Implemented Closed Loop Feedback Control

Since all controllers are designed for zero mean models, an average of 16° of crank angle

is to be removed from the predicted PPP output of the NN to achieve a zero mean signal

and then this 16° is to be added to the controller output.

Minimum Variance Controller, MV

Minimum variance control has been implemented in peak pressure position control success-

fully [7, 8, 124, 125]. Minimum Variance (MV) controllers regulate outputs of closed loop

stochastic systems to a constant set point by seeking a control signal u(t) that will minimise

the following performanceor cost function:

J = Ely?(t + k)] (4.6)

where k is the time delay [111]. J involves the time delay, k, because u(t) will only affect

the output after t+ k delays. Minimum variance control is applied to the identified ARMAX

structure for the strictly proper plant (k > 0) where A,B and are polynomials in z — 1 and

k is the system delay:

y(t-+k) = at + Get +k) (4.7)

Ay(t) = z~*Bu(t) + Ce(t) (4.8)

where e(t) is a random zero mean sequence (or white noise) with a finite variance 07. That

is:
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Ele(t)] = 0; Ele(t)?] = 07 (4.9)

The key point nowis that no control action u(t) may affect the output variance until time

t=t+hk andthis will reflect in the search for the optimal control action u(t).

The effects of the disturbance input (characterised by S) e(t), are separated into the

polynomials F(of order k) and G. F characterises the noise dynamics not affected by the

control input, G is associated with the remaining noise dynamics affected by the control

action [8].

These polynomials are defined:

Fe i4fe%4.n4¢hieFP

G = gtgiz +...+9ng2"9

Ng = maz(ng — 1,7 —k)

np = k-1

so that they satisfy the polynomial

C=AF+2z*G (4.10)

or

O 4Gya | (4.11)

From equation 4.7, it follows that the system can be expressed as:

y(t+k) = [Ful + Catt) + Fe(t+k) (4.12)

Byinverting 4.8, e(t) can be expressed in termsof causalsignals available when deciding

the control action, y(t) and u(t). This is necessary sincet is the current time sample and so

termswill involve e(t),e(t — 1),...,:

A _,B
ei) = aul) —2 ult) (4.13)

Now e(t) can theoretically be determined from the measurable input u(t) and output y(¢).

This equation for determining e(t) can be substituted into 4.12 to give:
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y(t+k) = Fao + Full - ote) + Fe(t+k) (4.14)

which can be simplified using 4.10 to give:

yt+k)= Fun + a) + Fe(t+k) (4.15)

Clearly BFu(t) and Sy(t) are dependent on inputs up to sample time t so the best

prediction of y(t +k), g(t +k), up to timet is:

G(t-+ ke) =: ult) + Syt) (4.16)

and hence Fe(t + k) is the output prediction arising from uncontrollable noise sources

e(t+1),...,e(t +k).

Equations 4.15 and 4.16 can be substituted into the cost function to be expressedas:

J=E[y(t+k)] = B[gp(t + kt) + Fe(t +k]? (4.17)

J, the variance, is minimised by setting the predicted output, y(t + k|t), to zero. This

gives the control law [111]:

BFu(t) + Gy(t) = 0 (4.18)

or

u(t) = ult) (4.19)

Figure 4.18 illustrates the minimum variance control strategy.

This theory was applied to the identified ARMAX model of transfer functions for the

plant 4.4 and the noise 4.5. This ARMAX modelhas the structure: ng = 2, np = 1, ne = 2,

np = 1. The following polynomials can be defined for k = 1:
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for the polynomial:

C=AF+2z*G (4.20)

From the ARMAX model (4.4 and 4.5), polynomials A, B and are definedas:

A(z) = 1-—0.39522~1 — 0.04656z~?

Bz\(z) = 27! [-0.7398 + 0.328727 "]

C(z) = 1-—0.3738z~! — 0.036672~?

and so substituting into 4.10 and solving for coefficients of z terms:

go = 0.0214

g. = 0.099

G = 0.0214+ 0.09927!

G, B and F can be substituted into the control law 4.19 to give
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0.0214 + 0.09927!

—0.7398 + 0.03287271
K=-

The output variance is theoretically reduced to 1 deg?. However, one limitation of this

controller is that it is designed to regulate the output y(t) about zero; it does not contain

integral action required for non-zero mean disturbances or tracking demand changes. This

can be seen in fig. 4.21 where by the minimum variance controller has little response to a

step disturbance.

Integrated Minimum Variance Controller, IMV

Minimumvariance control can be adapted to allow non-zero mean tracking which is applicable

in this application. The standard minimum variance control, as described for the ARMAX

model 4.4 and 4.5 regulates the peak pressure position variance to 16° ATDC from steady

state input signals. Incorporating integral action in the controller would allow peak pressure

position to be regulated at alternative desired settings. Figure 4.19 illustrates the minimum

variance control strategy with the integrator to provide tracking.
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Figure 4.19: Implemented Minimum Variance Closed Loop Feedback Control

The minimum variance regulator fe provides the control increment Au(t) whilst u(t),

the input to the plant, is provided by the integrator. The non-zero set point r(t) has been

included and so the minimum variance regulator is now applied to y(t) — r(t). The cost

function now becomes:

J = Ely(t+k) —r(t+k)/? | (4.21)
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wherek is the time delay.

The polynomials can be solved:

FH1l¢fz0+iethar

G = go +1271 AE oie + gn,z"9

Ng = Max(Na, Ne — k)

np=k-1

to satisfy the modified identity:

C =AAF+2*G (4.22)

The control law is thus:

Ault) = palr(®) - vl) (4.23)BF

which following the discrete integrator gives the controlled input:

u(t) = Au(t) + u(t — 1) (4.24)

The standard MV controller is hence designed for the system augmented with an integra-

tor so therefore the output variance is increased.

This theory was applied to the identified ARMAX model of transfer functions for the

plant (eqn. 4.4) and the noise (eqn. 4.5). This ARMAX modelhas the structure: ng = 2,

np = 1, Ne = 2, nz = 1. The following polynomials can be defined for k = 1:

F = 1

Ng = 2

G = gtmz+9227
np = O

for the identity 4.22. G has increased by 1 order from standard minimum varianceresult-

ing from the multiplication by the integrator.
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From the ARMAX model (4.4 and 4.5), polynomials A, B and C are defined as:

A(z) = 1-—0.3952z~! — 0.046562~?

Bz\(z) = 27! [-0.7398 + 0.3287271]

C(z) = 1-—0.373827! — 0.03667z~?

and so substituting into 4.22 and solving for coefficients of z terms:

go = 1.0214

g. = —0.3853

g2 = —0.04656

G = 1.0214 — 0.385327! — 0.04656277

G, B and F can be substituted into the control law, equation 4.23, to give

 

K= 1.0214 — 0.3853z—! — 0.04656z~? 1

7 —0.7398 + 0.328727! 1—2z-!

Simulation of the controller demonstrated a fast response time, however it also revealed

overshoot and excessive control effort as shown in fig. 4.21.

Constrained Variance Controller, CV

To achieve a good compromise between tracking and low output variance, a constrained

variance technique was applied to the problem. For the closed loop system the transmission

from the noise input e to the output y, is given by:

_ yz) _ Gel)
Pa) = 6G) = T$K@GE) 2)

The output variance o, for the system determined by (4.25) is given (see [126, 127]) as:

2 1

+f PY)PY)_ 4.26°u Ona Je, z (4.26)

where c; denotes a contour on the unit circle and the system is assumed to bestable.
Since the controller is required to provide tracking a proportional-integral (PI) controller
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(kp

thi)2—

kp

is considered. For the system of Eqn. (4.3), the closed loop transfer function of

Eqn. (4.25) can be expressed as:

P¥(z) = (227 +.c12 + c2)(z — 1)

eM (22 +12 + a2)(z — 1) + ((Kp + ki)z — kp) (boz + 61)
 

For a specified output variance, parameterized solutions of kp and k; for the definite integral

of equation (4.26) can readily be obtained. The MV designed with an integrator for tracking

revealed an output variance of 2 deg? whichis significantly higher than the MV design with

an output variance of 1 deg?. A compromise of both low variance and tracking can be

achieved by constraining the output variance between these values. Several fixed variance

values were trialled in the design of the constrained variance controller to obtain the best

trade-off between tracking and output variance. Simulation revealed an output variance of

1.1 deg? was sufficient to provide adequate tracking and non-zero mean disturbance rejection

whilst retaining a low level of output variance. Accordingly, a symbolic solution for kj and

kp to the definite integral of Eqn. (4.26) for the closed loop system was obtained andloci of

possible controller gains with the desired output variance plotted as can be seen in fig. 4.20.

ky = —0.0480

ky = 0.2740

resulting in the constrained variance PI controller:

__ 0.22602 + 0.0480
K(z) yo

Integral Controller, I

A pureintegral controller that has no variance minimizing action was also implemented in a

negative feedback scheme to provide a bench mark for tracking. Instead of an heuristically

tuned controller, the choice of the integral value was chosen in a methodical manner; from the

samevarianceloci as in fig. 4.20. This choice gives a lower integral, hence a slowercontroller,

than the CV controller at the same variance constraint.

0.2684
ee ee
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Figure 4.20: Loci of Possible Controller Gains for o; = 1.ldeg?

Table 4.6: Comparison of Stability Margins for the Four Controllers
 

 

Control Gain Margin Delay Margin

MV 24.8dB oo

IMV 5.95dB 4.87

CV 23.03dB 23.8

I 19.47db 24.4      
4.9.2 Validation of feedback scheme

Each controller was evaluated for tracking and variance reduction in a series of tests; the

robustness of the four candidate controllers was evaluated and the gain and delay margins

are detailed in table 4.6.

The four controllers were implemented onto the engine and closed loop variance of the

estimated PPP was measured over 500 cycles when at steady state as in table 4.7. PPP was

set to a demand of 16° ATDC with an ABV duty of 51% and a voltage of 0.10V through the

dynamometer. Although it has no ability to track, MV control represents the benchmark for

a reduction in the variance over the open loop variance. As integral action is added to create

the IMV control, the variance increases. CV control shows a reduction in variance over the

open loop PPP whilst I control shows an increase.

To evaluate the tracking ability of each controller, a step demand in SA of 7° was ex-

perimentally executed and shown in fig. 4.21. MV control has no tracking to the demand,

IMV control tracks but has excessive variance in the PPP also. The I controller and the
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Table 4.7: Comparison of Closed Loop PPP Variance for Controllers
 

 

 

Control PPP Variance

MV 2.0646

IMV 3.4710

CV 2.4959

I 2.87

Open Loop 2.4784  
 

CV controller perform in a similar manner since they were selected from the same loci of

variance, though the CV controller is marginally quicker.
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Figure 4.21: Step Response of Four Controllers

For tracking demands and for adequate rejection of non-zero mean disturbances it was

necessary to consider the three techniques with integral action at the cost of the increases in

output variance offered by the standard MV design.

Due to the lower robustness margins and excessive output variance observed in the IMV,

this was not considered. The CV controller performs marginally better than the I controller

in step response time. The value of the I controller was arrived at by following the CV

methodology but then ignoring any desirable contribution to the controller other than the

pure integral. The CV was thus deemed the most appropriate. The constrained variance

type controller was implemented with the NN system in a feedback loop for control of PPP.
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Robustness of the controller was examined by adding step disturbances to the control

input signals. The controller was tested over a range of speed settings, by step changes in

the ABV signal and by varying the applied load through the dynamometer. The closed loop

system was found to be well behaved over a range within the ARMAX models identification

data range. The system, through step input signal disturbances was able to track to a desired

PPP valueasillustrated in fig. 4.22. It can be seen that the mean of PPP and the mean of

predicted PPP match the PPP tracking demand.
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Figure 4.22: Predicted PPP and Actual PPP tracking to Demanded PPP and Required Spark

Advance

Figure 4.23 illustrates the predicted PPP tracking to a demanded PPP whilst step dis-

turbances are applied to the ABV, thus altering engine speed.

Figure 4.24 illustrates the predicted PPP tracking to a demanded PPP of 16° ATDC

whilst step disturbances are applied to the load, thus altering engine speed and MAP.

The closed-loop system was intended to introduce the necessary tracking at the cost of

increasing the output variance of the predicted PPP by 10% over the MV design. Further-

more, when changing the operating point away from the identified region the validity of the

model reduces and the identification range is restricted by the equipment rather than the

technique. Hence for effective control over the entire operating region of the PPP estimation

algorithm it is suggested a series of scheduled linear CV controllers should be considered.
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4.10 Conclusions

A technique for on-line prediction of PPP from theionization current signal is presented. The

proposed method uses a NN scheme applied to dynamically changing data output from an

on-line principal-componentfilter. Experimental results demonstrate that the network accu-

rately predicts the PPP measured by a piezoelectric in-cylinder pressure sensor using charge

amplifiers on-line across varying operating engine parameters. A constrained-variance, ro-

bust, low control-effort method for PPP regulation and tracking with near minimum variance

control is described. It is shown experimentally on an engine dynamometer that with the

proposed techniques the PPPin a single cylinder of a production four-cylinder PFI gasoline

engine can be accurately controlled over the range of an identified model. The experimentally

implemented control system is demonstrated to be robust to step disturbances of load and

speed and to successfully track to a desired PPPsetting.
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Chapter 5

Four Cylinder PPP Control and

Cylinder Balancing

5.1 Introduction

Flame development and propagation varies cycle by cycle since the flame growth depends

on local mixture motion and composition. These quantities vary in successive cycles in any

given cylinder and may vary between cylinders. These cylinder-to-cylinder variations are

substantial; one or more cylinders may knock whilst others may not [9]. These cylinder-

to-cylinder and cycle to cycle variations limit the operating regime of the engine, therefore

it would be a natural progression of in-cylinder minimum variance control of peak pressure

position (PPP) to be extended from single cylinder to all four cylinders of the IC engine.

Chapter 4 described the procedure for estimation and control of PPP in a single cylinder

of a four cylinder engine. The basic premise of establishing that technique onall four cylinders

is to repeat the technique process steps on each individual cylinder; identifying a relationship

between N, integrated MAP andtheion current signal to the PPP, creating a model for each

cylinder and then ultimately implementing a control loop on each cylinder simultaneously.

In this manner, the problem does not involve treating the engine as a single system to

identify, model and control but constitutes the engine being treated as four individual systems

identified into four individual models with four implemented control feedback loops.

Although demonstrated successfully on a single cylinder, progressing to four individual

cylinders poses problems. The dSPACE hardware may‘struggle’ to sample all information

once per degree for each cylinder, before the PCA computation and feedback control and even

moresignificantly: there is a difference between the cylinders as described in the section 5.3

whereby TDCoccursearlier than expected in two cylinders which is required to be accounted

for in any four cylinder balancing control scheme.

101
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Figure 5.1 illustrates the concept of the four cylinder system; neural networks are trained

to predict peak pressure position on each cylinder and then ARMAX models will be identified

around these individual networks and theplant (enclosed by the dashed lines) so that feedback

control can be applied to regulate the peak pressure position to a desired crank angle on each

cylinder.

After examining the differences between the cylinders, this chapter then describes the

engine operation in an open loop manner with reference to spark advance and achieved

indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) in section 5.3.1. Through the techniques applied,

the controlled cylinders will achieve these IMEP values whilst regulating the PPP on each

cylinderacross transients without an increase in the cycle to cycle variations in PPP.Section

5.4.1 describes the generation of the identification signals, which are processed in the same

manner as chapter 4. The neural networks (NN) are described in section 5.5 before they

are validated in section 5.6. Control is applied using the constrained variance technique in

section 5.7 before the results are discussed in section 5.8.

5.2 Cylinder Balancing

Estimation and controlof air-fuel ratio and peak pressure position on an individual cylinder

would allow progression to individualcontrolofall cylinders in an IC engine. This would allow

attempts at the concept of cylinder balancing. Balancing of all cylinders ensures smoother

engine operation which provides improved component life and driver perception of perfor-

mance. The concept of cylinder balancing suggests an imbalance between the cylinders of

an engine that, traditionally, refers to the air-fuel ratio differences across the cylinders and

this can be caused by a multitude of geometric differences, injector differences or aging wear

[128]. It is infact known that injector variability may cause cylinder-to-cylinder differences in

the mixture composition of the order of 5% [9]. Solutions to this would be to adjust the fuel

pulse width (FPW)for each cylinder individually to achieve a balance. Balancing in terms

of peak pressure position for each cylinder to achieve MBT for each cylinderis also desirable.

Allowing each cylinder to be controlled independently provides the opportunity for increased

engine efficiency if the PPP is regulated to the optimum position on each cylinder.

Cylinder imbalance can be measured by numerous methods. Estimated crankshaft accel-

eration [128] is the least expensive in terms of cost. Since the rotational speed of a crankshaft

can be reconstructed from a tooth wheel that generates pulses, the time between two teeth

with respect to each cylinder can be found. If the teeth chosen are regarded to possess

maximum crankshaft acceleration information, the passage times between the teeth can be

calculated and any offsets in these passage times between cylinders are regarded as an im-

balance.
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In-cylinder pressure measurements and crank position can be used to calculate the cycle

averaged torque for each cylinder[128]. Controllers can compensate for any torque imbalances

between cylinders.

Exhaust manifold pressure can also be a measureof cylinder balance. The exhaust mani-

fold pressure pulses due to an exhaust event for each individual cylinderare considered equal

whencylinders are balanced [128]. Exhaust mounted UEGOsensors have been used in cylin-

der balancing to allow the individual tuning of the air-fuel ratio in closed loop strategies

(13, 129, 130, 131, 124].

Benvenuti et al [131] propose a methodfor the estimation of each injector characteristics

via measurements of the intake-manifold pressure, the crank-shaft speed, the throttle-valve

plate angle, the injections on-time and the UEGOsensor reading from the exhaust.

In series of papers Li et al [125, 124, 132] spark advance is used as an actuator for

regulating peak pressure position. Progressively in [132] torque balancing is performed on

a six-cylinder engine in a steady state operation using an index (deviation from an average

torque value) for torque variation in each cylinder. ARMA models based on torque genera-

tion between cylinders in proposed and model predictive control is used. This work is only

validated in statistical simulation with the author conceding that real-time control was a

subject for future work.

5.3 Variation Between Cylinders

The experimental engine used in this work is a Ford Zetec 1.6] four-cylinder IC engine.

Before crankshaft based (or crank angle domain) algorithms can be implemented onall four

cylinders individually, the absolute TDC of each cylinder in relation to TDC of cylinder 1

must be checked. This would be due to the algorithms implemented being triggered at certain

absolute crankshaft degrees relative to the encoder at cylinder 1. By rotating the crankshaft

using the starter motor with the throttle wide open and measuring the in-cylinder pressure a

non-motored curve is generated for each cylinder and shownin fig. 5.2. Expected maximum

pressure for the non-motored curve is at TDC andfor the four cylinder SI IC engine TDC

for each cylinder as a position of the crank angle is displayed in table 5.1.

Expected TDC at these four angles is relative to Cylinder 1. On installation and set up

of the engine/dynamometer apparatus at the University of Liverpool, TDC for cylinder 1 (or

0° crankangle) was determined via mechanical means [6] and the TDC for the other three

cylinders wasset at their respective expected TDC angles, as in table 5.1, relative to cylinder

1. Peak pressure for the non-motored curves for each cylinder are expected to occur very near

to these TDC crank angles. Non-motored curves averaged for numerouscycles are shown in
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Table 5.1: Expected TDC for Each Cylinder

 

 

 

Cylinder TDC Location

Cylinder 1 0°

Cylinder 2 180°

Cylinder 3 540°

Cylinder 4 360°   

fig. 5.2. The peak pressure may occur up to 1° of crank angle prior to the actual relative

TDC dueto the effects of heat transfer into the cylinder walls and gas blow by, known as the

thermodynamic loss angle [9]. The thermodynamic loss angle would be consistent across all

cylinders.
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Figure 5.2: Pressure Plots of Non-Motored Cycles for Four Cylinders

However, after examination of the produced fig. 5.2, peak pressure for each cylinder

occurs by a varying amount before the relative TDC for each cylinder. Table 5.2 displays the

actual crank angle degree of rotation experienced that the peak pressure occurs relative to

expected TDC for each cylinder.

Each cylinder experiences up to 1° of crankshaft rotation difference of measured PP to

actual TDC explained by the thermodynamicloss angle but the explanation of the differences

between cylinders 2,3 and 3,4 (3°) is a geometric design difference between the cylinders. This
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Table 5.2: PP Angle Prior to TDC for Each Cylinder

 

 

Cylinder

|

Experienced PP Location

|

Angle of PP Relative to TDC

Cylinder 1 719° —1°

Cylinder 2 176° —4°

Cylinder 3 536° —4°

Cylinder 4 359° —1°      

implies that cylinders 2 and 3 reach TDC 3° before expected. This has profound implications

on any crank angle triggered control algorithms. If trying to control PPP for each cylinder

to 16° ATDC bysetting a SA at, say, 28° BTDC on each cylinder, SA and PPP are angular

measurements relative to each individual cylinder TDC, which in turn is measured relative

to the TDC of cylinder 1. This implies that control algorithms for cylinders 1 and 4 can be

triggered directly from the crank angle encoder absolute values whereas control algorithms

for cylinders 2 and 3 have to be triggered 3° early relative to the crank angle encoder.

If PPP is to be controlled on four cylinders and these cylinders are to be balanced, then

this discrepancy between cylinders will have to be taken into account before cylinder balancing

can begin.

Indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP)is the indicated work done by the gas on the

piston, essentially a measure of the work output per swept volume andis independent of

the size of the cylinder. The dynamic calculation of IMEPis highly sensitive to crank angle

phasingerrors [133], [134] and is calculated in real time using the following equation:

. 719
. Ai dV;

i=0

where V, is the swept volume, V; is the cylinder volume at crank angle 7 and p; is the

cylinder pressure at crank angle 7.

The compression ratio of the engine used is 10.3 : 1. The cylinder bore diameteris 0.076m

and the piston stroke length is 0.088m. This gives a total swept volume,V5, of 3.9921x1073m3

with a clearance volume of 4.2926x107°m?.

This equation would give net IMEP values; the work delivered to the piston over 720° or

crank angle (or four piston strokes). Gross IMEP, work delivered over the compression and

expansion strokes only, can also be calculated by using the equation between 180° to 540°

of crank angle ATDC. This gross IMEP is more commonly used than net IMEP duetoit

relating to the compression, combustion and expansion strokes and will be used in this work.
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Table 5.3: Spark Advance and Resulting Averaged PPP across Four Cylinders

 

 

SA All Cylinders (° BTDC) Average PPP for All Cylinders (° ATDC)

26 18.68

27 17.65

28 16.12

29 15.84

30 15.21

31 14.08

32 13.98

33 13.08

34 12.32    
 

This susceptibility to phasing errors was evident after examining IMEP results for all

cylinders in a steady state test with identical SA settings applied across all cylinders.

With this in mind for this work, the triggering of all algorithms for cylinders 2 and 3

will now be 3° earlier relative to expected TDC for that cylinder synchronised from cylinder

1. This ‘removes’ any geometric differences between all cylinders with respect to crank

based triggered models and control algorithms and hence allows for real cylinder balancing

as opposedto a perceived cylinder balancing from false TDC measurements. Henceforthall

crankshaft measurements detailed in the following have had these adjustments

applied.

5.3.1 Open Loop Spark Advance

EMS determined SA for an engine is not set individually for each cylinder but is the same

across all cylinders. In this section the need for individual cylinder SA is highlighted by

illustrating the differences in achieved PPP when SAis set equally for all cylinders. Each

cylinder PPP characteristics are determined by running the engine in steady state open loop.

It is accepted that a PPP of 16° ATDC will generally give MBT [9] and so a SA sweep

was done to determine a universal SA that gives an average PPP of 16° ATDC across the

cylinders. The single SA setting applied to all cylinders was retarded from 26° BTDC (for

each respective cylinder) through to 34° in single crank angle degree increments. As an

average across the cylinders, the SA setting was chosen that gave 16° PPP averaged across

across all cylinders. Table 5.3 detail the engine parameters used to achieve the data where

SA for each cylinder is in crank angle degrees BTDC of the respective cylinder. A constant

ABVsetting of 53%duty and an applied voltage load of 0.14V through the dynamometeris

employed.

These results are plotted in fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: SA setting and resulting PPP plots for all cylinders

It can be seen that a universal SA setting of 28° BTDC across all cylinders gives an

average PPP closest to 16° ATDC across all four cylinders. When the engine is run in the

steady state at a common SAsetting to achieve an average PPP of 16° ATDCacrossall

cylinders, there is a variation of IMEP of 6.5% whilst the PPP between each cylinder varies

as in table 5.4. The individual PPP and the variance in the achieved PPP for each cylinder

are detailed in table 5.4. This highlights the variation between the cylinders and the need

for cylinder balancing of SA settings.

Setting the SA for each cylinder individually may then allow MBT to be achieved more

closely in each cylinder which should in effect allow smoother engine operation and an increase

in the output torque. The steady state torque thus achieved is shown in Table 5.5.

The variation of IMEPacrossall cylinders at steady state operation is 1.3% whichis less

than that for a common SA. This is running in steady state conditions and the SA tuned

manually for these conditions though. It is hoped that with four cylinder feedback control,

the SA can be adjusted individually for each cylinder across a transient range of load and

speed conditions.
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Table 5.4: Variation in PPP between Cylinders for a Universal SA.

 

Engine Parameter/Variable Achieved Value/Setting
 

ABV
Applied Load Voltage

SA for all cylinders

53%duty

0.14 V

28° BTDC
 

Mean Speed

Mean Torque

Mean PPPcylinder 1

Mean PPPcylinder 2

Mean PPPcylinder 3

Mean PPP cylinder 4

Mean IMEPcylinder 1

Mean IMEPcylinder 2

Mean IMEPcylinder 3

Mean IMEPcylinder 4

Variance in PPP cylinder 1

Variance in PPP cylinder 2

Variance in PPP cylinder 3

Variance in PPP cylinder 4 

1450 rpm

69.01 Nm

19°

15°

16.5°

15°

3.61 bar

3.54 bar

3.64 bar

3.66 bar

5.59

2.47

3.34

4.02  
 

 

Engine Parameter/Variable Achieved Value/Setting
 

ABV
Applied Load Voltage

SA for cylinder 1

SA for cylinder 2

SA for cylinder 3

SA for cylinder 4

53%duty

0.14 V

32° BTDC

29° BTDC

27° BTDC

29° BTDC
 

 

Mean Speed

Mean Torque

Mean PPPcylinder 1

Mean PPP cylinder 2

Mean PPPcylinder 3

Mean PPPcylinder 4

Mean IMEPcylinder 1

Mean IMEPcylinder 2

Mean IMEPcylinder 3

Mean IMEPcylinder 4

Variance in PPP cylinder 1

Variance in PPP cylinder 2

Variance in PPP cylinder 3

Variance in PPP cylinder 4

1500 rpm

69.98 Nm

16.1°

15.6°

16.8°

16.5°

3.64 bar

3.66 bar

3.65 bar

3.69 bar

4.61

2.43

3.08  2.90
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Table 5.5: Achieving PPP of 16° on each cylinder by setting SA individually for each cylinder.
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Table 5.6: Perturbed signals for Identification

 

 

   

Signal Range Perturbation Period

ABV (%duty) 49 to 59 0.7 seconds
Load (V) -0.1 to -0.18 0.8 seconds

Resulting Speed (rpm) 900 to 2100 N/A

Resulting MAP (bar) 023.4012 N/A

Resulting Integrated MAP (bar) 55 to 120 N/A

SA cylinder 1 28° to 38° BTDC 0.4 seconds

SA cylinder 2 25° to 35° BTDC 0.4 seconds

SA cylinder 3 26° to 36° BTDC 0.4 seconds

SA cylinder 4 24° to 34° BTDC 0.4 seconds
 

 
5.4 Four Cylinder PPP Estimation

5.4.1 Signal Excitation

The engine speed (N) is influenced greatly by the air bleed valve (ABV); manifold absolute

pressure (MAP) has a good correlation with the applied load. Both of these signals are

commonto all four cylinders and a step change in either cannot influence any one cylinder

individually, but all four cylinders together. Conversely, spark advance (SA) can be set for

each individual cylinder; a step change of SA in one cylinder will not affect the dynamics of

the other three cylinders [8] unless the ignition is set to cause cylinder misfire, which would

cause deceleration of the rotating crank and can affect the other cylinders. The ion current

is also measured individually on each cylinder.

To identify the modelof an individual cylinder for PPP estimation, SA for that individual

cylinderis excited along with ABV andload (whichaffectsall four cylinders). The other three

cylinders have SA fixed at a mean value to achieve 16° PPP at steady state. The output

signals N, integrated MAPand the ion current are measured for that individual cylinder.

This process is repeated sequentially across the four cylinders so four NN models can be

identified.

The input signals are excited simultaneously by scaled, biased random numbers over a

range as indicated in table 5.6. The SA perturbed range was chosen individually for each

cylinder so as to result in a mean PPP of 16° crank angle ATDC across the dataset since

this is the desired PPP that the cylinders will be controlled to. The effect of these perturbed

signals fluctuates the engine speed between 900rpm to 2100rpm whilst the integrated MAP

fluctuates between 55 and 120 bar?. This will ensure the identification will accurately predict

both steady state and transient behaviour by experiencing these dynamics.
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Datasets for each cylinder were collected in separate ‘engine runs’; fig. 5.4 shows 1000

cycles of engine speed, integrated MAP andresulting PPP identification data for cylinder 1.
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Figure 5.4: Identification Data for Cylinder 1

Differences in the choices for SA for each cylinder can be seen in table 5.6 which highlights

the differences experienced for each cylinder of the engine and the need for balancing of these

cylinders.

Input/output data is collected over 3000 combustion cycles from the engine/dynamometer

set-up for each cylinder. All signals are sampled online once per degree, but down sampling

is undertaken; just one sample per combustion cycle is deemed sufficient for N, MAP and

PPP. Hence for these signals 3000 samples each for 3000 combustion cycles are used in the

identification process.

These 3000 cycles from each cylinder are split equally, after processing, into three parts;

1000 cycles for identification (network training), 1000 cycles for validation and the final 1000

cycles as a ‘hold-out’ data set for proving of the network before engine implementation occurs

[101].

Theprocessing of the ion current to create suitable identification data is described in the

next section.
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5.4.2 Ion Current Signal Processing

The ion current signal processing is undertaken as per chapter 4. For each cylinder, the ion

current signal is again sampled once per degree by SPACE.A ‘window’of 30° of crank angle

of these samples per combustion cycle is used for the model for PPP estimation. The window

of the ion current signal chosen to relate to the PPP is the ‘thermal phase’, between 25° to

55° after the spark ignition. 30° is chosen as window large enough to capture most of the

pressure related information and small enough to not be too computationally heavy since any

signal processing doneoffline still has to be repeated in SIMULINK and used online for model

proving.

PCAwill again be used to acquire important characteristics from the ionization current

signal.

5.4.3 Principal Component Analysis Applied to the Ion Current Signal for

PPP Estimation

PCA is applied to the ‘thermal phase’ of the ionization current signal, between 25° and

55° after spark ignition. From these ‘windows’ of sample points, PCA obtains the principal

components relating to the most significant features.

The procedure is described in detail in chapter 4, and here, it is applied to produce the

PCAscores for the identification data for each individual cylinder. Using the 30 degrees of

window of the ion current signal from each cylinder, PCAis to be applied to reduce these 30

samples per cycle per cylinder to a smaller dataset.

The eigenvector with the highest corresponding eigenvalue is the principle component.

For each cylinder, the 5 eigenvectors with the highest corresponding eigenvalues are chosen

since they contain over 99% of the total signal variance for each cylinder. This results in

four reduced 30 x 5 matrices, one per cylinder. These matrices are stored and used for all

cylinder specific offline and online reduced dataset computations. For reference, the matrices

shall be refered to as ‘FeatureVector’ matrices 1 to 4.

Theoriginal ion current data for each cylinder is projected onto the 30 x 5 ‘FeatureVector’

matrix from that specific cylinder to produce a reduced identification dataset of 5 samples

over 3000 cycles for offline identification, see fig. 5.5. Hence the new sample sets are reduced

from 30 principal components per cycle per cylinder to 5 principal components per cycle

per cylinder and therefore the computational complexity is significantly lowered. Figure 5.5

shows 1000 PCAscore values for this dataset acquired from the appropriate windowsof ion

current signal. The 5 PCA scores have been separated onto two plotsfor clarity.
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5.5 Neural Networks for Ion Current Sensing

For PPP estimation of each cylinder four neural networks (NN) are developed, one for each

cylinder. The experimental training data is collected and the NNs are trained offline and

then implemented on the enginefor online estimation and control. The NN for all cylinders

will be identical in structure and applied training algorithm. Since the SA timing to PPP

identification involves time delays, and the output signal is dependent on the input and

previous input signals, a dynamic recurrent NN is again employed for each cylinder. A non-

linear auto regressive with exogenous inputs (NARX) network is used for single cylinder

PPP estimation and control and was demonstrated to function satisfactorily in chapter 4.

The defining equation for a general NARX modelis as equation 5.2.

y(t) = f(y(t — 1), y(t — 2),..., y(t — ny), u(t — 1), u(t — 2),..., u(t — nu)) (5.2)

Figure 5.6 shows the chosen 2 layer NARX network that is implemented for each cylinder.

The input layer weight matrix is denoted JW and other layer weight matrices are denoted

LW. f; and fg activation functions are both tansigmoid functions while fz is a pure linear

activation function. Layer 1 contains 10 neurons each whilst 2 contains 1 neuron (since the

output of the networkis a single value PPP). TDL denotes a tapped delay line. The input are

passed through a tapped delay line to instigate the delays present in the data. In this actual

network, the 5 inputs pass through a specific tapped delay line where the output is a vector

made up of the input signal at the current time and the previous input signal. The second

tapped delay line is in the feedback loop, the output of which is the output of the network

with one and two delays. If the last layer of a multilayer network has sigmoid neurons, then

the outputs of the network are limited to a small range. If linear output neurons are used

the network outputs can take on any value [100].

The defining equation of this NARX network is as equation 5.3.

y(t) = f(y(t— 1), y(t — 2), u(t), w(t — 1) (5.3)

For each of the four individual NN, the input training data consist of the 5 rows of

1000 cycles obtained from PCA representing the ionization current signal for that specific

cylinder, integrated MAPsignal commonto all four cylinders and the engine speed, whichis

also commonto the four cylinders. The output training data are the corresponding PPP of

each specific cylinder measured from each of the in-cylinder pressure sensors obtained over

the 1000 cycles. All datasets have mean values removed and are normalised according to

neural network theory for training rapidness and network adaptivity ease [101].
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of a Two Layer NARX Network

Using these 7 input data sets and 1 target data set for each cylinder, the networks are

trained individually using ‘Bayesian-Regularisation backpropagation with early stopping’,

which prevents over-training. The validation datasets of 1000 cycles are employed here after

each training epoch by being presented to the networks. Early stopping occurs when the mean

squarederrorof the validation dataset begins to increase indicating the optimal training epoch

for that network has been reached. Then, the ‘hold-out’ dataset is employed to check if the

NN can generalise on unseen data.

The result is four NNs, one for each cylinder that can predict PPP for that specific

cylinder. Again as in chapter 4, these networks will need to be proved to be satisfactory

offline before online engine implementation occurs.

5.6 Neural Network Proving

To quantify the accuracy of the neural network predictions on the ‘hold-out’ dataset, R?

is used as a measure of performance, which is the coefficient of determination where 1 is a

maximum.

o2

R=1--§ (5.4)
Oy

where o? indicates the variance of the model residuals and o; is the variance of the system
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output. Over the 1000 cycles of ‘holdout’ for each cylinder data:

Roy = 0.70

Roy = 0.74

Roz = 0-74

Roya = 0.76

indicating at least over 70% of the variance in the PPP for each cylinder is explained by the

estimated PPP based on theionization signal.

The high correlation deems the neural networkssuitable for online proving before control

techniques can be applied.

Online network proving involves predicting PPP in real time on each cylinder as the

engine is running with input signals streaming into the network. All signal processing that

was done offline to create the NN has to be undertaken online on the engine/dynamometer.

This is done with SIMULINK and Real Time Workshop and the advantages of simplifying the

offline computation becomes apparent.

Whilst the engine is running, the following must be occurring:

e N and integrated MAP are to be sampled once per 720° at a specific crank angle,

matching the angle chosen for offline computation. N and MAP commoninputs to the

NN on eachcylinder.

e From 25° until 55° after SA occurs on each cylinder, the ion current signal is sampled

from each cylinder and stored into memory. These vectors of 30 samples per combustion

cycle per cylinder are used for PCA

e PCA reduces the 30 samples of ion current data per combustion cycle per cylinder to

just 5 per combustion cycle per cylinder. When executing PCA online the 30 samples

of the ion current data per combustion cycle for each cylinder is projected onto the

previously calculated ‘FeatureVector’ matrix respective for that cylinder, whichis stored

in memory. This means that eigenvector-eigenvalue computations are not necessary

online, only a simple multiplication computation.

e The 5 PCA scores for an appropriate cylinder, common N and commonintegrated MAP

samples are input to the neural networks and a predicted PPP value for that cylinder

is output. A comparison of this predicted PPP from the networks and measured PPP

from the in-cylinder pressure sensors will visually show the validity of the neural network

models online.
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Engine variables (load, ABV and spark advance ranges) were brought in line with the

ranges used for the identification data acquisition (a must) and the load and ABV werestep-

changedindividually to illustrate robustness of the networks to speed and load at predicting

PPP for each cylinder. The resulting predicted PPP and actual PPP are presented in the

figs. 5.7 and 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: Correlation of Predicted PPP and Actual PPP over 1000 cycles due to step

changes in ABV

5.7 Control Techniques

Thegood online correlation of actual PPP to estimated PPP from theionization current signal

for each individual cylinder indicates successful NN development. Accordingly feedback can
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Figure 5.8: Correlation of Predicted PPP and Actual PPP over 1000 cycles due to step

changes in Applied Load
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Table 5.7: Perturbed signals used to generate ARMAX Models for all Cylinders
 

 

   

Signal Range Perturbation Period

ABV [Yduty] Steady state 54 N/A

Load [V] Steady state -0.14 N/A
SA Timing Cyll 28° to 38° BTDC 0.4 seconds

SA Timing Cyl2 25° to 35° BTDC 0.4 seconds
SA Timing Cyl3 27° to 37° BTDC 0.4 seconds

SA Timing Cyl4 25° to 35° BTDC 0.4 seconds  
 

Table 5.8: Steady State SA used to Achieve 16° for Each Cylinder
 

 

   

Cylinder Steady State SA to achieve 16° PPP

Cyll 32°

Cyl2 28°

Cyl3 30°

Cyl4 28°
 

now utilise the estimated PPP from each cylinder, to control the ignition timing and so

maintain the PPP of each cylinder at the assumed MBTdesired set-point of 16° ADTC.

Since the PPP signal is affected by combustion variability, stochastic flame propagation and

sensor noise an appropriate feedback scheme is minimum variance control [8]. A constrained

variance (CV) technique [{112, 127] that was proved in chapter 4 to be most effective from a

number of CV control techniques is employed.

The feedback controllers were designed using identified models of the system from the

inputs of the neural network to estimated PPP for each cylinder giving four models. For each

of the cylinders, a single input, single output (SISO) linear zero mean ARMAX model was

obtained by perturbing the SA and measuring the predicted PPP. The load and ABV were

fixed around the mid-point of the intended NN operating range. The excitation of the SA on

each particular cylinder was done independently to the other three, that is, the other three

cylinders had a fixed steady state SA set to achieve PPP at 16° ATDC 5.8 whilst the SA

for the cylinder in question was perturbed as detailed in table 5.7. 1000 cycles of example

identification data for cylinder 1 are given in fig. 5.9.

The general ARMAX model maybe represented as

B(z) C(z)
y(z) = oTu(z) + A(z?) (5.5)  

where A, B and C are polynomials of the form

A(z) = aot ayzt+... +@naz™*

Biz) = bot bz ti t+... + bpp

C(z) = eotazt+...+¢nez™
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Figure 5.9: 1000 cycles of SA to estimated PPP data for cylinder 1

In this case the model orders na, nb, nc and the discrete time delay order, nk were taken to

be 2, 1, 2, 1 respectively as determined in chapter 4.

The identified values of these parameters are detailed for each cylinder in table 5.9.

The negative feedback control schemeillustrated in fig. 5.10, is used where G, represents

the colouringfilter transfer function, G, being the plant model, K the controller where w de-

notes the disturbance input of unit variance white noise. The resulting individual controllers

were thus applied independently on each cylinder.

Since the controllers are designed for zero mean ARMAX models, an average of 16° of

Table 5.9: Identified ARMAX parameters for each cylinder
 

 

    

Parameter Cylinder 1 Cylinder 2 Cylinder 3 Cylinder 4

a2 0.03326 0.009208 0.1463 -0.04656

ay 0.1359 0.1038 -0.9986 -0.3952

ao 1 1 1 1

by -0.3043 -0.1156 0.5566 -0.3287

bo -0.521 -0.667 -0.6681 -0.7398

C2 -0.1684 -0.01773 0.07371 -0.03667

Cl 0.2187 0.1416 -0.9346 -0.3738

CO 1 1 1 1 
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crank angle is to be removed from the predicted PPP output of the NNs to achieve zero mean

signals and then this 16° is to be added to the controller outputs.
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Figure 5.10: Implemented Closed Loop Feedback Control for an Individual Cylinder

For the closed loop system the transmission from the noise input to the output error w

to e is given by

e(z) Ge(z)G,(z) = == ’0) oe) TEE@)G) ee)
The output variance o? for a system of 5.6 is given (see [127, 126]) as:

1 dz27 e (,—1\j~e aea= so $Golo GS()S (5.7)

Since the controller is required to provide tracking a proportional-integral (PI) controller

thi)2—kp is considered. For the system of Eqn. (5.5), the closed loop transfer function of

Eqn. (5.6) can be expressed as

(27 +12 + €2)(z-1)
Gi,(z) = (z2 + az + agz)(z — 1) + ((kp + ki) 2 — kp)(boz + b1)
 

5.8 Results

For a specified output variance, parameterized solutions of ky and k; for the definite integral

of Eqn. (5.7) were obtained. A compromise of both low variance and tracking can be achieved

by constraining the output variance between these values. An output variance of 1.05 deg?

was sufficient to provide adequate tracking and non-zero mean disturbancerejection whilst

retaining a low level of output variance for all four cylinders. Accordingly, a parametric

solution for kj and k, for the closed loop system were obtained for each cylinder andloci

of possible controller gains with the desired output variance plotted for each cylinder as can

be seen in fig. 5.11. The plotted loci show the possible controller gains with the desired

output variance from each cylinder. The maximum permitted integral gains were selected to
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Figure 5.11: Plotted loci of controller gains at the desired output variance for each cylinder

Table 5.10: k, and k; valuesfor all cylinders

Cylinder kp ky

i 0.2135 0.1037

2 0.0260 0.1320

3 0.0906 0.1129

4 -0.0121 0.1415
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optimise the tracking performance andtheselected values for kp and k; for each cylinder are

detailed in table 5.10.

This results in the four constrained variance PI controllers:

0.3172z — 0.1037
K(2) eytinder1 = zo 1 (5.8)

0.1582 — 0.1320
K(2)eytinder2 = ——— (5.9)

z—-1

0.2035z — 0.1129
K(2)eytindars = —_= (5.10)

z—1

0.12942 — 0.1415
K(2) cytindera = ———__.—— (5.11)

z—-1

The constrained variance type controllers were implemented with the neural network

systems in feedback loops for control of PPP on each cylinder.

In steady state operation, the controlled cylinders had mean IMEP valuesas in table

5.11. The range between the IMEP values across the cylinders has reduced (to 2.47%) under

feedback control compared to universal SA across all cylinders. This is not as much of a

reduction as when the SA was set individually across all cylinders open loop in steady state

(table 5.5) but the feedback control allows operation over transient conditions.

Step changes were introduced to the load and ABVsettings to induce transients whilst

the PPP demand for each cylinder was set at a constant 16° ATDC. It can be seen in figs.

5.12 and 5.13 that the estimated PPP of each cylinder match the actual PPP measured by

the pressure sensors and that they are maintained at the desired value. Figure 5.14 illustrates

the estimated and actual PPP mean values tracking to a demand.

5.9 Conclusions

Four cylinder closed-loop feedback control of PPP has been demonstrated using an ion cur-

rent technique. Estimation of PPP on each cylinder is achieved using the ion current signal

and engine signals currently available to a production standard EMS. The signals are pro-

cessed through NARX neural networks which are trained individually using pseudo binary

random test signal data that gives network prediction accuracy, not only in steady state but
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Figure 5.13: All cylinders maintaining 16° PPP through load steps.
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Table 5.11: Achieved IMEP and Variance on Each Cylinder under Steady State Feedback

Control

 

 

 

   

Engine Parameter/Variable Achieved Value/Setting

ABV 53%duty

Applied Load Voltage 0.14 V

Mean Speed 1500 rpm

Mean Torque 69.77 Nm

Mean IMEPcylinder 1 3.63 bar

Mean IMEPcylinder 2 3.04 bar

Mean IMEPcylinder 3 3.60 bar

Mean IMEPcylinder 4 3.58 bar

Variance in PPP cylinder 1 5.23

Variance in PPP cylinder 2 2.35

Variance in PPP cylinder 3 3.29

Variance in PPP cylinder 4 2.92
 

across transient ranges. An ARMAX modelis identified around the neural network as a SA

to PPP relationship, by again using randomly perturbedtest signals. Accurate prediction of

PPPonall cylinders has been demonstrated using the technique. The ARMAX models allow

PID control to be applied. A form of robust minimum variance control was chosen as an

appropriate control technique due to the stochastic nature of the PPP through combustion.

The recently developed constrained variance controller design technique was applied. The

resulting feedback control was shown to reduce the variance in the PPP whilst regulating it

to a demanded value on each individual cylinder. Subject to the use of an appropriate PPP

demand signal, MBT can thereby be achieved on each cylinder independently through the

feedback scheme. The fundamental success in applying the technique is very much depen-

dent on the use of the appropriate test signals used in training the neural networks and in

identifying the ARMAX models. The technique can only reliably predict and control within

the boundaries of the identification test data used.
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Chapter 6

Single Cylinder Air-Fuel Ratio

Estimation

6.1 Introduction

Production vehicles are as standard fitted with a switching heated exhaust gas oxygen

(HEGO) sensor which provides a high voltage if the exhaust gas in rich of stoichiometry

and a low voltage if the exhaust gas is lean of stoichiometry. This switching behavior of the

HEGOsensor can be used in a feedback control system that is characterized by a limit cycle

about stoichiometry. Stoichiometry is the theoretical ideal for complete combustion of the

air-fuel mixture within an engine cylinder and is a massratio of 14.7: 1 [9, 12, 4]. Succeeding

these sensors are universal exhaust gas oxygen (UEGO) sensors. Known as Lambdasensors

their voltage output is proportional to the air-fuel ratio (AFR) or lambdalevel and can give

both useful and accurate readings of exhaust gases. Problems arising from the use of such

sensors are the cost; currently (if present) only one is normally fitted at the exhaust con-

fluence point, taking average exhaust readings across all cylinders. This chapter describes a

technique using available engine signals and the ion current methodto replicate the filtered

output signal of a UEGOsensor and predict theair-fuel ratio (AFR) equivalence ratio (A) in

a single cylinder where:

AFRmeasured
A=

AFRetoic

Theselection of signals and the acquisition of data for the identification process of pro-

ducing models is discussed in section 6.3. This involves generating a fuel signal that follows

a base manifold absolute pressure signal to ensure that the engine does not stall as it fol-

lows random input signals. Principal component analysis (PCA) is described as a method of

data reduction and feature extraction from the ion current signal in section 6.6. Again as in

129
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chapter 4, it should be noted that the raw data is acquired from the engine dynamometerset

up and theninitially processed offline to produce the identification data. This identification

data is then used to create a model of the engine with a neural network (NN) in section 6.7

for the purpose of predicting the AFR, again created and trained offline with initial network

validation being done offline, section 6.8. Only when a satisfactory, offline, simulated pre-

diction is achieved is the model then implemented onto the engine/dynamometer set up and

online validation achieved in section 6.9.

The graphic figure 6.1 displays the location of the UEGOsensor near the exhaust port in

the exhaust manifold along with the spark plug used for ionization current sensing located

in the combustion chamber.

 
  

 

  

   

  

1. fuel injector

2. inlet valve

3. ionization current
sensing spark plug

4.exhaust valve

5.exhaust manifold

6.UEGO sensor

Figure 6.1: Location of Ion Current Sensor and UEGO Sensor
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6.2 The Effect of Air-Fuel Ratio on the Ion Current Signal

It has been reported from various researchers e.g. [77, 78, 79, 34] that the air-fuel ratio

has an effect on and can beestimated by the ion current produced during combustion. To

determine if and what effect the AFR has on the ionization current signal using the equipment

at the University of Liverpool, a simple test was undertaken whereby ionization curves were

recorded from a single cylinder as the \ ratio was step traversed in that cylinder by altering

the fuel pulse width (FPW) for that specific cylinder. The FPW was increased to achieve

rich combustion operation and decreased to achieve lean combustion operation whilst the air

bleed valve (ABV) and load were held at constant values. Ionization windows (between 1°

to 100° after ignition) that corresponded to a particular range of \ are averaged toillustrate

the AFR effect more clearly.

The following table 6.1 details the engine running parameters for the test.

Table 6.1: Engine Parameter for \ Sweep

 

 

   

Parameter Value

ABV [%duty]| 44

Load [V] 0.05
Fuel Pulse [ys] 2500 to 3500
 

Figure 6.2 shows the achieved X ratios as the ion current windows were recorded.
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Ionization curves are recorded at each combustion cycle. The ionization current windows

(1° to 200° after ignition) for where the A ratio falls into a specific range are then averaged

and plotted in fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Averaged Ion Current Signals for Varying 4 ratios

From this plot, it can be seen that the increase in \ from rich to lean does indeed have a

subtle but meaningful effect on the ionization curve between 25° to around 70° after ignition.

The first ‘peak’ of the ion voltage (relating to the chemical phase) becomes exaggerated as »

is decreased (becomes a richer mixture). This is as suspected from previous research in that

there is more ionization occurring as the percentage of fuel per combustion charge increases.

6.3 Signal Selection and Excitation

Again, according to identification theory, in trying to ascertain a relationship between in-

put and output signals a model has to be constructed from observed data, recorded during

specifically designed identification experiments [120]. A model is required that can predict

and to do so from identification data, the acquired signals must be sufficiently representative

of a system, i.e. any input signals that are altered directly affect the AFR. The model is

required to predict not only in steady state but in transients also. Sufficient and suitable

excitation of input signals and the resulting causal output signals (in this case, 4) expose the

dynamics of a system and these can be used to produce a model. The perturbation period

for each input signal is chosen to be low enough to allow any dynamic response of the output
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signal to be fulfilled but still be high enough to allow rapid representative transient output

responses. This will ensure the identification will accurately predict both steady state and

transient behaviour by experiencing these dynamics.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the concept of the system; a neural network (NN) is trained to

predict A using available engine signals including the actual \ value as a target, or output,

onewen LA |

dataset.
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Figure 6.4: Single Cylinder A Estimation Concept

 

The purpose of the identification in this application is to identify the relationship between

the ion current, manifold absolute pressure (MAP), engine speed (N) and fuel pulse width

(FPW)to the AFR. Suitable input and target training data must be obtained that will cause

the identification to operate and predict over a desired range of speed, torque load and fuel

settings in both steady state and in transients. A model must be able to take into account

the inherent delays in the engine fuelling system; target data is sampled from a UEGO sensor

signal that is placed at the output port of the cylinder and any measurements made by the

sensor experience transport delays in the exhaust gas stream. Using the FPW signal incurs

delays since the fuel is sprayed from the injector onto the closed inlet port prior to it opening

to allow fuel evaporation before being inducted into the cylinder.

To determine which signals were to be chosen to relate to AFR from the range of available

engine signals, actuators were perturbed randomly andall resulting signals were measured

and recordedas in section 6.3.2. Signals measured were: AFR(air-fuel ratio), ABV (air bleed

valve), i-MAP (integrated manifold absolute pressure), N (engine speed), FPW (fuel pulse

width) and torque. Using a statistical analysis technique to calculate the correlation coeffi-

cient between the all recorded signals in a matrix, the appropriate signals became evident.

The correlation coefficient matrix represents the normalised measure of the strength of linear

relationship between variables. The coefficients can range from -1 to 1, where values close to

1 suggest that there is a positive linear relationship between the data columns. Values close

to -1 suggest that one column of data has a negative linear relationship to another column

of data. Values close to or equal to 0 suggest there is no linear relationship between the data

columns[121].
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Table 6.2 is the correlation coefficient matrix between all signals. The first row of data

(or first column of data) is of most interest in this section since it displays the relationship

of each signal to the AFR.

Table 6.2: Correlation Coefficient Matrix between Engine Signals

 

- | AFR ABV [iMAP| N_ FPW Torque
AFR 1 0.150 0.438 -0.317 0.153 0.440
ABV 0.150 1 0.264 0.493 0.272 0.032
i-MAP 0.438 0.265 1 -0.642 0.849 0.799
Speed -0.317 0.493 -0.642 1 -0.46 -0.713
FPW 0.153 0.271 0.849 -0.466 1 0.594
Torque 0.440 0.032 0.799 -0.713 0.594 1

 

 

 

 

 

          
Ideally, signals to be used in a relationship to AFR would beresulting sensorsignals that

are available on a production engine so although torque has a high correlation with AFR,it

was not used. Integrated MAP, N and FPW were used, along with the ionization current.

The resulting correlation coefficient between the ionization current and the AFR is presented

in section 6.6.

6.3.1 Load to Fuel Mapping

To obtain the identification data, perturbed input signals are excited simultaneously by

scaled, biased, uniformly distributed random numbers. The dynamometer load applied to

the crankshaft of the engine is perturbed, to vary the MAP, simultaneously with the FPW

and ABVto excite dynamics of the speed and AFR.

During initial tests controlled engine signals occurred through perturbations by purely

bias random numbers and as a result of the random signal generation, engine speed range

wasrestricted due to engine stall, knocking and the requirement to prevent saturation of the

A signal (0.5 < A > 1.4).

To overcomethis issue, identification signal generation has to be rudimentarily mapped

so as to not allow the engine to stall or knock, but to still be random to excite and expose

the engine dynamics whilst preventing saturation of the A signal from the UEGOsensor.

The solution is to regulate the FPW according to the applied load (or resulting MAP

signal). As the load and ABVare perturbed in a random mannerthat traverses an adequate

speed range, the FPW isset to follow the resulting MAP signal by a predefined relationship.

This has the effect of ensuring that \ is kept close to 1, which in turn ensures that at higher

loads and lower speeds, engine stall is prevented. Further minor perturbations using scaled,
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biased, uniformly random numbers upon the FPW signals ensure minor deviations from

stoichiometry that display the system dynamics.

To determine the required relationship between FPW and the MAPsignal, the following

systematic mapping procedure was done. An engine speed range roughly between 1000 rpm

and 2000 rpm was chosen for the fuel mapping. The engine was set to run at the extremes

of this speed range and a range of loads was applied by the dynamometer that ensured

changes in the integrated MAPsignal without engine stall. At these extremes, the fuelling

was adjusted to bring the A value to 1.

A plot of these test results in fig. 6.5 shows a linear relationship between the integrated

MAPsignal and FPWtogive stoichiometry.
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Figure 6.5: Relationship Between FPW and Integrated MAP to Give Stoichiometry

The equation of the straight line 6.1 gives the following relationship variables:

yome+e (6.1)

where y would be the fuel pulse width, xz is the integrated MAPsignal and

c = 2100
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Figure 6.6 illustrates the manipulation of the obtained integrated MAPsignalto produce

a FPWsignal.

ABV ———>

load ——+|  G >| x m( + > FPW
integrated

MAP

 

 

  

   
   

  

91 2100         
Figure 6.6: Manipulation of the obtained integrated MAP signal

6.3.2 Resulting Identification Signals

With this fuelling to load mapin place, the dynamometer load applied to the crankshaft of

the engine is perturbed, the FPW will ‘follow’ the resulting MAP signal with minor pertur-

bations of the FPW signal added. The ABVsignalis perturbed by scaled, biased, uniformly

distributed random numbers. The effect of these perturbed signals fluctuates the engine

speed between 800 rpm to 2000 rpm whilst the integrated MAP!fluctuates between 50 and

110 bar?. The range of the enginesignal values for the identification data are as indicated in

the table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Perturbed Signals for AFR identification

 

 

    

Signal Range Period

ABV [%duty] 44 to 54 1.2s
Load [V] 0.07 to 0.13 2s

Fuel Pulse [us] 2200 to 8800 1.5s
 

Again, as per PPP estimation, data is collected over 3000 combustion cycles. These 3000

cycles are split equally, after processing, into three parts; 1000 cycles for identification, 1000

cycles for validation and the final 1000 cycles as a ‘hold-out’ data set for proving of the

identified model before engine implementation occurs [101].

The input data consists of cycles of the 6 PCA components representing the ion current

signal, integrated MAPsignal (knowntocorrelate well to the load), N and FPW. The output

data consists of the corresponding \ samples measured from the UEGOsensorin the exhaust

manifold. The engine signal data for N, FPW and IMAPare displayed in fig. 6.7. The

processing of the ion current to create suitable identification data is described in the next

 

lIntegrated over 180° prior to sampling
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section.
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Integrated MAP (IMAP)

6.4 Ion Current Signal Processing

To relate the ion current ‘window’ to A is not straightforward. IMAP, FPW and N are

sampled every crank angle degree by the data acquisition hardware and software but only

one sample per combustion cycle is used in the model identification. The ion current signal

is again sampled once per degree but a ‘window’ of samples per combustion cycle is used for

the model. The observed ‘windows’ of the ion current signal are sampled once per degree

over 38° of crank angle for \ estimation. This would effectively give 38 samples to relate to

X per combustion cycle.

The window of the ion current signal chosen to relate to is the ‘chemical phase’, where

the level of ionization of the gases represents the flame kernel growth as the fuel reacts with

oxygen in the cylinder. This phase, ideally appearing as a peak in the signal occurring around
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10° after ignition for around 30° to 40°, see fig. 6.8. Various lengths of window have been

used in previous research to relate the ion current to the AFR; 10.5° to 32.5° after ignition

is used in [49] and in [43], the windowis chosen as 10.5° to 32.5° after ignition. A window of

60° is mentioned in [53], sampled at half a degree, to predict the AFR and PPP.

The window has been chosen in reference to the spark ignition event. 38° is chosen as a

window large enough to captureall of the air-fuel ratio related information and small enough

to not capture other phasesofthe signal that occurafter the chemical phase (i.e. the ‘chemical

phase’) which would increase variance in the secondary principal components unnecessarily.
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Figure 6.8: A window of a typical ion current curve

It should be noted that all signal processing computations undertaken offline to arrive at

a model will subsequently need to be repeated online for validation.

6.5 Filtering A

dSPACEis set to sample the air-fuel ratio every crank angle degree. This gives a signal

displaying high frequency, stochastic dynamics with the low frequency air-fuel ratio reading.

For the identification, the \ signal is filtered offline to effectively smooth this stochastic

signal. Then as further processing is done to extract one sample per combustion cycle for

NNtraining, the signal does not vary falsely as the high frequency component of the A signal
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has already been removed. This result of using this filtered signal for the NN trainingis that

the output prediction will replicate this filtered signal also.

6.6 Principal Component Analysis

PCAis applied to a specific window of the ionization current signal, which is believed to

contain information relating to the air-fuel ratio (AFR).

Figure 6.9 shows the variability in overlaid plots of 20 random typical windowsof the

ion current signal used for A estimation. In practice, 3000 cycles are used for PCA but for

illustrative purposes, only 20 cycles are shown. It can be seen that the variability in these

different ‘chemical phase’ cycles is not as great as per the ‘thermal phase’ cycles showninfig.

4.5.
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Figure 6.9: A window of a typical ion current curve

6.6.1 PCA Applied to the Ion Current Signal for \ Estimation

The following procedure is observedto initially produce the PCA scoresfor the identification

data. Using the 38° of window ofthe ion current signal, PCA is to be applied to reduce these

38 samples per cycle to a smaller dataset.

1. The ion current signal is sampled online every degree of crankshaft rotation and a

complete cycle is 720°.
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2. Offline, a window of the ion current signal is selected; the ‘chemical phase’ of the ion

current signal, which is calculated to be through 38° of crank angle, between 7° and 45°

after the spark event. This would imply thatinitially 38 sample points per cycle are

used, one per degree indicating a specific ionization voltage. If each ‘window’ of each

cycle contains 38 sample points over 3000 combustion cycles, this presents a 38 x 3000

matrix, each row is an observation or cycle, and each columnis a crank angle position.

3. The 38 rows of data are normalised and are considered to be vectors X; to X3g. The

covariance matrix is calculated offline. This results in 38 x 38 matrix.

4. If ¥ is the covariance matrix of the vector X’ = [X1, X2,..., X38], it has eigenvalue-

eigenvector pairs (01,1) to (038, e38) where a1 > 02 > ---033 2 0. The 38" principal

componentis given by Y3g = e,X = e4;,X1 + eyXe2t,---, €38;-X3g Where 7 = 1,2,...,38.

The full resulting data set would contain 38 PCA scores. The percentage that each

score contributes to the total population variance can be calculated and hence most

scores can be ‘discarded’. In this case Yj = eX, Y2 = ehX,..., 33 = e3gX are the

principal components. Then

P

O1 t+o09+,...,033 = = Var(¥i)

i=1

so the proportion of total variance explained by the 38" principal componentis :

O7

O01 + O2+,.--, 738

The eigenvector with the highest corresponding eigenvalue is the principal component.

The 6 eigenvectors with the highest corresponding eigenvalues are chosen since they

contain around 99% of the total signal variance. This results in a reduced 38 x 6

matrix. This matrix is stored and is used for all offline and online reduced dataset

computations. For reference, this matrix shall be refered to as the ‘FeatureVector’

matrix as in chapter 4.

5. The original ion current data is projected onto the 38 x 6 ‘FeatureVector’ matrix

to produce a reduced identification dataset of 6 samples over 3000 cycles for offline

identification.

Hence the new sample set is reduced from 38 principal components per cycle to 6 principal

components per cycle and therefore the computational complexity is significantly lowered.

Table 6.4 displays the entire 38 principal components and the proportion of total variance

explained by them to six decimal places. It can be clearly seen that beyond thefirst 20 or so

principal components, the variance explained is negligible.
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Table 6.4: First 10 principal components from a window of a spark ionization signal and the

proportion of total variance explained by them
 

 

   

Principal Component Proportion of Total Variance Accumulated Percentage

1% 79.783383 79.783383
gth 10.971967 90.755350
gh 5.404370 96.159721
Ath 1.515168 97.674889
5th 0.819616 98.494505
ag 0.462819 98.957324
ee 0.319574 99.276897
gt 0.233889 99.510786
gt 0.142990 99.653776
10% 0.113175 99.766951

11% 0.065364 99.832315
12th 0.064166 99.896482
13 0.030527 99.927008
14¢ 0.029481 99.956489
15t 0.014433 99.970922
16" 0.013358 99.984280
17% 0.006251 99.990532
ne 0.004422 99.994954
19th 0.002452 99.997406
20% 0.000976 99.998382
gith 0.000464 99.998846
ggth 0.000250 99.999096
aa 0.000214 99.999310
gath 0.000155 99.999465
a5” 0.000108 99.999573
26th 0.000090 99.999663
a7 0.000075 99.999738
28th 0.000052 99.999790
ggth 0.000038 99.999828
30% 0.000035 99.999863
31% 0.000029 99.999892
go 0.000024 99.999916
aah 0.000022 99.999938
34th 0.000021 99.999959
35% 0.000021 99.999980
36" 0.000020 99.999999
37h 0.000001 100.000000
38th 0.000000 100.000000  
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If a larger original data window is used that encompasses a more complex waveform with

more features, then it would be expected the percentage oftotal variance captured by the ha

principal component would drop and the secondary principal components would contribute

a higher percentage of the total proportion of variance. This highlights the importance of

restricting the length of the ion current window for AFR identification so as not to acquire

unrelated and unnecessary information.

The separate principal components are displayed infig. 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: 1000 Cycles of 6 Principal Components of the Identification Data

Table 6.5 is the correlation coefficient matrix between the principal components and the

AFR.Thecorrelation between principal components themselves is not includedsince it is

unimportant in this work. Interestingly, principal component 4 has a higher correlation to

the AFR than principal component 3. Principal component 1 has a higher correlation to the

AFRthanair bleed valve (ABV), engine speed (N) and fuel pulse width (FPW) from looking

at table 6.2.

Table 6.5: Correlation Coefficient Matrix between PCA and AFR

 

- AFR PCA1 PCA2 PCA3 PCA4 PCA5 PCA6

AFR 1 0.339 0.232 -0.050 0.230 0.128 0.036
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6.7 Neural Networks Employed for AFR Estimation

Figure 6.11 shows the chosen 2 layer NARX network which is very similar in structure to

that used in chapter 4. The input layer weight matrix is denoted JW and other layer weight

matrices are denoted LW. The activation function f; is a tansigmoid functions while fo is

a pure linear activation function. Layer 1 contains 10 neurons whilst layer 2 only contains 1

neuronsince the predicted \ output of the network is a single value per cycle. The network

has a single feedback loop from final layer output y(t) to thefirst layer through a tapped delay

line (TDL) to implement delays in the data and obtain y(t — 1), y(t — 2). The 9 inputs pass

through an additional TDL to instigate the delays: u(t), u(t — 1), u(t — 2), u(t — 3), u(t — 4),

the input signal and the input signal delayed up to 4 sample times. It is these TDL blocks

that differentiate this network from the network chosen in chapter 4 and are as suchto reflect

the dynamic delays inherent in the data sets. The bias values for each layer are here denoted

b; and bg. The input to the NN, shownin fig. 6.11, is a vector of order R = 9.

Input First (Hidden) Layer Output Layer

Cc oY “Y Cc ‘
  

{ 1
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Figure 6.11: Schematic of Three Layer NARX Network

The defining equation of this NARX network is the difference equation

y(t) = f(y(t— 1), y(t — 2), u(t), u(t — 1), u(t — 3), u(t — 4))

The training uses these 9 input data sets and 1 target data set. The network is trained

using ‘Bayesian-Regularisation backpropagation with early stopping’ to prevent over training.

The validation dataset of 1000 combustion cycles is presented to the network after each

training epoch and when the mean squarederror of the validation dataset begins to increase,

the optimal training epoch for that network has been reached and early stopping occurs.
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All datasets have mean values removed and are normalised so that they have maximum

and minimum values of 1 and —1 as per chapter 4. Scaling the inputs in this mannerresults

in the NN output also being scaled between 1 and —1. For the output of the NN output

(predicted X) to represent realistic values of A, it is upscaled in a reverse procedure to that

the target data (measured A) was downscaled.

6.8 Offline Neural Network Proving

After this offline training, the 1000 cycles of hold-out data is used to prove the network is

predicting \ accurately. A sample of the comparison of measured A to predicted A over 700

cycles is shown in fig. 6.12. It can be seen that the NN is predicting A accurately within its

operating range of from 0.8 up to 1.1, that is within the limits of the training data.
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Figure 6.12: Predicted-A and Measured-\ Over 700 Cycles

Thecorrelation of the predicted 4 and measured A over the 700 cycles of hold-out data

can be seen in fig. 6.13.

To quantify the accuracy of the neural network predictions on this hold-out dataset which

is the coefficient of determination, R?, is used:

o2

R?=1--£
o%

where o? indicates the variance of the model residuals and oy is the variance of the system
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Figure 6.13: Correlation of Predicted-\ and Measured-\ Over 700 Cycles

output. For the 1000 cycles of hold-out data it was found that

R? = 0.8937,

indicating that just under 90% of the variance in the AFRis explained by the estimated AFR

from the NN output.

6.9 Online Neural Network Proving

This correlation of hold-out data implied good accuracy of the neural network at predict-

ing \ (equivalently AFR). Confidence in the NN then allowed engine implementation with

SIMULINK and Real-Time Workshop. Step changes in ABV, load and FPW were made with

these engine variables maintained in the ranges used for identification data acquisition. For

online PCA computation, the ion current signal window of 38 sample vectors per cycle is

projected in real time onto the stored 38 x 6 ‘featurevector’ matrix to produce the 6 PCA

scores per cycle. These can then be used as the NN inputs along with N, integrated MAP and

FPW.The proving of the NN occurred on the same dayas identification data acquisition to

limit the difference in atmospheric conditions as this can affect the low frequency dynamics

of the NN output.

The directly measured \ and estimated X signals plotted during transients in N, MAP

and fuel are presented in the figs. 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16. N, integrated MAP, FPW and the
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6 PCA score samples have mean values removed and are normalised using values obtained

during offline training of the network. These are input to the neural network and a predicted

value is output that is upscaled using values obtained in network training. As step tests are

undertakenfor a particular variable, other engine variables are held at their mean value of the

identification range. Good correlation of estimated \ to measured is achieved when engine

variables are within the the rangesof the identification data. In fig. 6.15 the measured A signal

approachesa value of 1.3 where the output of the NN, estimated A, has a value of 1.2. During

these load step tests, ABV and fuel were fixed at mean values which induces an unrealistic

lean operation of the engine at higher loads. A combination of these engine variables at

these combustion events falls outside of the parameters experienced during identification

data acquisition and thus the prediction accuracyfalls.

A similar lower prediction accuracy is experienced in fig. 6.16 where measured X ap-

proaches 1.4 between plotted engine cycles 200 to 300. During these events, the FPW could

be considered too short for the fixed, mean engine speed andload at that time. This produced

an unrealistic lean operation of the engine almost causing enginestall.

To demonstrate the technique successfully over the full range of identification data oper-

ating parameters, the lower frequency base fuel signal was set to follow a base MAP signal

as per the identification data acquisition so as to avoid these lean, stall operating regions.

Higher frequency perturbations in load andfuel are initiated to diverge A from stoichiometry.

A typical window of 1000 engine cycles showing the predicted \ in the presence of the simul-

taneously perturbed load, ABV and fuel signals plotted against the measured A is shown in

fig. 6.17.

Taking the error as the difference between the predicted \ and the measuredA,fig. 6.18

shows the percentageofall predicted \ data items with an absolute error less than a specific

maximum.

It is emphasised that the results are for inputs to the engine which are changing dynam-

ically and the good fit shown is from measurements during this transient behaviour. The

figure shows that the predicted signal is within 8% of the measured signal in 100% of the

data and is within 0.01 in over 70% of the data. It should be noted that the results presented

from the NN proving were obtained on the samedayasidentification data acquisition to limit

the effect of atmospheric conditions, which can offset the NN output low frequency dynamics

by a fractional percentage. Also of note is that the aim of the work in the chapter was to

replicate the filtered output signal from the UEGOsensor. No attempt was taken to remove

the time delays present within the system due to transport time of the exhaust gas to the

UEGOlocation (see section 7.2.1). Using the ion current system which measures combustion

properties during the combsution itself, the exhaust gas transport delays can be removed,
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which is discussed in chapter 7.
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Figure 6.18: Percentage A-Predictions Less Than an Absolute Error

6.10 Average Torque Estimation

An interesting extension of the network used in X estimation is that this MISO network can

easily be extended to a multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) network by the addition of

third layer. Average torque has been recorded simultaneously with the identification data

used in section 6.3.2 and this dataset can be presented as a second target set of data in a

MIMOnetwork. This would mean that the new MIMO network would be able to predict

both A and average torque with little additional effort.

Average torque is the torque output across all four cylinders averaged across a single

combustion cycle or 720° or crank angle. This is not to be confused with instantaneous

torque estimation, which is the torque estimated in real time per crank angle degree for each

cylinder.

Since the MISO network is currently using available engine signals plus the ionization

current principal components, these will be also used in the MIMO network. Torque is

usually estimated from engine speed variation or crank angle acceleration. Rizzoni et al

have worked on such an idea [135, 136]. Kaisheng et al [137] presented a feedforward neural

network method of estimating the average torque using the FPW, SA, MAP,throttle position

and N as inputs. Good estimation results obtained in real time are presented.

Andersson [138] developed a torque estimation model from an existing ionization cali-

bration. Dong et al used the ionization current to estimate the torque [139], though the
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ionization signal was required to be averaged over twenty combustion cycles.

In this work, available signals are being used to estimate average torque and although the

PCAvalues are inputs, these are measured from a single cylinder whereas average torqueis

averaged across all four cylinders. It is expected the correlation of inputs to torque output

will exist from the non PCA inputs.

6.10.1 MIMO Neural Network

Figure 6.19 illustrates the extended MIMO network. A third layer has been placed parallel to

the second layer with a single neuron. This layer takes identical data from the output of the

first layer, simultaneously to the second layer. The output of the secondlayeris a prediction

of , the output of the third layer is an estimation of average torque.

The input layer weight matrix is denoted IW andother layer weight matrices are denoted

LW. The activation function f; is a tansigmoid functions while fz and f3 is a pure linear

activation function. Layer 1 contains 10 neurons whilst layer 2 and 3 contain 1 neuron each.

The network has feedback loops from each of the two final layers to the first layer through

a tapped delay line (TDL) to implement delays in the data. The 9 inputs pass through an

additional TDL to instigate the delays: u(t), u(t — 1), u(t — 2), u(t — 3), u(t — 4), the input

signal and the input signal delayed up to 4 sample times. The bias values for each layer are

here denoted b; to bg. The input to the NN is a vector of order R = 9.

6.10.2 Identification Data for the MIMO Network

The data used in this MIMOidentification is generated in an identical manner to that used

in section 6.3.2 with the additional measurement of average torque. 1000 cycles are used

for estimation training, 1000 cycles are used for validation training and 1000 cycles are used

as a hold-out dataset. Figure 6.20 displays the identification data used. The six principal

component values have been separated into two plots for clarity.

The training uses these 9 input data sets and 2 target data sets. The network is trained

using ‘Bayesian-Regularisation backpropagation with early stopping’ to prevent over training.

The validation dataset of 1000 combustion cycles is presented to the network after each

training epoch and when the mean squarederror of the validation dataset begins to increase,

the optimal training epoch for that network has been reached and early stopping occurs.

All datasets have mean values removed and are normalised so that they have maximum

and minimum values of 1 and —1. Scaling the inputs in this mannerresults in the NN output

also being scaled between 1 and —1.
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Figure 6.19: A MIMO Neural Network to Predict \ and Average Torque

6.10.3 MIMO Network Results

Figure 6.21 displays the offine network performance of both \ and average torque estimation

on a hold out dataset. These results are the raw output of the neural network before any

rescaling has occurred, they are still mapped between —1 and 1.

To quantify the accuracy of the neural network predictions on the hold-out dataset, the

coefficient of determination, R?, is used:

For the 1000 cycles of hold-out data it was found that:

RX = 0.8923,

indicating that just under 90% of the variance in the X signal is explained by the estimated

A signal from the first NN output and:

PRaveragdiorque 0.9219 ’

indicating that just over 90% of the variance in the average torque signal is explained by the

estimated average torque from the second NN output.
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Figure 6.20: Identification Data for a MIMO Network
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This would indicate that not only is average torque being predicted at a good accuracy,

but there is no degradation in ability of the network to predict A.

6.11 Conclusions

Prediction of AFR has been demonstrated using an ion current sensing method with a neural

network on one cylinder of a four cylinder IC engine. Dynamically varied input signals were

used to excite \ which was measured by a closed coupled wideband UEGOsensor across a

range of engine loads and speeds. The PCA technique was used for feature extraction and

data reduction of the ion current signal. The resulting 6 principal components were combined

with fuel pulse width, MAP and engine speed for identification of a NARX neural network

model. This NN was experimentally validated over the identified range and was proven to

offer high online accuracy, although there was no attempt to remove the inherent delays

present within the UEGO system at this stage. In an extension to the application, average

torque has been estimated at a high accuracy ‘for free’. Little additional effort is need to

extend the two layer neural network to a double final layer neural network to simultaneously

predict average torque and \. The dataset used for this MIMO networkis identical with the

addition of measured average torque used as a second target dataset.



Chapter 7

Single Cylinder Air-Fuel Ratio

Control

7.1 Introduction

A changein \ of 0.1% around X = 1 would double the emissions rate although across transients

of engine speed and torque, deviations of 2 to 3% around A = 1 over short periods of time

are acceptable [4].

The amount of fuel that enters an individual cylinder is determined by the length of time

that an injector sprays fuel toward the inlet port for each cycle. This injection time is known

as the fuel pulse width (FPW)andis in the order of 1 x 10% to 8 x 10°s. Look-up tables

are used in standard production engines for determining the appropriate FPW with an air

pressure or air mass flow reading from the manifold absolute pressure (MAP) or manifold

air flow (MAF) sensors. Theeffort to produce the look-up table maps is extensive and must

cover possible engine loads and speeds. The capital cost of a single universal exhaust gas

oxygen (UEGO)sensor maybecurrently similar to the ionization current equipment used in

this work but the latter has the ability to work on 4 cylinders simultaneously; four UEGO

sensors would be too expensive for realistic implementation in production engines.

The AFR can be determined from both FPW and MAP (or MAF)since knowledge of

these constituents would imply knowledge of the AFR. Theprevious chapter6 illustrates that

using the FPW, MAP, N and the ionization current to estimate AFR is feasible but feedback

is required for fast control of the AFR to within a desired accuracy across transients. In this

chapter, the UEGO signalis initially used as a feedback signal in section 7.3 and proves

to be accurate although it has inherent delay characteristics due to the sensor location down

stream of the exhaust port. The logical step is to use a feedback signal from a \ predicting

neural network from chapter 6 that can initially replace the UEGOsignal. The ultimate aim

155
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would be to remove these inherent transport delays; this would be the advantage of using the

ionization current signal method. Not only does the ion current possess AFR information but

it measures combustion information during the combustion process rather than in the exhaust

gases indicating no inherent transport delays. The UEGO feedback signal will therefore

be substituted for an estimated \ signal generated from the processed ion current. In this

manner, feedback control across transients is achieved with similar performance to the UEGO

sensor but with less discrete time delay.

The steps undertaken in this chapter toillustrate the benefits of the ion current for AFR

control are as follows:

1. A feed forward fuelling controller using available engine signals is created, section 7.2

2. A feedback signal from the UEGOsensoris then incorporated to improve performance,

section 7.3

3. The UEGOsensor X signal is substituted for an estimated \ signal from the ion current,

section 7.4

It should be noted that all tests are performed within a short time frame so as to minimise

the effect of changing ambient conditions.

7.2 Feed-forward Fuel Control

A fuelling feed-forward prediction controller is generated for illustrative purposes using avail-

able engine signals. This type of controller was developed for automotive mass market engines

initially from work by Aquino [140]. The air-fuel ratio of a combustion event is obviously

dependent on a measure of the air constituent and a measure of the fuel constituent of the

cylinder ‘charge’ for that combustion event, hence the use of MAP, FPW and measured A

in this controller. In the preceding chapter FPW, N, MAP and the ion current signal were

used in a neural network (NN) identification to predict the AFR, or A. Since these signals

are causal, an identified model can be inverted using a desired \ of 1, N and MAPto control

the FPW.This is then termed the ‘inverse’ identification whereby the FPW,as an output of

the ‘inverse’ identified model (A), in turn fuels the engine to keep the resulting measured \

to within 0.1% of the optimal value.

Figure 7.1 illustrates an identified NN modelfor \ prediction from available engine signals:

N, FPW andintegrated MAP.

Figure 7.2 then illustrates how the sameidentification data can be used to construct the

inverse model A, also an identified NN, for FPW prediction to fuel the engine or plant, G.
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Figure 7.1: Forward Neural Network Identification of

The desired X ratio input, Ap, is set to 1 after identification so that A predicts the necessary

fuel pulse width, FPW for this condition. The plant/engine, G, uses the FPW and the

resultant A value is measured.
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Figure 7.2: Inverse of Causal Signals for Identification of FPW

7.2.1 Inherent Delays

Creating the inverse model requires manipulation of the identification data to produce causal

data. This can only be done accurately with prior knowledge of the system dynamics, specif-

ically the pure delays present between engine input and output samples. A particular causal

output response from the engine is experienced by a sensor a definite delay period after per-

turbation of the engine input signal from an actuator. A single delay period in this work can

be thought of as one combustion cycle event or 720° of crank angle (for a four stroke engine)

since although data is sampled every crank angle degree, the NN is trained using one sample

per combustion cycle.

There have been numerous detailed models of the dynamics between fuelling actuation to

the response experienced at the lambda sensors [14, 4, 141, 142]. The models detail various

delays along the fuel-air path that should be accounted for when determining appropriate

control.

Delays are present between the fuel injection spray from the injector and the resulting AFR

or A signal measured at the UEGOsensorin the exhaust stream. In a series of papers, Wang

and Detwiler performed dynamic studies of the individual steps of the delay [143, 144, 145]

concluding that the wall wetting effect of the fuel delivery is the most important source for

the transient air-fuel ratio excursions [141], which refers to the puddle or film of fuel that

accumulates as the injector sprays towards the closed inlet valve. The next most significant

delay is the transport delay of the exhaust gas from the exhaust valve to the UEGOsensor.

Conventionally a gas oxygen sensor is located downstream at a confluence point and so there
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would be a discrete time lag of a few combustion cycles as each gas exhaust charge pushes the

preceding charge further along the exhaust; this discrete time lag determined by the volume

of the exhaust plenum. In simplified terms, this overall delay, ttotai is composed of:

1. trpg, Induction to power stroke: the time from the fuel demand, the wall wetting, the

inlet valve opening, the combustion to the exhaust valve opening.

2. tiransport, the time taken for the exhaust gas to travel from the exhaust port to the

UEGOsensor.

3. turco, the reaction time of the UEGOsensor to report the experienced AFR.

trotal = trps + ttransport + tuEGO

Figure 7.3 displays a simplified block diagram of the dynamic delays involved between

the fuel command being issued to the injector to the UEGOsensor reporting it.

   
fuel demand AFR measured

——$—$<$—$ }_____—__»>ts << transport UEGO

 

         

Figure 7.3: Block Diagram Showing Delays From Injector to UEGO Sensor

For the application presented here, between fuel injection and the UEGO sensor at the

outlet exhaust port, tiotal = 2, i-e. a delay of two combustion cycles is experienced. This was

found during work occurring in chapter6.

Figure7.4 illustrates the crank domain timing of events that occur in cylinder 4, including

the crank angle that signals are sampled at during this work on fuelling. These have been

chosen carefully so that all sampled signals are synchronised to a relative combustion event

and delays are not introduced.

Takingthis illustrated 720° of crank angle to be the current combustion cycle (n): Between

0° and 25° ATDCrelative to cylinder 4, combustion is occurring from a previous fuel and

air charge (n — 1). At this crank angle, at the UEGO sensor near the exhaust port is the

exhaust gas from an even earlier combustion (n — 2). Therefore to ensure unnecessary delays

are not introduced, the AFR (or \) is sampled after the exhaust valve has closed (around

400° ATDC. This would mean the exhaust gas at UEGOis from the previous combustion

cycle (n — 1), whereby the FPW for that combustion charge is sampled 1000° previous. Fuel

is sampled when the injector signal is given for the present combustion cycle, 120° ATDC,

along with integrated MAP(since the inlet valves have not yet opened). Since the resolution

of the discrete sampling is once per 720°, this implies that there are 2 delays experienced,

as already stated.
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Figure 7.4: Crank Angle Domain Cylinder 4 Events

The ionization window used to measure the AFR data is sampled between 7° and 45°

after the spark event, this implies that for the current combustion cycle (n), the ionization

window occurs between 699° and 737° ATDC since the spark advanceis fixed at 28° BTDC.

Figure 7.5 illustrates these delays between the fuel pulse width and the resulting UEGO

signal in both the raw data sampled every crank angle degree (a and b) and the processed data

sampled once per combustion cycle (c and d). The figures show a traverse of the FPW from

a longer to a shorter duration, the resulting signals are shown, whereby a corresponding

reaction from a richer to a leaner AFR is experienced. From the raw data sampled at

every crank angle, there is a delay of around 1600 crank angles, this equates to just over 2

combustion cycles. This is confirmed by the processed data sampled once per combustion

cycle. The step in fuel from a larger to a smaller FPW commences at 18 combustion cycle

and the corresponding reaction in A is seen to be experienced at 20 combustion cycles.

7.2.2 Engine Signals for Identification

The dynamometerload applied to the crankshaft of the engine is perturbed, to vary the MAP,

simultaneously with the FPW to excite dynamics of the AFR in exactly the same manner as

per chapter 6 with a FPW mapped to the resultant MAPsignal. There are also minor FPW

perturbations applied to deviate the AFR from stoichiometry. The following table 7.1 shows

the perturbed signal ranges used in the forward identification for the resulting measured A

value.
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Table 7.1: Perturbed Signals for AFR Feed-forward Identification

 

 

  

Signal Range Perturbation Period

ABV [‘oduty] 40 to 53 1.2 seconds

Load (V) -0.01 to -0.09 2 seconds
FPW [ys] 2200 to 8000 1.5 seconds    
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Table 7.2: Resulting Signals for AFR Feed-forward Identification

 

 

Signal Obtained Range

Speed [rpm] 900 to 2000
Integrated MAP[bar?] 50 to 120
FPW [us] 2200 to 8000
A 0.7 to 1.4    
 

These perturbed signals result in the obtained signal ranges detailed in table 7.2.

3000 cycles of the identification data are obtained. Although the data is sampled ev-

ery degree online through dSPACE, further data processing offline for NN training requires

samples once per combustion cycle, i.e. every 720°; 1000 cycles are illustrated in fig. 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: 1000 Cycles of Obtained Identification Data
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7.2.3. Inverse of the Identification Data

There are a numberof issues associated with the inversion of any plant and the ability of

the inverted plant to achieve good tracking will depend very much on the accuracy of the

initial model; inversion-based feedforward inputs can adversely affect the output tracking

performance in the presence of large modelling errors [146]. Non-minimum phase systems or

systems with time delays are especially difficult to invert. The inputs on such an inverted

system would be non-causalunless the inputs are changed before the output is modified [147].

More fundamentally, non-minimum phase models by nature have zeros outside of the unit

circle. Upon an inversion process these roots can becomepoles of the system still outside of

the unit circle hence creating an unstable system unless great care is taken. Also for non-

minimum phase systems inversion methods with unboundedinputs can lead to ustable inverse

systems and so cannot be easily applied. For the following method, the inverted system is

generated in a black-box identification directly from input/output data rather than inverting

an already identified model. Great care is still taken in making the inverted inputs causal.

For FPW estimation, we require model input signals to be N, integrated MAP and A

(effectively becoming \p; the model output signal is FPW. This would create an inverted

MISO system from the obtained identification data. As discussed in 7.2.1, there are delays

present in the data between the input and output signals; AFR experiences a delayed re-

sponse to changes in the integrated MAP, FPW and N.In orderto invert this data for FPW

estimation, these delays should be taken into account to produce causal identification data.

This would involve ‘shifting’ of datasets by a number of combustion cycles to synchronise

inputs to outputs.

The diagram, fig. 7.7, illustrates the inherent delays in the identification data and the

procedurefor inverting the data for FPW identification. 7.7a shows the system in the original

non-inverted state, where by N, integrated MAP and FPW wereusedas input signals to the

plant G to obtain a measured X signal. There are 2 measured combustion cycles or time delays

between a change in the FPW and a measuredinfluence on the UEGOsensor. Similarly, there

is only one delay between a change in N or the integrated MAP before being experienced at

the UEGOsensor. This also implies a single time delay between the input FPW and the

other two inputs, N and integrated MAP.

To invert this system to predict FPW and use X as an effective input, A and FPW are

switched with the time delays between all signals remaining intact, as per fig. 7.7b. This

figure is not physically realiseable; FPW is now predicted 2 sample delays as an output before

the new input \p and this is not causal. Thereis still 1 time delay between FPW and the

other existing inputs ,N and integrated MAP, but again, not in a causal manner.

7.7c displays the system that has been made causal; the input data has been shifted by
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the required 2 time delays to create the correct inverse model A. If the final control achieves

good regulation of A, then Ap is effectively constant [148].

7.2.4 Neural Network for Feed-forward fuelling Control

3000 cycles of causal inverted identification data is now used in a Neural Network training

algorithm. 1000 cycles are used for estimation, 1000 cycles are used for validation and 1000

cycles are used as a ‘hold-out’ dataset for offline proving before engine implementation occurs

[101].

To choose a specific network, the input and output training data must be taken into

consideration. There is no feedback in the identification, a MISO network which will be able,

after training, to predict an estimated FPW, from Ap, N and integrated MAP.

Network sizes are tested and performances obtained, starting with a larger network con-

tinuing with a systematic network size reduction. A two layer network structure which has

a compromise between modelprediction accuracy, complexity and computational processing

speed is chosen.

Figure 7.8 shows the chosen 2 layer feed-forward multilayer perceptron neural network

where the input layer weight matrix is denoted JW and output layer weight matrices are

denoted LW. ff activation functions is a tansigmoid function while fo is a pure linear

activation function. Layers 1 contains 10 neurons whilst layer 2 contains 1 neuron (since the

output of the networkis a single value, FPW. TDL denotes a tapped delay line. The input

are passed through a tapped delay line to instigate the delays present in the data. In this

actual Network, the 3 inputs pass through a specific tapped delay line where the output is a

vector made up of the input signal at the current time and the previous inputsignal.

The defining equation of this network is as equation 7.1.

yo(t) = f(u(t), u(t — 1), u(t — 2)) (7.1)

The network is trained using ‘Bayesian-Regularisation backpropagation with early stop-

ping’, which prevents over-training. The validation dataset of 1000 cycles is employed here

after each training epoch through being presented to the network. Early stopping occurs when

the mean squared error of the validation dataset begins to increase indicating the optimal

training epoch for that network has been reached.
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Figure 7.8: Schematic of a Two Layer Feed-forward Network

Offline Feed-forward Network Proving

After this offline training, the 1000 cycles of hold-out data is used to prove the network

is predicting FPW adequately enough. A sample of the comparison of measured FPW to

predicted FPW over 1000 cycles is shownin fig. 7.9. It can be seen that the feed-forward NN

is predicting FPW within the limits of the training data to a reasonable accuracy although

FPW is a square edge stepped signal.
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Figure 7.9: Predicted FPW and Measured FPW Over 1000 Cycles

To quantify the accuracy of the neural network predictions on this hold-out dataset which

is the coefficient of determination, R?, is used:

o2

R?=1-—+
o%

where o? indicates the variance of the modelresiduals and oF is the variance of the system
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output. For the 1000 cycles of hold-out data it was found that

R? = 85.87,

indicating that just over 85% of the variance in the FPW is explained by the estimated FPW

from the feed-forward NN output.

Online Feed-forward Network Proving

Good correlation of identification output data, FPW, to the predicted FPW offline instills

enough confidence to implement the network onto the engine for online proving. Online

network proving involves predicting FPW in real time as the engine is running with input

signals streaming into the network. With referenceto fig. 7.2, the input Ap: is set to 1. This

would cause the output of the NN to predict the FPW necessary for a A at stoichiometry.

To emulate the offline simulation online, all signal processing that was done offline has

to be undertaken online on the engine/dynamometer. This is done with SIMULINK and Real

Time Workshop and the advantages of simplifying the offline computation becomes apparent.

For proving, the fuelling is now decoupled from the MAPsignal, as the FPW is now provided

as an output from the NN.

Whilst the engine is running, the following must be occurring:

e \p = 1, N and integrated MAP are to be sampled once per 720° at a specific crank

angle, matching the angle chosen for offline computation.

e \p = 1, N and integrated MAP samples are input to the neural network and a F’PW

value is output.

e The engine uses the FPW from the output of the neural network for combustion.

e The combustion AFR is read by the UEGOsensor near the cylinder exhaust port.

Engine variables (load and ABV ranges) were brought in line with the ranges used for

identification data acquisition (a must) and Ap was step-changed to illustrate robustness of

the network at predicting FPW to keep \ tracking to a desired A value.

The resulting measured signal and the step changed input signal \/:p is presentedin fig.

7.10. It can be seen that although transient behaviour is present, the required bias levels

when not at stoichiometry are not achieved. This is not the purpose of the feed-forward

controller, it is designed to maintain stoichiometry whilst rejecting disturbance inputs; not

track to alternative \ values. Hence disturbance rejection was examined using step changes

in the speed and load.
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The resulting measured A signal and the step changed input signals, ABV (and thus N)

are presented in fig. 7.11. When step changes in ABV are present causing the speed to

traverse a small range, the A diverges from stoichiometry. Step changes in load (and thus

integrated MAP), the resulting FPW andthe resulting measured X signal are presented in

fig. 7.12. Small step changes in the load cause an error in \ away from stoichiometry. It

should be noted that upon a step change away from the average values of N and load used in

the identification, the \ value does not eventually return to stoichiometry but maintains and

excursion from A = 1 until the value of N and load return to the average value. Although

the shortcomings of the feed-forward controller can be seen in this simple test, the controller

is able to restrict A to within 0.95 < A > 1.05 when Ap = 1.
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Figure 7.10: Validation Data Showing Measured A with Ap

A fuelling feed-forward controller created in this manner is generated quicker than for a

series of static mappings. Only oneset of identification data is required to generate both the

forward identification model and the inverse identification model. A static mapping within

an EMSdetermines fuelling duty from speed and load variables whereas this feed-forward

technique also determines fuelling from speed and load variables but with the added benefit

of including dynamic characteristics of the conditions. Transient behaviour of the system

is captured in the model due to the perturbed engine signals and therefore is intrinsic to

the controller. The excursions from stoichiometry upon step changes in load and ABV,in

addition to the controller’s inability to track accurately to » settings away from 1 proves the

necessity for an appropriate feedback control scheme.
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7.3 Feedback Control using the UEGO sensor

A fuelling feed-forward controller has been established. This predicts the FPW, FPW for

stoichiometry from the available engine signals, N, integrated MAP and Ap. The engine or

plant, G, uses FPW for combustion and the combustion AFR is measured with a UEGO

sensor.

A feedback signal can be integrated into the feed-forward fuelling controller to give higher

accuracy. This can be doneinitially using the measured \ from the UEGOsensor placed near

the exhaust port of the cylinder as in fig. 7.13. K represents the control implemented in the

feedback loop.

 

 
  

  
integrated____, FPW
MAP |

Io
ARX Model

  
         

Figure 7.13: UEGO Signal Feedback Incorporated into the Feed-forward Control

To generate a controller, a model of the system that is to be controlled will be identified.

The actual measured X signal is to be controlled to meet stoichiometry across steady state

and transient engine behaviour with rapid response to step changes withlittle overshoot. The

basic principle is to perturb the Ap input signal to excite the system dynamics, measure the

resulting \ output signal from the UEGOsensor and then identify the relationship between

these input and output signals to give a model.

7.3.1 Engine Signals for Identification

The previously identified feed-forward NN that produces FPW as an output uses N,inte-

grated MAP and Xp asinput signals. A SISO linear Auto Regressive with eXogenous inputs

(ARX) modelof the system will be generated from the Ap input signal to the measured A

output signal encompassing the dashed box in fig. 7.13. In this manner the identified ARX

modelwill give a relationship between Xp and A, but the system will still be able to account

for changes in load and speed for correct fuelling due to the ‘interior’ NN. The signals used

to generate the ARX model are as table 7.3. Load and ABV wereset at a steady state mid

point of the NN Identification.

Input and output data is collected over 3000 combustion cycles from the engine/dynamometer

set-up. All signals are sampled online once per degree and so over 3000 combustion cycles
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Table 7.3: Used Signals for Identification

 

 

    

Signal Range Perturbation Period

Ap 0.9 to 1.1 2 seconds

ABV [%auty] 46 N/A
Load [V] —0.06 N/A
 

would give 2160000 samples per signal channel. This resolution of information is unnecessary

in identifying this model; only one sample is required per combustion cycle. Hence 3000

samples each for 3000 combustion cycles are used in the identification process. Figure 7.14

showsidentification data used to obtain the ARX modelof Ap to measured X.
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Figure 7.14: Ap and measured X used for Identification

7.3.2 Obtained ARX Model

The ARX model structure was chosen for its simplicity. It is already established that the

feed-forward neural network will have 1 inherent time delay from Ap to estimate the FPW.

But there are also a further 2 delays from the FPW to the actual A signal experienced at the

UEGOsensor.

Therefore 3 is chosen as the time delay, nz, for the chosen structure.
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The ARX model may berepresented as

ue) = 99 u(z) + e(z) (7.2)

where A, B , and C are polynomials of the form

A(z) = l+tayzt+...+a@nqgz7™

B(z) = byztt +... + dygzMt}

In this case the model orders ng, np and the discrete time delay order, nz were found to be

3, 2, 3 respectively.

Theidentified polynomials lead to the following ARX model:

0.1862z — 0.08704_ 7.3
U(?) =76078 #1172 — 0.3392 U2) + el) (7.3)
 

A pole-zero plot, fig. 7.15, of the ARX model showsthestability, whilst magnitude and

phase of the frequency response is shown in a bode plot, fig. 7.16. Using this information,

loop shaping control can be implemented in the feedback loop.
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Figure 7.15: Pole-Zero Plot of the Identified ARX model
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Bode Diagram
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Figure 7.16: Bode Plot of the Identified ARX model

7.3.3 Loop Shaping Control

Loop shaping control techniques use closed loop objectives in terms of requirements of open

loop singular values to shape the open loop system L = GK where K is the controller. The

nominal plant singular values give desired open loop properties at frequencies of high and

low loop gain [114]. The control in loop shaping techniques can be designed for performance,

robustness or a trade off of both to achieve robust performance. Typical design trade offs are

[113]:

e For stability robustness: |L(jw)| < 1. The target loop should have low gain (as small

as possible) at high frequencies where typically the plant model is poor.

e For performance: |L(jw)| > 1. The target loop should have high gain (as great as pos-

sible) at frequencies where the modelis good, in order to ensure good control accuracy

and good disturbance attenuation.

e Crossover and Roll-Off: The desired loop shape should haveits 0 dB crossover frequency

between the above two frequency ranges. Below the crossover frequency we the loop

should roll off with a negative slope of between —20 and —40 dB/decade, which helps

to keep phase lag to less than —180° inside the control loop bandwidth (0 < w < we).
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Figure 7.17: Multivariable Feedback Control System

The singular values of the open loop transfer function matrix DL are important because L

determines the closed loop matrices S and T. Closed loop transfer functions, S (the sensitivity

transfer function) and T (the complimentary sensitivity transfer function) are defined as:

The transfer function of an exogenous input r to tracking error is:

1 1
°= 446K) ~ @+D) ne)

The transfer function of an exogenous input r to output y is:

Gk L

(1+GK) (14+L) 75)
 

The singular values of S(jw) determine the disturbance attenuation, because S(s) is in

fact the closed-loop transfer function from disturbance to plant output as seen in fig. 7.17.

Thus a disturbance attenuation performancespecification can be written as:

a(S(jw)) < |Wr'(jw)| (7.6)

where |Wr ‘(jw)| is the desired disturbance attenuation factor.

The robustness stability design requirements can be written:

a(T(jw)) < |W5 *(jw)| (7.7)

where |W1jw)| largest anticipated multiplicative plant perturbation. In essence, |W1(jw)|

and |W‘jw)| describe the performance and robustness boundsrespectively and loop shap-

ing synthesis can be undertaken, in practice, by describing these boundaries, thoughit is also

acceptable to describe the open loop shape based on knowledge of the system. From the open

loop shape, the singular values aH and @(T’)) of the closed loop transfer function matrices S

and T can be calculated.
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For the identified ARX model in equation 7.3, the required control loop should possess

the following properties:

e The control loop should be rapid, with minimum overshoot.

e Control effort or action should be realistic.

e For stability robustness: |L(jw)| < 1. The target loop should have low gain at higher

frequencies above 10 rad/sec.

e For performance: |L(jw)| > 1. The target loop should have high gain at lower frequen-

cies below 1 rad/sec.

e Crossover and Roll-Off. The desired loop shape should haveits 0 dB crossover frequency,

(we), between the above two frequency ranges, 1 rad/sec < we > 10 rad/sec. Below we

the loop should roll off with a negative slope of between —20 and —40 dB/decade.

The open loop shape chosen, Gg(z), is discrete since the identified ARX model 7.3 is

discrete. Converting to a continuous sampled model introduces phase changes and the model

becomes non-minimum phase. This arises since the discrete model has inherent pure time

delays shown as two orders of poles greater than zeros. The loop shapeis iteratively chosen,

based on the aboverestrictions.

_ 0.1z+ 0.05

— z—-1
Gaz) (7.8)

This desired loopshape is displayed graphically in fig. 7.18. The desired crossover fre-

quency, w,, occurs at 10°8" rad/sec. The accuracy that can be achieved is represented by

y = +/ — 1.6914 where 1 would be a perfect fit. This translates to 4.5649 db accuracy. The

achieved loopshape, L, is also plotted.

Figure 7.19 displays the performance and robustness from the singular values of the closed

loop transfer function .

The loop shape controller is generated in MATLABsoftware [113] with the LOOPSYN

command using the desired open loop shape in equation 7.8. This initially generates an

8% order controller. Using MATLAB controller model reduction techniques in the same

toolbox, this model order will be reduced to simplify the controller without any degradation

in performance.
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Figure 7.18: Frequency Response of the Target Loop Shape Gq(z)
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Figure 7.19: Performance and Robustness of the Closed Loop System Gq(z)

7.3.4 Controller Model Reduction

From plotting the Hankel singular values of the controller, fig. 7.20, it can be seen that

the 8" order contributes relatively less than the first 7 orders, therefore this order can be

removed to create a 7” order controller.

Whenthe controller is implemented, a constant of 1 will be removed from the \ signal

because the controller was designed for a zero mean ARX model. The output of the controller

will have a constant of 1 added back on so that the input to the feed-forward NN represents
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Hankelsingular values of K

10 T r 1 
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Order

Figure 7.20: Hankel Singular Values of the Controller

anon zero mean Ap.

The reduced acquired controller can be displayed in the following transfer function:

K=

0.63627 — 0.759725 + 0.2062z° + 0.155124 — 0.10932? + 0.001459z? — 3.23 x 10®z — 0.0004337

2? — 1.278 + 0.350225 — 0.184624 — 0.009157z3 + 0.043832? + 7.314 x 10-4z — 5.415 x 10-15
 

7.3.5 UEGO Feedback fuelling Results

Again, to demonstrate the ability of the NN fuelling control with incorporated UEGOsignal

feedback, it was implemented on to the engine/dynamometer. Engine variables (load and

ABVranges) were brought in line with the ranges used for identification data acquisition and

these were step-changed individually, along with Xp, to illustrate robustness of the network

at keeping A close to Ap.

The resulting measured 4 signal and the step changed input signal \:p is presented infig.

7.21. Now the feedback from the UEGOsignal is incorporated, the system is able to output

more accurate levels of 4 to follow \p as opposed to the feed-forward controller implemented

without feedback in fig. 7.10 where by the DC biaslevels of \ could not achieve accuracy at

Ap = 0.9 or Ap = 1.1.

The resulting measured \ signal and the step changed input signals, ABV (and thus N)

are presented in fig. 7.22. Step changes in load (and thus integrated MAP), the resulting
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FPWandtheresulting measured \ signal are presented in 7.23. It should be noted that the

feedback control system is able to restrict the measured \ signal to within 0.05 of Ap across

all transient step changes.
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Figure 7.21: Comparison of Ap and measured 4

Although adequate in accuracy and performance, the feedback controller using the mea-

sured A signal from the UEGOsensorhasa significant disadvantage. The placement of the

UEGOsensorfor this demonstration is near to the exhaust port of the cylinder giving rapid

\ response from limited transfer delays. In production vehicles the UEGOsensorisfitted fur-

ther downstream of the exhaust, usually at the confluence point of the exhaust gases from all

cylinders. This would lead to even longer transport delays of the exhaust gases from exhaust

port to sensor and ultimately give a slower control response. Figure 7.24 showsthe a single

\ step response compared to the step demand, Ap taken from the same data to producefig.

7.21. 3 delays are clearly present.

7.4 Feedback Control using the Ion Current

The ability to determine and control the AFR without the use of a UEGO sensor for an

individual cylinder would be desirable due to cost. The traditional location of the UEGO

sensor at the exhaust stream confluence point introduces transport delays into the AFR

measurement inherently. In the previous section, these exhaust gas delays were minimised

due to the UEGO sensor being located close to the exhaust post. Measuring the AFR during

the current combustion event and using this determined value for a feedback signal would

remove inherent delays from when using a UEGOsensor for the feedback signal.
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Figure 7.22: Validation Data Showing Measured X with Step Changes in Speed
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Figure 7.24: Step response comparison of Ap and measured 2

The ion current sensing method provides the solution. The \ ratio can be determined from

the ion current signal which occurs during the combustion stroke. A feed-forward fuelling

controller was developed previously in this section and feedback control applied with the use

of the UEGOsensorsignal. In this current section, measured \ from the UEGOsensoris

substituted for an estimated A, which is an output from a NN similar to chapter 6. The

accuracy achieved with the UEGO feedback system in the previous section is a benchmark

for the accuracy aimed to be achieved with the ionization current feedback system.

Because two neural networks are incorporated into this system they shall be denoted as

follows: ‘A NN’ describes the feed-forward NN for estimating the FPW and ‘NARX NN’

refers to the recurrent NN used to estimate A. Figure 7.25 illustrates the system concept

using the feed-forward NN controller, A NN, to predict the fuel necessary to give \ = 1 at

the output of the plant G, the NARX NNused to estimate \ and a loop shaping feedback

control, K. This is fundamentally the same concept as when using the UEGOsensorsignal

as feedback but the UEGO feedbacksignal is replaced with an estimated lambdasignal, d.
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Figure 7.25: Ion Current NN Signal Feedback Incorporated into the feed-forward Control
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7.4.1 Engine Signals for Identification

To produce A NN and NARX NN,the sameidentification data set is used; A NN uses an

inverse identification to achieve FPW estimation. The dataset that was collected in section

7.2.2 is used again and although therearedifferent delays in the system, the inverse procedure

results in the same feed-forward compensator. Measured X is recorded so that A NN can be

initially created, before being substituted for estimated d.

Inverse of the Identification Data for A NN

As before for FPW estimation, we require model input signals to be N, integrated MAP

and \; the model output signal is FPW. This would create an inverted MISO system from

the obtained identification data. The delays present in the data now using the ionization

current method instead of the UEGO signal are estimated to be lower between the input

and output signals; This is because the UEGO sensoris placed in the exhaust port of the

cylinder, whilst the ionization current is measured during combustion. In this manner, one

delay can be removed from the input signals to the output signal; The FPW has aneffect

on the combustion after one discrete delay (combustions cycles), whilst the effects of the

speed, N, and the integrated MAP occur during the present combustion cycle. It should be

remembered that N and integrated MAPresult from the actuation of ABV andload.

In order to invert this data for FPestimation, these delays should be taken into account

to produce causalidentification data. This would involve ‘shifting’ of datasets by a number

of combustion cycles to synchronise inputs to outputs.

The diagram in fig. 7.26 illustrates the inherent delays in the identification data and the

procedure for inverting the data for FPW identification with the ionization current method.

7.26a shows the system in the original non-inverted state, where by N, integrated MAP and

FPWwereused as input signals to the plant G to obtain an estimated \ signal from the NARX

NN.Thereis 1 measured combustion cycle or time delay between a change in the FPW anda

measured influence at the ionization current sensing spark plug. There is no delay between a

change in N or the integrated MAP before being experienced at the ionization current sensing

spark plug. This implies that the combustion occurring at any instant is affected by or will

affect the engine speed N and the integrated MAP during that specific combustion cycle.

To invert this system to predict FPW and use estimated \ as an effective input, estimated

\ and FPW are switched with the time delays between all signals remaining intact, as per

fig. 7.26b. Again, This figure is not physically realiseable; FPW is now predicted 1 sample

delay as an output before the new input Ap and this is not causal. Thereis still 1 time

delay between FPW andtheother existing inputs ,N and integrated MAP, but again, not in
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a causal manner.

7.26c displays the system that has been made causal; the input data has been shifted by

the required 1 time delay to create the correct inverse model A. Again, there are no time

delays between the used input signal and the other two inputs, N and integrated MAP.

Using this inverse identification data A NN is created to predict the FPW necessary for

stoichiometry. The network structure of A NN is the sameas in section 7.2.4 and trained

in the same mannerusing 3000 cycles of the inverted data; 1000 cycles for estimation, 1000

cycles for training and 1000 cycles for a hold out dataset.

Figure 7.27 displays the fit of the estimated FPW as an output of A NN with the measured

FPWtraining target data.

To quantify the accuracy of A NN predictions on the hold-out dataset R? is used:

where o? indicates the variance of the modelresiduals and G7 is the variance of the system

output. For the 1000 cycles of hold-out data it was found that

R? = 0.7938 ,

indicating that just under 80% of the variance in the FPW is explained by the estimated

FPW from the A NN output.

Manipulation of Identification Data for NARX NN

As in chapter 6 a NN modelis trained for estimating . In this section, the prediction of \

is required 1 discrete sample time before \ is measured with a UEGOsignal. This is because

d is estimated using ionization current information measured during the combustion process

whereas \ is measured using the UEGOsensor located in the exhaust port.

To train the NARX NNto account for this removed sample time, the identification data

has to be manipulated. The identification data to train the NARX NNconsists of 9 inputs

per combustion cycle: 6 PCA scores, integrated MAP, N and FPW. The output or target

data set is 4.

This whole measured \ output dataset is shifted by one discrete sample (one combustion

cycle) backwards in time. This results in a training set whereby the NARX NNis trained

to ‘see’ the UEGO signal one discrete sample period before it was actually measured.

Hence, when implemented, the trained NARX NN output will be an estimated d occurring

one discrete sample time before the measured used for comparison. 3000 cycles of the
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Figure 7.27: Estimated FPW as an output of A NN

manipulated training dataset are used; 1000 cycles for estimation, 1000 cycles for validation

and 1000 cycles as a hold-out dataset.

The plot 7.28 shows the use of a holdout dataset implemented offline that shows the

NARX NNoutput prediction of d compared to the measured 4 UEGOsignal output. The

holdout dataset is a 500 combustion cycle portion of that collected in section 7.2.2 and used

to train both A NN and NARX NN.
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Figure 7.28: NARX NN output prediction of \ compared to the measured 4 UEGOsignal

output with a holdout dataset

To quantify the accuracy of the NARX NN predictions on the hold-out dataset R?, is
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Table 7.4: Used Signals for Identification

 

 

Signal Range Perturbation Period

AD 0.8 to 1.2 2 seconds

ABV [“duty] 45 N/A

Load [V] —0.05 N/A      

used again. For the 1000 cycles of hold-out data it was found that

R? = 0.9328 ,

indicating that just over 90% of the variance in the FPW is explained by the estimated FPW

from the A NN output.

7.4.2 Creating the ARX model around both Neural Networks

An ARXidentification is done that defines the relationship between the desired lambda input

signal, Ap, and the estimated lambda output signal, A, encompassing the dashed box in fig.

7.25. In this manner the identified ARX model will give a relationship between Ap and »,

but the system will still be able to account for changes in load and speed for correct fuelling

due to the ‘interior’ feed-forward NN. The signals used to generate the ARX model are as

table 7.4. Load and ABV wereset at a steady state mid point of the NN identification.

Input and output datais collected over 3000 combustion cycles from the engine/dynamometer

set-up, downsampled at only one sample per combustion cycle. Figure 7.29 shows 1000 cycles

of identification data used to obtain the ARX model of Ap to \. Measured \ from the UEGO

sensoris also illustrated in this plot to show the accuracy of the NARX NN at estimating

A. The NARX NN output,A, and the measured UEGOsignal, A, do not match Ap at the

extremes of the traversed range since these outputsare still results of a feed-forward A NN

with no feedback.

7.4.3 Obtained ARX Model

In section 7.3.2, the ARX model was chosen to represent the 3 time delays. This was due

to the use of the UEGO sensor that inherently introduced time delays. Because the system

is now being identified to the NARX NN output, instead of the UEGO sensor output, 2 is

chosen as the time delay, nz, for the chosen structure; 1 delay from the NARX NN and 1

delay from the feed-forward A NN.
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Figure 7.29: }p and measured X used for Identification

The following ARX modelis identified:

0.13222 — 0.006031
u(@) = BWyase + 0.37962 — 0.020132) te) ne)
 

A pole-zero plot 7.30 of the ARX model showsthe stability, whilst magnitude and phase

of the frequency response is shown in a bode plot 7.31. Using this information, loop shaping

control can be implemented in the feedback loop.

7.4.4 Loop Shaping Control using the Ion Current

As before loop shaping is chosen as an appropriate form of control. The open loop shape

chosen, Gq(z), is discrete since the identified ARX model 7.9 is discrete. Converting to a

continuous sampled model introduces phase changes and the model becomes non-minimum

phase. This arises since the discrete model has inherent pure time delays shown as two orders

of poles greater than zeros. The loop shapeis iteratively chosen as before based on the below

restrictions:

e The control loop should be rapid, with minimum overshoot.

e Control effort or action should berealistic.

e For stability robustness: |L(jw)| <1. The target loop should have low gain at higher

frequencies above 10 rad/sec.
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Figure 7.30: Pole-Zero Plot of the Identified ARX model
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e For performance: |L(jw)| > 1. The target loop should have high gain at lower frequen-

cies below 1 rad/sec.

e Crossover and Roll-Off. The desired loop shape should haveits 0 dB crossover frequency,

(we), between the above two frequency ranges, 1 rad/sec < we > 10 rad/sec. Below w,

the loop should roll off with a negative slope of between —20 and —40 dB/decade.

An identical controller could have been used to that in section 7.3.3. Faster performance

was attempted which lead to an open loop shapeof:

_ 0.252 + 0.10
Galz) z—-1

(7.10)

This is displayed graphically in fig. 7.32. The crossover frequency, we, occurs at 104

rad/sec. The accuracy that can be achieved is represented by 7 = +/— 1.8256 where 1 would

be a perfect fit. This translates to 5.2281 db accuracy. The achieved loopshape, L, is also

plotted.
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Figure 7.32: Frequency Response of the Target Loop Shape Ga(z)

Figure 7.33 displays the performance and robustness from the singular values of the closed

loop transfer function .

Again, the loop shape controller is generated in MATLABsoftware [113] with the LOOP-

SYN command using the desired open loop shape in equation 7.10. This initially generates

an 6°” order controller. Using MATLABcontroller model reduction techniques in the same

toolbox, this model order will be reduced to simplify the controller without any degradation

in performance.
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Figure 7.33: Performance and Robustness of the Closed Loop System Gq(z)

7.4.5 Controller Model Reduction

From plotting the Hankel singular values of the controller, fig. 7.34 it can be seen that the

5% and 6" orders contribute relatively less than the first 4 orders, therefore this order can

be removed to create a 4“ order controller.

Z Hankelsingular values of K

10 T T 

 

  
 

Order

Figure 7.34: Hankel Singular Values of the Controller

The reduced acquired controller can be displayed in the following transfer function:
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2.10524 — 1.5752? — 0.16782? + 0.37462 + 0.022

24 — 0.503323 — 0.364222 — 0.1397z + 0.007178
 

Again, when implemented, a constant of 1 will be removed from the d signal because the

controller was designed for a zero mean ARX model. The output of the controller will have a

constant of 1 added back on so that the input to the feed-forward NN represents a non zero

mean Ap.

7.4.6 Ion Current Feedback fuelling Results

Again, to demonstrate the ability of the NN fuelling control with incorporated d signal

feedback, it was implemented on to the engine/dynamometer. Engine variables (load and

ABVranges) were brought in line with the ranges used for identification data acquisition and

these were step-changed individually, along with Ap, to illustrate robustness of the network

at keeping \ and A close to Ap.

The resulting measured \ signal and the step changed input signal Ap is presented infig.

7.35.

The \ feedback signal from the NARX NNis incorporated and the system is able to

output acceptable levels of to follow Ap as opposed to when no feedback was incorporated

as shown in fig. 7.10 where the DC bias levels of A could not achieve accuracy at Ap = 0.9

or Ap = 1.1.

The resulting measured \ signal and the step changed input signals, ABV (and thus N)

are presented in fig. 7.36. Step changes in load (and thus integrated MAP), the resulting

FPW andthe resulting measured \ signal are presented in fig. 7.37.

It should be noted that the feedback control system is able to restrict the measured 2

signal to within 0.05 of Ap across all transient step changes, which is comparable to the

UEGOfeedback results in section 7.3.5, but the ionization current method delivers a faster

response due to the removal of a delay of a single combustion cycle.

Three fuelling techniques have been created:

1. Pure feed-forward with no feedback.

2. Feed-forward with UEGOsignal used for feedback

3. Feed-forward with a predicted \ signal using the ionization current technique used for

feedback

The three techniques were tested under identical disturbance tests in speed and load.
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Figure 7.36: Validation Data Showing Measured \ with Step Changes in Speed
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Figure 7.37: Validation Data Showing Measured » with Step Changes in Load

Firstly engine signals were taken to average values and ABV was step changed to provide a

disturbance in speed. This identical test was executed once for each of the three techniques

and the responses have been overlayed and plotted in fig. 7.38.

Secondly engine signals were taken to average values and the load was step changed to

provide a disturbance in integrated MAP and speed. This identical test was executed once

for each of the three techniques and the responses have been overlayed and plotted in fig.

7.39.

The response of the resulting A signal for all three techniques is of interest in these

plots. Only one plot of ABV is required to be shown since the step is identical for all three

technique tests. The UEGO feedback technique and the ionization current technique display

comparable performance. The response in A of the ionization technique during the ABV

step test does appear to occur before the UEGO feedback technique response. The ability

to reject the disturbance in magnitude of deviation from stoichiometry by the UEGO and

ionization feedback techniques can be seen to besimilar.

Similarly for the load step test response, three integrated MAPsignals from each technique

response test are plotted since integrated MAPis a signal that results from a load step, and

would not be absolutely identical for each test. Again, The UEGO feedback technique and

the ionization current technique display comparable performance. The response in A of
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Figure 7.39: All Three Techniques Showing a Response to a Load Step Demand

the ionization technique during the load step test does appear to occur before the UEGO

feedback technique response. Again, the ability to reject the disturbance in magnitude of

deviation from stoichiometry by the UEGO and ionization feedback techniques can be seen

to be similar. Interestingly, the pure feed-forward controller displays adequate disturbance

rejection from stoichiometry in this plot but it should be noted that at the extremes of

the speed identification range (1000rpm or 2000rpm), the resulting \ from the feed-forward

controller deviates from stoichiometry by an unacceptable amount (> 0.1 from stoichiometry).

7.5 HEGO Incorporation

The preceding work has the disadvantage that atmospheric conditions affect the ionization

in the cylinder causing a DC bias offset of the NARX NN output, A. To overcome this

problem elegantly, a correctional factor for the atmospheric conditions could be incorporated

to account for these changes, or an extra input related to atmospheric conditions could be

used in the NARX NN,whereby any change in atmospheric conditions could be accounted

for by this correctional factor or extra input and the NARX NN would predict \ correctly

irrespectively. Unfortunately, this is unavailable as the equipment used in the work does not

have ability to measure these atmospheric conditions.
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Another approach would be the occasional recalibration of the NARX NN output, which

would involve using a HEGO sensor. Justification for using this cheap sensor in addition

to the ionization technique would still be the removal of the expensive UEGO sensor from

the system, but still achieving a performance advantage over the more expensive UEGO

system. The HEGOsensoris by nature a switching sensor around stoichiometry. It has been

simulated in software at the exhaust port by using the existing UEGOsignal at the exhaust

port to produce a switching HEGO voltage output, i.e. a high voltage if the exhaust gas in

rich of stoichiometry and a low voltage if the exhaust gas is lean of stoichiometry.
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Figure 7.40: Incorporating a HEGO Sensor to Prevent Sensor Drift

Figure 7.40 illustrates this incorporation of the HEGO with a controller implemented as

Ky» to ensure is at stoichiometry. Ap that will now be the input to A NN will befixed at

stoichiometry; Ap = 1, and K2 would simply bea slow integral controller that calibrates the

system to ensure stoichiometry is attained whilst the original ionization technique controller

ensures rapid disturbance rejection.

The output of the HEGO sensor has a mean of 1 removed before being presented to the

controller. K, as stated, is a simple integral controller, =+;, to track to a zero mean target

with a gain that reduces the integral action. A mean of 1 is added to the controller output.

In this manner, the system can track to stoichiometry regardless of atmospheric conditions

whilst the fast acting controller, K,, rejects disturbances to load and speed.

Robustness to load and speed disturbances to maintain stoichiometry are undertaken and

results are displayed in figs. 7.41 and 7.42.

The figures illustrate that the ionization system performsas in section 7.4.6 andisstill

able to reject disturbances. The difference nowis that the system is not susceptible to changes

in humidity because the temporary HEGOcalibration circuit ensures sensor drift is corrected.
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Figure 7.41: Stoichiometry Speed Disturbance Rejection with Additional HEGO Control
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Figure 7.42: Stoichiometry Load Disturbance Rejection with Additional HEGO Control
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This chapter 6 has detailed the work undertaken to control the air-fuel ratio at the exhaust

of a single cylinder to a desired \ value using the ion current signal technique. This work

could be expanded to encompassall four cylinders of the engine. The ion current technique

would be used on each cylinder simultaneously, neural network models would be created for

each cylinder and fuelling for each injector is controlled individually. This would enable the

X from each cylinder to be set individually leading to cylinder balancing in termsof air-

fuel ratio. For the issue of the installation on the HEGOsensor, it would be reasonable to

assume that the atmospheric conditions would affect the ionization on all four cylinders by

an identical amount and therefore the HEGOcalibration would be required only on a single

cylinder with the calibration effect being applied to all four cylinders.

7.6 Conclusions

Firstly, a feed forward neural network was developed to provide a fuel pulse width that

regulated the engine air-fuel ratio to stoichiometry. The identification signals were again

generated using randomly perturbing signals to capture the dynamics of the identified sys-

tem. The feed-forward controller was unable to track to a A demand in excursions from

stoichiometry and did not resist disturbances in load or ABV. This highlighted the need for

feedback control which was initially done with a signal from the UEGO sensor. Loop shaping

control was designed using performance criteria and the resulting feedback system was able

to maintain stoichiometry during ABV andload disturbances, and also track to a desired A

ratio.

There are pure time delays inherent to the fuelling between the injector commandto the

response received from the UEGO sensor. During this work, the UEGO sensor was located

in the exhaust manifold, close to the exhaust port and two combustion cycle delays were

experienced. In production vehicles, the UEGOsensoris located at a confluence point of the

exhaust manifold, further downstream, where delays of four or five combustion cycles would

be experienced. Using the ionization current method, AFR information is sensed during

combustion, hence the transport delays of the exhaust gas have been removed.

Building on feedback from the UEGOsensor, the ionization current was used to predict

\ as an output of a neural network, and it was this signal that has been incorporated into the

feedback control loop. Loop shaping was again used as control which was shown to provide

similar controlled accuracy for both the UEGO outputsignal and ionization current method

output signal, the distinct advantage of the ionization current being that time delays were

removed.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Further

Recommendations

This thesis concentrates on the use of the ionization current method for use in applications

for automotive control, specifically peak pressure position and air-fuel ratio.

8.1 Conclusions

In chapter 4, a technique for on-line prediction of PPP from the ionization current signal

is presented. The proposed method uses a NN scheme applied to dynamically changing

data output from an on-line principal-component filter. Experimental results demonstrate

that the network accurately predicts the PPP measured by piezoelectric in-cylinder pres-

sure sensor using charge amplifiers on-line across varying operating engine parameters. A

constrained-variance, robust, low control-effort method for PPP regulation and tracking with

near minimum variance control is described. It is shown experimentally on an engine dy-

namometer that with the proposed techniques the PPP in a single cylinder of a production

four-cylinder PFI gasoline engine can be accurately controlled over the range of an identified

model. The experimentally implemented control system is demonstrated to be robust to step

disturbances of load and speed and to successfully track to a desired PPPsetting.

In chapter 5, four cylinder closed-loop feedback control of PPP has been demonstrated

using an ion current technique. Estimation of PPP on each cylinder is achieved using the

ion current signal and engine signals currently available to a production standard EMS.

The signals are processed through NARX neural networks which are trained individually

using pseudo binary random test signal data that gives network prediction accuracy, not

only in steady state but across transient ranges. An ARMAX modelis identified around the

neural network as a SA to PPPrelationship, by again using randomly perturbedtest signals.
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Accurate prediction of PPP on all cylinders has been demonstrated using the technique.

The ARMAX models allow PID control to be applied. A form of robust minimum variance

control was chosen as an appropriate control technique due to the stochastic nature of the

PPP through combustion. The recently developed constrained variance controller design

technique was applied. The resulting feedback control was shown to reduce the variance

in the PPP whilst regulating it to a demanded value on each individual cylinder. Subject

to the use of an appropriate PPP demandsignal, MBT can thereby be achieved on each

cylinder independently through the feedback scheme. The fundamental success in applying

the technique is very much dependent on the use of the appropriate test signals used in

training the neural networks andin identifying the ARMAX models. The technique can only

reliably predict and control within the boundariesof the identification test data used.

In chapter 6, prediction of AFR has been demonstrated using an ion current sensing

method with a neural network on one cylinder of a four cylinder IC engine. Dynamically

varied input signals were used to excite A which was measured by a closed coupled wideband

UEGOsensor across a range of engine loads and speeds. The PCA technique was used for

feature extraction and data reduction of the ion current signal. The resulting 6 principal

components were combined with fuel pulse width, MAP and engine speed for identification

of a NARX neural network model. This NN was experimentally validated over the identified

range and was proven to offer high online accuracy.

The accuracy was maintained even during rapid transients and was robust to changes in

engine speed, fuel pulse width and load. This range is restricted by stall conditions and speed

limitations when perturbing the variables randomly simultaneously. During control of A in

the following chapter, a methodis introduced that allows a larger speed range to be traversed

by manipulating the FPW signal with the applied load.

In an extension to the application, average torque has been estimated at a high accuracy

‘for free’. Little additional effort is need to extend the two layer neural network to a double

final layer neural network to simultaneously predict average torque and A. The dataset used

for this MIMO networkis identical with the addition of measured average torque used as a

second target dataset.

In chapter 7, a progression of fueling controllers was implemented on to the engine to

regulate the \ ratio to stoichiometry. Firstly, a feed forward neural network was developed

to provide a fuel pulse width that regulated the engine air-fuel ratio to stoichiometry. The

experimentally demonstrated feed-forward controller was unable to track to a A demand in

excursions from stoichiometry and did not resist disturbances in load or ABV. This high-

lighted the need for feedback control which was initially done with a signal from the UEGO

sensor. Loopshaping control was designed using performancecriteria and the resulting feed-
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back system was demonstrated experimentally able to maintain stoichiometry during ABV

and load disturbances, and also track to a desired X ratio.

There are pure time delays inherent to the fueling between the injector commandto the

response received from the UEGO sensor. During this work, the UEGO sensor was located

in the exhaust manifold, close to the exhaust port and two combustion cycle delays were

experienced. In production vehicles, the UEGO sensoris located at a confluence point of the

exhaust manifold, further downstream, where delays of four or five combustion cycles would

be experienced. Using the ionization current method, AFR information is sensed during

combustion, hence the transport delays of the exhaust gas have been removed.

Building on feedback from the UEGOsensor, the ionization current was used to predict

as an output of a neural network, and it was this signal that has been incorporated into

the feedback control loop. Loopshaping was again used as control which was experimentally

shown to provide similar controlled accuracy for both the UEGO output signal and ionization

current method output signal, the distinct advantage of the ionization current being that time

delays have been removed.

8.2 Recommendations for Further Work

It is accepted that the work undertaken in this thesis does not cover a full engine operating

range of parameters, such as speed or load. The neural networks developed for estimating the

peak pressure position and air-fuel ratio only work within the ranges used for identification;

this is a limitation on the signals used rather than the technique used. Additional work should

aim at producing better identification signals that traverse larger ranges of speed, load and

fuel pulse widths. The networks can be then be trained as in this thesis.

The ionization current is dependent on atmospheric conditions such as humidity, which

affects results for \ prediction by introducing a bias offset at the output of the neural network.

In this work, this is overcome by training and validating the neural network on the same day

so as to minimize the introduction of changing ambient conditions. To overcome this issue

entirely, the neural network would need an additional input of temperature or humidity.

Certainly four cylinder application of the air-fuel ratio control techniques can be under-

taken. Achievingair-fuel ratio control on a single cylinder proved challenging but the step to

four cylinders would be one of repeating the same procedure for each other cylinder. Indeed

this step up to four cylinders would have been undertaken in this work had the equipment

for each cylinder worked simultaneously. From experience and frustration, UEGO sensors

appear to be lacking in robustness.
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The benefits of balancingall four cylinders to stoichiometry individually would be obvious;

allowing each cylinder to perform at an optimum for stoichiometry. Investigation into further

benefits would require more thought.

It is feasible that the proposed control for air-fuel ratio and peak pressure position tech-

niques could be applied simultaneously on a single cylinder.

Lastly, the topic of torque estimation was touched upon in chapter 6. Although this was

average torque estimation and not instantaneous torque estimation, the results proved accu-

rate enough to indicate further work could produce interesting results. Using the ionization

current technique from each cylinder applied to a corresponding window of the torque output

may provide detailed torque output estimation.
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